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Wednesday, August 5, 2020 
CRATER POPULATIONS, SURFACE AGES, AND CRATER DATABASES 
12:00 p.m. EDT 
Moderators:  Michelle Kirchoff and Stuart Robbins 
 

Times Authors (*Denotes Presenter) Abstract Title and Summary 
12:00 p.m.  Welcome Comments 
12:15 p.m. Ipatov S. I. *   Feoktistova E. A.   

Svetsov V. V. 
Estimates of the Number of Near-Earth Objects Based on the 
Number of Lunar Craters Formed During the Last 
Billion Years [#2038]  
Time variations of the number of near-Earth objects were 
studied based on the number of lunar craters formed during 
the last billion years. 

12:40 p.m. Williams J.-P. *   Pathare A. V.   
Costello E. S. 

The Influence of Terrain Properties on Small Crater 
Populations on Giordano Bruno [#2071]    
Variations in terrain properties are partly responsible for 
discrepancies in crater counts observed on the ejecta of 
Giordano Bruno. 

1:05 p.m. Giguere T. A. *   Boyce J. M.   
Gillis-Davis J. J.   Stopar J. D. 

Lunar Mare Basalt Age and Composition in Northeastern 
Oceanus Procellarum [#2070]  
Absolute model ages and geochemical averages determined 
for portions of NE Oceanus Procellarum. Mare surface age 
varies by location; FeO/TiO2 is uniform. Differing ages may 
indicate that mare volcanism occurred over a long period of 
time (>1.5 Ga). 

1:30 p.m.  DISCUSSION    
1:55 p.m.  Break 
2:15 p.m. Daubar I. J. *   Gao A.   Wexler D.   

Dundas C.   McEwen A.   
Neidhart T.   Miljkovic K.   
Eschenfelder J.   Collins G. S.   
Piqueux S.   Malin M.   
Posiolova L. 

New Craters on Mars:  An Updated Catalog [#2069] 
We currently know of more than 1,000 new dated impact 
sites on Mars, each with formation date constraints from 
orbital imaging. We are gathering data on all known sites in 
a single unified catalog to be made available to 
the community. 

2:40 p.m. Munje M. J. *   Daubar I. J.   
Doran G.   Wagstaff K. L.   
Mandrake L. 

Large-Scale Automated Detection of Fresh Impacts on Mars 
Using Machine Learning with CTX Observations [#2065]    
Scanning across Mars / Deep learning seeks fresh impacts / 
Will we find new ones? 

3:05 p.m. Zain P. S. *   de Elia G. C.   
Di Sisto R. P. 

Impacts on Ceres and Vesta [#2052]    
We perform a collisional study of Ceres and Vesta using a 
six-part collisional evolution model of the main belt. We 
obtain size-frequency distribution of impactors and identify 
the contribution of each part of the main belt to 
the impactors. 
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3:30 p.m. Costello E. S. *   Burkhard L. M.   
Cameron M. E. 

Crater Size Frequency Distributions Reveal the Relative Age 
of Sulci on Ganymede [#2063]    
We digitized craters in a recently published map of 
Ganymede and were able to produce crater size frequency 
distributions that demonstrate the relative age of individual 
geologic units. 

3:55 p.m.  Break 
4:15 p.m. Rossignoli N. L. *   Di Sisto R. P.   

Parisi M. G. 
Modeling Impact Cratering on Titan [#2024]    
We model Titan’s crater size distribution considering 
Centaur objects as the main impactors and compare our 
results with updated observational crater counts, obtaining 
the surface age for each crater diameter. 

4:40 p.m. Abedin A. Y. *   Kavelaars J. J.   
Greenstreet S.   Gladman B.   
Petit J-M.   Bannister M.   
Lawler S.   Alexandersen M.   
Volk K.   Gwyn S.   Chen Y-T. 

Collision Probabilities in the Edgeworth-Kuiper Belt [#2044]    
We investigate the intrinsic collision probabilities in the 
Kuiper belt with implications for dust production rate in the 
trans-Neptunian region, as well as to better understand the 
collisional outcome between small icy bodies. 

5:05 p.m.  DISCUSSION    
 
Thursday, August 6, 2020 
CRATER MORPHOLOGY AND MORPHOMETRY 
12:00 p.m. EDT 
Moderator:  Lillian Ostrch 
 

Times Authors (*Denotes Presenter) Abstract Title and Summary 
12:00 p.m. Minton D. A. *   Altair R.   

Blevins A. M.   Fassett C. I.   
Hirabayashi M. 

Modeling Realistic Initial Morphology of Complex Craters 
with Perlin Noise [#2068]    
Hear the silent Moon / But not with ears pressed to sky / A 
noise made from code. 

12:25 p.m. Chandra R. *   Stopar J.   
Zanetti M. 

Constraining Impact Melt Volumes in Simple Craters 
Using Topography [#2075]    
We present a methodology to produce an upper bound on 
the volume of impact melt confined to the bottoms of 
simple impact craters using DTM data. 

12:50 p.m. Wren P. F. *   Fevig R. A. Examining Doublet Craters on the Lunar Maria to Constrain 
Binary Asteroids in the Near-Earth Population [#2061]    
Surveyed lunar maria for doublet impact craters down to 
1 km in diameter. Ongoing work intends to place a lower 
bound on the percentage of near-Earth asteroids that are 
binary systems. 

1:15 p.m. Zeilnhofer M. F. *   Barlow N. G. Latitudinal Variations in Crustal Strength Across Ceres as 
Revealed by Its Impact Craters [#2023]    
Crater interior morphologies and polygonal impact craters 
were investigated to determine the latitudinal variations in 
crustal strength across Ceres to further understand the 
dwarf planet’s formation and evolution. 

1:40 p.m.  Break 
2:00 p.m. Aponte-Hernández B. *   Rivera-

Valentín E. G.   Kirchoff M. R.   
Schenk P. M. 

Morphometric Study of Craters on Rhea [#2074]  
Morphometric analysis of craters on Rhea reveal past heat 
flow events dominant in crater relaxation. We identify two 
crater populations that are distinct and may represent 
young craters, and impact-modified craters. 



2:25 p.m. Robbins S. J. *   Schenk P. M.   
Riggs J. D.   Parker A. H.   
Bray V. J.   Beddingfield C. B.   
Beyer R. A.   Verbiscer A. J.   
Binzel R.   Runyon K. D. 

Depths of Pluto’s and Charon’s Craters, and Their Simple-to-
Complex Transition [#2056]    
Measuring things is / Hard. Statistics can sometimes / Help. 
Yay, crater conf. 

2:50 p.m.  DISCUSSION    
 
Thursday, August 6, 2020 
CRATER EJECTA AND SECONDARIES 
3:15 p.m. EDT 
Moderator:  Jamie Riggs 
 

Times Authors (*Denotes Presenter) Abstract Title and Summary 
3:15 p.m. Martin-Wells K. S. *   Partee J.   

Nebel-Crosson J. 
Distal Impact Melt Flow Contacts with Tycho Secondary 
Crater Chains [#2053]    
The impact melt flows reported here are commonly 
observed on steep, Tycho-facing slopes. Arcuate ridges and 
lobate, blocky margins are observed on steep slopes. Cracks 
and smooth surfaces are more common in nearby regions 
with shallower slopes. 

3:40 p.m. Singer K. N. *   McKinnon W. B.   
Jolliff B. L. 

Maximum Secondary Crater Sizes and Maximum Ejecta 
Fragments at Escape Velocity:  Analysis from Six Secondary 
Crater Fields on the Moon [#2049]    
We examine secondary craters to estimate the size and 
velocity of ejecta fragments that formed them. We 
characterize secondary crater size-range distributions and 
also ejecta fragment size-velocity distributions with 
quantile regression. 

4:05 p.m.  Break 
4:25 p.m. Kirchoff M. R. *   Robbins S. J.   

Grimm R. E.   Riggs J. D. 
Perplexing Erosion of Martian Radial Ejecta [#2058]    
Our study of the formation ages of adjacent layered and 
radial ejecta craters on Mars has been complicated by the 
erosion and classification of radial ejecta. We describe these 
complications and their mitigation for further work. 

4:50 p.m. Barlow N. G. *   Tornabene L. L. Extensive Outer Ejecta Deposit Surrounding Fresh Impact 
Craters:  Comparing Mars and the Moon [#2059]   
[Canceled] 
A continuous outer ejecta deposit extends beyond the 
normal ejecta rampart for fresh craters on Mars. We 
propose to conduct a study of fresh impact craters on the 
Moon to determine if this extensive deposit is also 
seen there. 

5:15 p.m.  DISCUSSION    
 
  



Friday, August 7, 2020 
TERRESTRIAL IMPACTS 
12:00 p.m. EDT 
Moderator:  Tenielle Gaither 
 

Times Authors (*Denotes Presenter) Abstract Title and Summary 
12:00 p.m. Kletetschka G. *   Ocampo A. U.   

Zila V.   Elbra T. 
Electric Discharge Evidence Found in Pook’s Pebbles, New 
Class of Chicxulub Ejecta [#2026]    
Magnetic characterization of the Albion Formation Pook’s 
Pebble revealed an exposure to electric currents that 
provides insights into the debris cloud environment during 
the initial phases of debris excavation. 

12:25 p.m. Huber M. S. *   Kovaleva E.   
Clark M. D.   Fourie F. 

Evaluating the Emplacement Mechanisms of Vredefort 
Impact Melt Dikes [#2016]    
Melt dikes in the crystalline core of the Vredefort structure 
disappear a few m below the surface, but near the core-
collar boundary, they are deeper. A new composition is 
found at the boundary. The dikes were emplaced due to 
long-term modification. 

12:50 p.m. Moore A.   Kennett J. P.   
Napier W. M.   Bunch T. E.   
Weaver J. C.   LeCompte M.   
Adedeji A. V.   Hackley P.   
Kletetschka G. *   Hermes R. E.   
Wittke J.   Razink J. J.   
Gaultois M. W.   West A. 

High-Temperature Melting at >2200 °C Provides Evidence of 
Cosmic Impact at Abu Hureya, Syria at the Younger Dryas 
Onset (~12.8 KA) [#2054]    
We provide the collective evidence best explained by the 
hypothesis that at least one high-energy, high-temperature, 
hypervelocity airburst occurred near Abu Hureyra ~12,800 
years ago, possibly accompanied by ground impacts. 

1:15 p.m. Klokočník J.   Kostelecký J.   
Bezdĕk A.   Kletetschka G. *   
Staňková H. 

Detection of 200 km Suspected Impact Crater 
Kotuykanskaya Near Popigai Siberia, by New Gravity Aspects 
from EIGEN 6C4, and Magnetic Data from EMAG2 [#2039]    
We provide evidence in terms of new gravity and magnetic 
data and new methodology that Kotuykanskaya is likely 
created by an impact process. Kotuykanskaya would be one 
of the largest impact craters on the Earth — with a diameter 
about 200 km. 

1:40 p.m. Vondrák D.   Kavkova R.   
Golias V.   Takac M.   Storc R.   
Svecova E.   Hasson N.   
Stanghellini C.   Stanghellini G.   
Gasperini L.   Rogozin D. Y.   
Meydus A. V.   Moroz E.   
Kletetschka G. * 

Permafrost Destruction Due to Airburst in 
Terrestrial Environment [#2067]    
Suzdalevo Lake shows a clear indication that the water body 
is a thaw lake in its origin and supports the Evenki’s reports 
that it appeared just after the TE. This is the first evidence of 
airburst melting the permafrost in natural setting. 

2:05 p.m.  DISCUSSION    
2:30 p.m.  Break 

 
  



Friday, August 7, 2020 
CRATER MODIFICATION AND CLIMATE EFFECTS 
2:50 p.m. EDT 
Moderator:  Nadine Barlow 
 

Times Authors (*Denotes Presenter) Abstract Title and Summary 
2:50 p.m. Deutsch A. N. *   Head J. W.   

Neumann G. A.   Kreslavsky M. A.   
Barker M. K. 

Assessing the Roughness Properties of Circumpolar Lunar 
Craters:  Implications for the Timing of Water-Ice Delivery to 
the Moon [#2057]    
We evaluate the surface roughness of lunar craters with 
LOLA data to provide insight into the age of small polar 
craters. We discuss implications for when surface ice may 
have been delivered to the Moon. 

3:15 p.m. Palumbo A. M. *   Head J. W. Large Impact Basin-Related Climatic and Surface Effects on 
Mars:  Argyre Basin as a Case Study [#2072]    
We quantitatively and qualitatively explore the post-impact 
effects from the formation of the Argyre basin. 

3:40 p.m. Burt D. M. * Could Impact Sedimentation Solve the Mars 
Climate Dilemma? [#2027]    
If most of the sedimentary layers on Mars were deposited 
by density currents related to impact cratering, rather than 
by liquid water, then early Mars could have been almost 
continuously cold and icy except perhaps for very 
short periods. 

4:05 p.m. Boatwright B. D. *   Head J. W. Mars Crater Modification in the Late Noachian:  Evidence for 
Cold-Based Crater Wall Glaciation and Endorheic 
Basin Formation [#2064]    
A previously undescribed assemblage of fluvial and 
lacustrine deposits within a degraded crater on Mars 
provides evidence for cold-based glaciation and top-down 
melting in the Late Noachian period. 

4:30 p.m.  Break 
4:50 p.m. Head J. W. III *   Boatwright B. D.   

Palumbo A. M.   Weiss D. K.   
Kreslavsky M. K.   Fastook J. L. 

Revisiting Noachian-Hesperian Crater Degredation:  
Processes and Potential Effects [#2066]    
We assess processes operating under different ambient 
atmospheric regimes to modify Noachian impact craters 
[e.g., impact, glacial, eolian, pluvial (torrential, intermittent), 
fluvial, lacustrine, etc.] and identify several 
unresolved questions. 

5:15 p.m. Schenk P. *   Buczkowski D.   
Scully J.   Neesemann A.   
Pieters C.   Castillo-Rogez J.   
Russell C.   Raymond C. 

Hydrothermal Deposition at Occator Crater, Ceres, in a 
Planetary Context [#2079]    
High resolution imaging of Occator Crater on Ceres reveals 
interesting details about the modification of large complex 
craters by impact melt and hydrothermal processes on a 
small ice-rich dwarf planet. Abundant endogenic features 
are apparent, but with major differences from how they 
behave on Mars and Earth. 

5:40 p.m.  DISCUSSION    
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CRATER MORPHOLOGY AND MORPHOMETRY 
Feoktistova E. A.   Ipatov S. I. Depths of the Lunar Copernicans Craters [#2021] 

We studied the dependence of the ratio h/D of the depth of the crater to 
its diameter on the diameter for the lunar craters whose age does not 
exceed 1.1 billion years. 

 
 

CRATER POPULATIONS, SURFACE 
AGES, AND CRATER DATABASES 

 

Gallegos N.   Day B. H. A Hybrid Approach to Sub-Kilometer Crater Detection and Recognition on 
Lunar Surfaces [#2022] 
The crater detection tool hosted on the Trek Portals is a blend between 
classical computer vision techniques and deep learning. The tool is trained 
on sub-kilometer scale craters from the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter’s 
Narrow Angle Camera images. 

Hartmann W. K. *   Morbidelli A. Lunar Crater Populations, Evolution of Megaregolith, and Interpretation of 
Lunar and Planetary Rock Samples [#2001] 
Using the Morbidelli et al. quantitative model of early, declining impact 
rate, we use a technique to convert crater SFDs to estimated evolution of 
megaregolith depths as a function of time. Our results match a number 
of observations. 

Ruiz A.   Ruiz J. A.   Bruckman W. Lunar IR Craters Age:  The Clue to Impact Rate of Super Tunguska(200MT) 
at Earth [#2046] 
We present the relationship between the relative size of the IR area of 
Moon craters, with the absolute age. The IR area decrease logarithmically 
over time and disappears after 550,000 yrs. With this age limit, the Super 
Tunguska rate established. 

 
 

LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS 
Lee S.   Cai J.   Jin S.   Zhang D.   
Thevamaran R.   Xu H. 

Shock Metamorphism of Opal-A by Laser-Induced Microprojectile 
Impact Experiments [#2018] 
The shock metamorphism of opal-A induced by supersonic microprojectile 
impacts was investigated using synchrotron XRD and TEM. The results 
show the phase transformation of opal-A to opal-CT, tridymite, cristobalite, 
and coesite. 

Miura Y. Significance of Impact Crater Process on Earth and Other 
Celestial Bodies [#2076] 
Shocked rocks of Earth and celestial bodies have shocked rocks of simple 
or mixed reaction with related impact craters. Earth has specific dry and 
wet systems, though rock systems of the solar system show unseparated 
to any Earth-type life system. 

 
 

TERRESTRIAL IMPACTS 
Davias M. E. Morphometric Characterization of Enigmatic Landforms Mapped Using 

High Resolution Elevation Data and a Virtual Globe [#2009] 
The signature of a cosmic impact extends beyond the impact structure, 
encompassing proximal, medial, and distal ejecta distributions. Tools that 
aid in identifying and mapping such ejecta may assist in identifying the 
location of “missing” impacts. 



Dutta A.   Raychaudhuri D.   
Bhattacharya A.   Bhattacharya A.   
Pachpor S. V. 

Landscape and Geomorphology of the Impact Craters, India [#2015] 
In this manuscript, geomorphological evidences and features have been 
discussed for all the three impact craters from India. 

Echaurren J. C. Estimation of Impact Conditions for a Possible Collision Between Apophis 
Asteroid and the Earth:  Numerical Modeling for a Circular Crater [#2002] 
In this work, estimates are made for impact conditions through numerical 
modeling, for a possible collision between the asteroid Apophis and Earth, 
and the generation of a circular crater. 

Ernstson K.   Poßekel J. Digital Terrain Model (DTM) Topography of Small Craters in the Holocene 
Chiemgau (Germany) Meteorite Impact Strewn Field [#2019] 
The Digital Terrain Model (DTM) of craters in the Chiemgau meteorite 
impact strewn field with extreme topographic resolution excludes 
anthropogenic and glacial origin in principle and provides insight into 
unusual formation processes. 

Hietala S.   Kreitsmann T.   Plado J.   
Nenonen J.   Lerssi J.   
Pesonen L. J. 

Summanen Impact Structure — New Geological and Preliminary 
Geophysical Studies [#2048] 
In 2019, field studies were carried out in Summanen impact structure that 
resulted in the discovery of shatter cone and PDF-carrying outcrops. 
Gravimetric studies revealed ~2.5 mGal minimum in a location of earlier 
discovered resistivity anomaly. 

Kavkova R.   Kletetschka G.   
Ucar H. 

Possible Demagnetization by Shock During the Santa Fe 
Crater Formation [#2062] 
Research suggest an impact could have caused reduction of magnetic 
paleointensity and inspire a new direction of effort to study impact sites 
using paleointensity as an approach to see if paleointensity reduction can 
serve as a new impact proxy. 

Poßekel J.   Ernstson K. Not Just a Rimmed Bowl:  Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) Imagery of 
Small Craters in the Holocene Chiemgau (Germany) Meteorite Impact 
Strewn Field [#2040] 
High resolution ground penetrating radar (GPR) measurements over 
craters of the Holocene Chiemgau impact meteorite crater strewn field 
reveal instructive images of complex structures and chronological 
sequences during excavation. 

Shumilova T. G.   Isaenko S. I.   
Zubov A. A. 

Topographic View Through Drone Observations at the Giant Kara Meteorite 
Crater, Pay-Khoy, Russia [#2047] 
We present for the first time the «air-bird high» observations of the Kara 
and Ust`-Kara impactites with 3D modeling. The data allowed to recognize 
stream-like topology of the Ust`-Kara impactites pointing to their moving 
from the Kara Crater center. 

Takac M.   Kletetschka G.   
Kavkova R.   Petrucha V.   
Dressler M. 

Tunguska Event and Magnetic Signature Over the Epicenter [#2073] 
Yet unexplained phenomena happened in Siberia, Russia. A large area was 
affected by an explosion but no crater was discovered yet. We carried out 
a detailed magnetometer survey of the Tunguska Event epicenter. 

Ucar H.   Kletetschka G. Different Impact Models Possibly Related to Matuyama-Brunhes 
Magnetic Reversal [#2025] 
Several studies discussed about the possibility of meteorite impacts as the 
source of magnetic reversals. Here, we show three model mechanisms that 
may cause such an event. 



Whymark A. Newly Discovered Muong Nong-Type Layered Impact Glass/Tektites from 
Paracale, Philippines and Implications for Source Crater Location [#2006] 
Two Muong Nong-type layered impact glasses were recovered from 
Paracale, Philippines. Their presence may indicate that a wedge of MN-
type glass in eastern-central Indochina is not the center of distribution but 
is one of two proximal butterfly rays. 
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Introduction:  The Edgeworth-Kuiper belt is a 

torus-shaped agglomeration of small icy objects, 
encompassing the Solar System (SS). It roughly extends 
from the orbit of Neptune to more than 200 AU from the 
Sun and consists of more than 105 Kuiper belt objects 
(KBOs) with size D > 100 km [1]. 

These objects are unlikely to have been exposed to 
temperatures of T > 50 K, e.g. [2] over the age of the 
SS, so they must have undergone a little to almost no 
thermal alteration. Thus, the KBOs can be considered to 
consist of the most pristine building blocks, leftover 
from the Solar System formation. 

Collisions between bodies inevitably lead to ejecta, 
regardless of whether the impact is disruptive or crater 
forming, with the total mass and velocity distribution of 
liberated material being dictated by the energy of the 
impact e.g., [3,4,5]. These impacts may very well be 
responsible for formation of dust rings and satellites 
around planets [6,7,8], dusty exospheres around small 
bodies [9], serve as source and replenishment of the 
interplanetary dust flux [10,11] or lead to planetary 
surface cratering.  

The goal of this work is to make use of the most up 
to date EKB model, based on the dedicated “Outer Solar 
System Origin Survey” (OSSOS), to obtain refined 
collision probabilities and speeds, with implication for 
testing dust production models against dust densities 
measurements by NASA New Horizons (NH) Student 
Dust Counter (SDC). 

Dynamical Structure of the Kuiper belt:  We use 
an improved (bias corrected) dynamical model of the 
Kuiper belt, based on four different KBO surveys, that 
spanned over a decade of KBO dynamical 
characterization. These surveys are collectively known 
as the “ensemble”, which comprises the “Canada-
France-Ecliptic-Plane-Survey” (CFEPS) [1], the 
CFEPS – High Latitude Survey [12], the TNO survey by 
Mike Alexandersen [13] and the OSSOS [14,15]. For 
instance, the CFEPS L7 synthetic orbital model of the 
Kuiper belt is presented in Fig.1. We note, that OSSOS 
(the successor of CFEPS) survey resulted in more than 
1000 trans-Neptunian object (TNOs) discoveries with 
well characterized orbits.  The purpose of Fig.1 is solely 
to provide a vista on the orbital distribution of TNOs, 
though in our collision probability calculations, we use 
the updated OSSOS KBO model. In order to investigate 
the intrinsic collision probabilities between different 
KBO dynamical classes, we model the Kuiper belt as 
consisting of the following dynamical populations: 

 

 
Fig. 1: The CFEPS L7 synthetic model of the Kuiper belt for different 

dynamical KBO classes. Top panel shows the orbital distribution of “eccentricity” vs. 
“semi-major axis”, while the bottom panel is for the same classes of KBOs in 
“inclination” vs. “semi-major axis”. The dotted vertical lines, denote the location of 
mean motion resonances with Neptune. 

    

• Main classical belt – comprising: 
o  Low inclination (i<5o) component, referred 

to as the “Cold” population.  
o High inclination (i>5o), dynamically excited 

objects, that we call the “Hot” component of 
the main belt. 

• Inner resonant population – resonances inner 
to and including the N3:2 MMR with Neptune. 
We limit ourselves to only the N4:3, N3:2. 

• Main resonant population - within the main 
belt, including the N5:3 and N7:4 MMR with 
Neptune. 

• Outer resonant population - the resonances 
N2:1, N7:3 and N5:2. 

• Detached objects - Objects with semi-major 
axes beyond the N2:1 MMR and eccentricities 
e >0.24. 

• Scattering – objects that experience close 
encounters with Neptune over 10 Myr orbital 
integration, leading to Da > 1.5 AU change in 
semi-major axis.  

We sample 104 objects from each different 
dynamical KBO population to compute the relative 
intrinsic probability of collision between orbit classes. 
The fractional abundance, however, is not the same and 
varies across each TNO population, with the main 
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classical belt, comprising roughly 48% of the entire 
EKB, followed by the outer+detached - 25%, 
Scattering - 20%, followed by the resonant component 
of 7%. Later we weight our calculation by the relative 
fractional abundance in each different KBO population.  

Intrinsic Collision probability: In order to 
calculate the collision probability PI and collision 
speeds VI, between and with each different dynamical 
KBO class, we use the approach, described by Wetherill 
[16]. Here, intrinsic collision probability means, the we 
only consider the orbits of the bodies, without resorting 
to body sizes. The size distribution of the bodies and the 
actual collision probability is currently being 
investigated in a follow-up work (in Prep.). 

Results: The results of the numerical intrinsic 
collision probabilities PI in [km-2.yr-1] and impact 
speeds VI in [km.s-1], as a function of the heliocentric 
distance R in [AU], are presented in Fig. 2 (All KBO 
dynamical classes) and Fig.3 (just the Main belt). Each 
pixel in each plot is color coded in terms of the 
associated intrinsic collision probability, occurring at a 
heliocentric distance R and impact speed VI.   

 
Fig. 2: Collision probability PI in [km-2 yr-1] (the color bar), associated with 

collision at a given heliocentric distance R [AU], and impact speed VI in [km.s-1], for 
all KBO populations. 

It is evident from Fig. 2 that while collisions are 
possible over a wide range of heliocentric distances R, 
the collisions in the Main classical belt dominate (see 
also Fig.3). The highest intrinsic collision probability is 
observed within the “Cold” classicals, followed by 
collisions of “Hot” on “Cold” objects. Furthermore, we 
do not expect any significant dust production exterior to 
R ~ 47 AU, based on the order of magnitude drop in 
collision probability and decrease in number density of 
objects.  

Finally, we note that, while the “Hot” objects collide 
the “Cold” population with relative speeds in excess of 
VI = 6 [km.s-1], the “Cold on Cold” collisions occur with 
impact speeds well below VI =1 [km.s-1]. That raises a 
fair question, as to whether these impacts are 
catastrophic or merely crater forming, as well as the 
amount of dust released in such low velocity impact 

events between icy objects. We note that, while there is 
plethora of laboratory experiments on collisions on 
basaltic objects, impacts onto mixture of ice and dust are 
less well understood. 

 In a follow-up work (in Prep.) we consider an 
underlying KBO size-frequency distribution in order to 
obtain the collision and possibly dust production rates, 
which can be later compared to dust density 
measurements by SDC, aboard of the New Horizons 
spacecraft. 

 
Fig 3: Collision probability PI in [km-2 yr-1] (the color bar), associated with 

collision at a given heliocentric distance R [AU], and impact speed VI in [km.s-1], for 
all KBO populations. 
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Introduction:  Morphometric studies of impact 

craters on icy moons have been used to infer past heat 
flow events [1-4]. Such studies have assumed that the 
dominant, post-impact modification process is heat-
induced relaxation, which alters the crater morpholo-
gy by shallowing the crater depth and relaxing the 
crater wall slope; however, other processes may be 
active that have similar effects on the crater morphol-
ogy. The impact cratering event itself is a stochastic 
process. Differences in impactor characteristics (e.g., 
impact angle), as well as differences in target proper-
ties (e.g., varying terrain) will affect the final crater 
morphology. Furthermore, repeated and overlapping 
impacts can result in infill of craters by ejecta and the 
generation of seismic activity that leads to crater re-
laxation. Here, using morphometric measurements of 
craters on Rhea we investigate the processes that lead 
to changes in crater morphologies.  

Methods:  In this study, we used topographic 
maps derived from photoclinometry, stereo, and shad-
ow length measurements [1] using data from the Cas-
sini Imaging Science Subsystem. Maps had a resolu-
tion of 0.18 km/pixel; thus, the smallest crater consid-
ered was D > 3 km (~20 pixels across). Because the 
simple-to-complex crater transition diameter (Dt) on 
Rhea has been found to be 4.5 km [2] or 12.4 km [3], 
craters should primarily have complex morphologies. 

Morphological measurements of 742 craters on 
Rhea were made by taking at least four topographic 
profiles, each separated by 45° in azimuth; eight pro-
files were taken for craters >60 km to properly cap-
ture their morphology. Each profile was extended at 
least one crater radius in length on either side in order 
to include the context topography.  

Crater diameter (D) was measured from rim to 
rim, and depth (d) from rim to lowest topographic 
point on the crater floor. The crater wall slope (a) was 
calculated by finding the least squares fit (LSF) to 
topographic data from crater rim to floor along the 
wall for each profile. The LSF slope (𝛽) is related to 
crater wall slope by 𝛼 = tan(𝛽), with resulting error to 
the 95% confidence. The average of each morphomet-
ric measurement for all profiles, with corresponding 
standard deviation, was used for the crater. Topo-
graphic profiles were examined for morphological 
signs of simple or complex craters, where simple cra-
ters are defined by bowl shapes, cone shapes and in 
some cases a flat floor, while complex craters are de-
fined by the presence of a central peak. Furthermore, 

crater freshness was evaluated using a scale from 1 to 
4 and the methods of [6], where 1 denotes fresh and 4 
are most degraded. 

Results:  Our analyzed craters had an average di-
ameter of 15.4 km ± 9.4 km with an average depth of 
1.2 km ± 0.45 km. The smallest identified crater was 
4.05 km; therefore, most craters should be complex 
[2]. The biggest diameter was 131.9 km. In Figure 1, 
we plot the diameter and corresponding depth for all 
studied craters. The LSF slope of the values in log-log 
space is 0.54 ± 0.04, which is statistically indistin-
guishable from the value found by [2] of 0.49 ± 0.02 
and by [3] of 0.559 ± 0.163 to a 95% confidence fol-
lowing a standard t test. The simple-to-complex crater 
transition diameter is typically defined as the diameter 
at which a statistically significant change in line slope 
occurs in this plot. Here we find that point to occur at 
a diameter of 18 ± 2 km. 

Figure 1.  Crater rim-to-rim diameter versus rim-to-floor 
depth (circles) on log axis, where purple and cyan denote 
simple and complex morphologies, respectively. The LSF 
line for all craters is in black.  
 

In Figure 2 we plot crater diameters binned into 4 
km bins vs the fraction of simple crater in each bin. 
Vertical error bars result from counting error for each 
crater type and the horizontal error bars are the bin 
size. A dash line in gray indicates where 50% of sim-
ple craters occur. This marks the transition from sim-
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ple to complex craters [7]. Here we find 12 < Dt < 27 
km. Fitting the data with a weighted LSF we find the 
Dt = 16 ± 4 km.  

 
Figure 2. Ratio of the number of simple and complex cra-
ters in 4 km diameter bins.  
 

 
Figure 3. Diameter-to-depth ratio (d/D) versus crater wall 
slope.  
 

The relationship between crater wall slope and 
d/D (depth to diameter ratio) is shown in Figure 3. 
The d/D ratio ranged from 0.03 to 0.22 with a mean 
d/D ratio of 0.09 ± 0.03. The slope values ranged 
from 4°	to 26°	with a mean crater wall slope of 13°	± 
4°. All the data is fit with an LSF of slope 115 ± 8 

(error to 95% confidence); simple craters are fit by an 
LSF of slope of 118 ± 9 and for complex craters 115 ± 
16.5. These slopes are statistically indistinguishable 
and thus crater morphology does not affect signifi-
cantly the relationship between d/D and 𝛼. Indeed, 
93% of the studied craters are well modeled by the 
overall LSF. However, 7% of the total craters are 
considered outliers as they are outside of the 95% 
confidence prediction limits, which may suggest these 
craters are affected by different processes.  

The bottom set of outliers are mostly simple shal-
low craters with low crater wall slopes (10°	± 6°) that 
are spatially correlated. They are primarily found 
within 2 crater radii away from Powehiwehi basin. 
We hypothesize that these craters may either be sec-
ondaries resulting from that impact or primary craters 
that were altered by the Powehiwehi basin producing 
impact. Indeed, these craters have a mode in the 
freshness scale of 4, and thus are heavily degraded 
craters. On the other hand, the top outliers are charac-
terized by steep crater wall slopes (17°	± 3°), are a 
near equal mix of crater morphologies, and have no 
spatial correlation. We find the mode of the freshness 
scale to be 2, indicating these craters are potentially 
young, minimally altered craters. Their differences 
may be due to formation processes. However, these 
crater morphologies may also be the result of an im-
pact event. Teasing out such differences is difficult.  

Discussion and Conclusions:  Morphometric 
measurements of craters on Rhea mostly agree well 
with previous results [1-3]. However, using both 
trends in the diameter and depth plots as well as crater 
morphologies we find a larger simple-to-complex 
crater transition diameter of 17 ± 5 km. Furthermore, 
our results indicate that most crater morphologies on 
Rhea are impacted by a process that nearly equally 
alters d/D and crater wall slope. This process may 
likely be past heating events. We also find two crater 
populations (7% of studied craters) that are not well 
explained by this model. These craters may be young 
craters (top outliers) or crater morphologies affected 
by surrounding impacts (bottom outliers).   
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Introduction:  Fresh impact craters typically are 

surrounded by an ejecta blanket which extends one to 
two crater radii from the crater rim. On bodies such as 
the Moon and Mercury, this ejecta blanket is divided 
into an inner hummocky continuous ejecta blanket and 
a discontinuous ejecta deposit containing rays and sec-
ondary crater chains. On bodies with volatile-rich 
crusts such as Mars and Ganymede, a lobate layered 
ejecta deposit usually terminating in a distal ridge or 
rampart replaces the hummocky continuous blanket.   

High-resolution images have revealed that some 
fresh Martian impact craters have a very thin but ex-
tensive deposit extending beyond the normal ejecta 
blanket. This was first reported for small craters (most 
around 4 km, although ranging up to 12-km-diameter) 
at latitudes poleward of ~35°, where the deposit ex-
tended for at least 6 crater radii from the crater rim. 
These craters were called a Low-Aspect Ratio Layered 
Ejecta (LARLE) craters [1,2] (Figure 1). 

 
Figure 1: Daytime THEMIS IR mosaics of (a) 10.6-
km-diameter Lonar crater (72.99°N 38.03°E) and (b) a 
5.5-km-diameter LARLE crater (68.27°N 266.36°E). 
Note the extensive outer deposit beyond the normal 
ejecta morphologies. 
 

Recently a similar extensive outer deposit has been 
reported around lower-latitude fresh Martian impact 
craters [3, 4] (Figure 2). While not as extensive as the 
LARLE deposits (most are between 3 and 6 crater ra-
dii), their other characteristics are similar to those of 
the LARLE craters. Tornabene et al (2019) tentatively 

named these deposits Beyond-Rampart Continuous 
Ejecta (BRaCE).  

 
Figure 2: HiRISE mosaic showing the thin flows ex-
tending beyond the SLE rampart (edge at left) for 7.6-
km-diameter Resen crater (27.94°S 108.88°E). 
 

The detection of this extensive, thin outer deposit 
leads to the question of whether these deposits are 
unique to the volatile-rich (subsurface ice, atmosphere) 
environment of Mars or if they are a natural result of 
the crater formation process regardless of environment. 
To resolve this question, we have initiated a study to 
compare the fresh LARLE/BRaCE Martian craters 
with the freshest craters on the Moon.  

Martian Craters:  LARLE craters are generally 
found poleward of about 35-40° latitude in both the 
northern and southern hemispheres, although are more 
common in the north [1]. The deposits are associated 
with relatively small craters—our analysis looked at 
craters ≥1-km-diameter and reported 140 LARLE cra-
ters up to 12.2-km-diameter with a median diameter of 
4 km. The deposit extends from 6 crater radii (Rc) up 
to  21 Rc, well beyond the typical single layer ejecta 
(SLE) and double layer ejecta (DLE) deposits also 
associated with the majority of these craters. Second-
ary crater features are rare and only exist beyond the 
edge of the LARLE deposit when they are seen. De-
posits tend to be very thin (< 7 m [2]) and terminate in 
a ragged, feathery shape with no indication of a ram-
part (Figure 3). Surface textures commonly include 
radial, curvilinear ridges and dune-like landforms, 
suggesting emplacement in a turbulent flow environ-
ment. LARLE craters primarily occur within the fine-
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grained, ice-rich latitudinal-dependent mantle em-
placed during periods of higher obliquity. As a result, 
[1, 2] proposed that the LARLE deposits are formed by 
a vapor-rich, ground-hugging base surge flow during 
crater excavation entirely within the mantle deposit. 
LARLE deposits are armored against subsequent eoli-
an dispersal by the percolation of salt-rich water 
through the deposit, with the water escaping to the 
atmosphere and the salts being left behind to create a 
surficial duricrust layer. The duricrust protects under-
lying ice deposits from degradation during lower 
obliquity periods when the surrounding ice sublimates, 
leading to the formation of pedestal craters over time. 

 
Figure 3: Details of the LARLE deposit texture and 
terminus for Lonar crater. 

 
The BRaCE craters found at lower latitudes display  

many of the same characteristics as the LARLE cra-
ters, including small size and the extension of the de-
posit past the ramparts that terminate the inner SLE 
morphology [3, 4]. HiRISE image analysis reveals 
abundant flows extending beyond the SLE rampart. 
These flows are thin, smooth, sinuous, and gently un-
dulating with numerous quasi-radial features (irregular 
depressions, hummocky patches, and lineaments) [4]. 
Pitted material previously suggested to result from 
interactions of volatiles with impact melt [5] also are 
commonly seen. The flows are generally diverted 
around pre-existing topography. Herringbone patterns 
and secondary crater chains are only seen beyond the 
edge of the BRaCE deposit. Unlike the LARLE depos-
its which extend at least 6 Rc from the crater rim, 
BRaCE deposits typically extend only 3 to 6 Rc. 
BRaCE deposits likely form similar to LARLE craters 

with a base surge of volatile-rich, fine-grained, and 
impact-melt materials.  

Lunar Craters:  Radar [6] and thermal infrared [7] 
studies reveal that small fresh craters on the Moon are 
surrounded by an extensive, insulating deposit com-
posed of fine-grained materials. The characteristics of 
these deposits led [6, 7] to propose that these deposits 
are emplaced in a ground-hugging turbulent flow 
caused by vortices within the ejecta curtain. The ques-
tion is whether these deposits are a lunar equivalent of 
the Martian LARLE/BRaCE craters. To date, we have 
not seen any studies of high-resolution images to de-
termine if the fine-grained deposits suggested by radar 
and thermal IR show similar morphologic characteris-
tics to those on Mars. Our experience from Mars is that 
the details of, and sometimes the actual existence of, 
the LARLE/BRaCE deposits require resolutions of 
CTX (6 m/pixel) and HiRISE (30 cm/pixel) quality. 
This means the LRO WAC global mosaic (100 
m/pixel) has insufficient resolution to detect the distin-
guishing features. LRO NAC images (0.5-2 m/pixel) 
are needed for this analysis. We are currently compar-
ing the locations of the 2060 cold spots identified in 
Diviner night-time rock-free regolith temperature maps 
with LRO NAC coverage to determine if images ex-
tending beyond the main ejecta blanket of fresh lunar 
impact craters exist and can be used for this analysis. 
Results of this survey will be discussed at the meeting. 

Conclusions: This project is just starting and we 
have no results for the lunar portion just yet. Previous 
studies of crater formation reveal that the environment 
in which a crater forms strongly influences its resulting 
ejecta properties [8]. Determining whether deposits 
extending beyond the normal ejecta blanket exist on 
the Moon or whether these are only detected around 
fresh Martian craters will provide important insights 
into the role of the environment, specifically volatiles 
(subsurface and/or atmospheric), in the formation of 
these crater-related features. 
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MARS CRATER MODIFICATION IN THE LATE NOACHIAN: EVIDENCE FOR COLD-BASED
 

CRATER WALL GLACIATION AND ENDORHEIC BASIN FORMATION. Benjamin D. Boatwright and 
James W. Head, Department of Earth, Environmental, and Planetary Sciences, Brown University, Providence, RI 
02912 USA (benjamin_boatwright@brown.edu; james_head@brown.edu). 

Introduction: Mars is currently characterized by a 
hypothermal, hyperarid climate (mean annual tempera-
ture, MAT ~213 K) that is thought to have persisted 
throughout the Amazonian, the most recent period of 
Mars history (~3.4 Ga to present) [1]. The distribution 
of water ice on Mars has changed over time due to peri-
odic variations in spin axis obliquity [2]. During periods 
of relatively higher obliquity than present, water ice is 
mobilized from the poles and deposited as snow and ice 
in the mid-latitudes, producing cold-based glacial land-
forms [3]. Amazonian cold-based glaciation in crater in-
teriors has left a variety of distinctive morphologic fea-
tures that permit the recognition of both the glacial 
phase and the transition to post-glacial conditions [4-7]. 

Geologic evidence suggests that the ambient climate 
in the Noachian (~4.0–3.7 Ga) was significantly differ-
ent than that of the Amazonian. Abundant fluvial and 
lacustrine features have been interpreted to indicate the 
presence of a warm and wet climate characterized by 
MAT >273 K with rainfall and runoff occurring inter-
mittently over tens of millions of years [8-9]. However, 
global climate models predict Noachian MAT ~225 K, 
well below that required to sustain rainfall and runoff 
[10-11]. These models also predict an adiabatic cooling 
effect such that surface water will be deposited prefer-
entially as snow and ice in the southern highlands and 
south polar cap. Supporting geomorphic evidence for 
this hypothesis has been elusive due to the fact that gla-
ciation in such an environment is predicted to be cold-
based [12]. Thus, the distinctive characteristics typical 
of wet-based glacial conditions, such as drumlins, es-
kers, and widespread distal retreat and meltwater fea-
tures, are not predicted to occur [3]. 

We report here on the geology of a 54-km diameter 
Noachian-aged crater in the southern highlands that dis-
plays evidence for ancient glaciated walls and drop mo-
raines similar to cold-based features seen in glaciated 
craters in the Amazonian. In addition, we document a 
broad system of proglacial sediments, inverted fluvial 
channels, and lacustrine deposits whose drainage basin 
is contained completely within the crater (an endorheic 
basin). These observations provide evidence of top-
down melting of cold-based crater wall glaciers in the 
highlands of Noachian Mars. 

Geology of Crater B: The crater we analyzed is lo-
cated in Noachian-aged highlands terrain ~800 km 
northwest of the Hellas basin rim in Terra Sabaea. In a 
regional study of Terra Sabaea crater floors, Irwin et al. 
[13] noted that the interior of this crater, which they des-
ignated “B,” contained an etched floor unit with darker
sinuous ridges that may have been inverted fluvial chan-
nels. On the basis of this previous work, we mapped the
interior of crater B in detail using CTX and HiRISE vis-
ible images (Fig. 1A-B). These data reveal an ensemble
of additional features not previously described in

Noachian-aged craters. We derive a lower limit crater 
age date for this ensemble of ~3.5 Ga, or Late Noa-
chian–Early Hesperian (LN–EH). 

A series of arcuate, upslope-facing scarps (Fig. 1C) 
with convex downward planforms occurs near the base 
of the wall. We interpret the upslope-facing scarps to 
represent remnant drop moraines from glaciers that once 
occupied the crater wall alcoves on the basis of their dis-
tinct similarity in morphology and location to convex-
downward, upslope-facing scarps seen in Amazonian-
aged glaciated craters [4-5] and in cold-based glacial en-
vironments in Antarctica [14]. 

A distinctive 1-3 km-wide sediment band (Fig. 1C) 
occurs along the base of the crater wall, often superpos-
ing the upslope-facing scarps. We interpret this sedi-
ment band to be formed by proglacial sedimentation on 
the basis of its similar proglacial position and grain size 
to proglacial sand deposits observed along cold-based 
glacial fronts in Antarctica [15-17]. 

Inverted tributary ridges (Fig. 1D) typically ~200 m 
wide and ~20 m high are distributed circumferentially 
throughout the crater floor and follow the same general 
morphologic trend from the crater wall, extending radi-
ally along the gently sloping floor, where they terminate 
at the margin of a distinctive interior deposit (Fig. 1E). 
We interpret these ridges as a system of exhumed fluvial 
channels on the basis of 1) their similarity to inverted 
fluvial channels documented elsewhere on Mars [18-20] 
and dating from the same LN–EH time period; and 2) 
their similarity to glaciofluvial valleys and inverted 
channels observed in recently glaciated Amazonian cra-
ters [6-7]. We interpret the interior deposit as the loca-
tion of a former lake and depocenter for sediment trans-
ported by the fluvial channel system on the basis of its 
location in the lowest part of the crater floor and the in-
terpreted paleoflow direction of the inverted fluvial 
channels. 

Discussion and Conclusions: This ensemble of 
closely interrelated wall features, floor ridge systems 
and interior plains suggests a common process operat-
ing in the LN–EH to produce an endorheic basin fed by 
an internal fluvial drainage system. We conclude that 
crater B underwent the following geologic history: 1) 
crater wall glaciation in the Late Noachian and cold-
based glacial flow toward the crater floor to produce 
convex-downward, upslope-facing drop moraine 
scarps; and 2) a transition to post-glacial conditions 
characterized by sufficiently high atmospheric temper-
atures to cause top-down melting of the cold-based glac-
iers and drainage of meltwater into the crater interior to 
form an endorheic (internally drained) crater basin lake. 

The endorheic crater B basin, with completely inter-
nal drainage, lies in contrast to the similarly-aged open-
basin lakes (inlet channel, filling and breaching of rim 
through an outlet channel) and closed-basin lakes (inlet 
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channel, but no breaching) on Mars, which are generally 
found at lower elevations [21-22]. The lack of either in-
tercrater fluvial dissection or significant exterior drain-
age into crater B argues against an origin for the fluvial 
and lacustrine features as the depositional remnants of 
fluvial valley networks derived from areally distributed 
rainfall and runoff. We hypothesize that a brief period 
of atmospheric warming caused top-down melting of 
cold-based crater wall glaciers during the transition 
from Late Noachian climate conditions to conditions 
typical of the later Hesperian and Amazonian, which 
would then disfavor altitude-dependent glaciation. 
Recognition and documentation of this ensemble of fea-
tures and their close interrelationships provides specific 
criteria to search for other examples of past glaciation 
in the southern highlands in order to further test hypoth-
eses of Mars climate evolution. 
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[2] Laskar J. et al. (2004) Icarus 170; [3] Benn D.I., Evans
D.J.A. (2010) Hodder Edu.; [4] Berman D.C. et al. (2005) Ic-
arus 178; [5] Jawin E.R. et al. (2018) Icarus 309; [6] Berman
D.C. et al. (2009) Icarus 200; [7] Fassett C.I. et al. (2010) Ic-
arus 208; [8] Craddock R.A., Howard A.D. (2002) JGR 107;
[9] Ramirez R.M., Craddock R.A. (2018) Nature Geo. 11; [10]
Forget F. et al. (2013) Icarus 222; [11] Wordsworth R. et al.
(2013) Icarus 222; [12] Fastook J.L., Head J.W. (2015) PSS
106; [13] Irwin R.P. et al. (2018) JGR 123; [14] Marchant
D.R., Head J.W. (2007) Icarus 192; [15] Atkins C., Dickinson
W. (2007) Boreas 36; [16] Hambrey M.J., Fitzsimons S.J.
(2010) Sedlgy. 57; [17] Atkins C. (2013) Geo. Soc. London;
[18] Fassett C.I., Head J.W. (2007) JGR 112; [19] Davis J.M.
et al. (2019) JGR 124; [20] Dickson J.L. et al. (2020) LPSC
51; [21] Fassett C.I., Head J.W. (2008) Icarus 198; [22]
Goudge T.A. et al. (2015) Icarus 260.

Fig. 1. (A) CTX visible image mosaic of 54-km diameter Noachian-aged crater B (20.3°S, 42.6°E). (B) Sketch map overlay show-
ing the major geologic features within crater B. Inverted tributary ridges (blue) begin near the crater wall base in association with 
upslope-facing scarps (dotted lines) and sediment band (gray), and extend radially toward the interior deposit (green). (C) Detail 
of relationship between upslope-facing scarps, sediment band, and proximal and medial ridges. (D) Detail of inverted ridges. (E) 
Detail of interior deposit.
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COULD IMPACT SEDIMENTATION SOLVE THE MARS CLIMATE DILEMMA?  D. M. Burt1, 1School of
Earth and Space Exploration, Arizona State University, P.O. Box 1404, Tempe, AZ 85287-1404.

Introduction:  The early climate dilemma involves
making a scientifically acceptable model to account for
conventional interpretations of orbital observations.
These observations include ancient valley networks,
flat-topped basins, exposed sequences of layered sedi-
ment, and spectra unique to hydrous clay minerals. In
addition, older craters are observed to have been partly
erased (smoothed out) in a process called “terrain soft-
ening.”

In almost all cases, by analogy with Earth, the val-
ley networks are assumed to have been carved by
streams, the level basins to have been filled by sedi-
ments deposited by lakes or oceans, the sequences of
layered sediment to have been deposited by water (or,
if coarsely cross-bedded and sandy, by wind), and the
clay minerals and terrain softening to have been pro-
duced by aqueous weathering. All of these assump-
tions require that early Mars was comparatively warm
and wet (within the stability field of liquid water), ei-
ther continuously or episodically for relatively long pe-
riods.

Warm and wet interpretations are problematic, in-
asmuch as Mars is and always has been a tiny planet
further from the Sun than Earth, plus the early Sun
may well have been fainter than the modern Sun (faint
young Sun paradox). Therefore, making a scientifically
reasonable model of how early Mars could have been
both warm and wet has been a problem, especially as
computer modeling has become more sophisticated
with time [1]. The continuously warm and wet inter-
pretation requires an unreasonably dense CO2-rich at-
mosphere or one containing major unconventional
greenhouse components. An episodically warm and
wet climate has been suggested to result from, e.g., ma-
jor impact episodes [2], but such episodes are modeled
to have been brief.

Ground Observations:  As outlined above, the
warm and wet climate interpretation largely resulted
from orbital observations. After the two Mars Explora-
tion Rovers MER A (Spirit) and MER B (Opportunity)
landed on Mars in 2004, with a main NASA-assigned
goal of “follow the water” their ground observations in
Gusev Crater and at Meridiani Planum were largely in-
terpreted in light of this objective (except that this
proved partly impossible at Gusev, where volcanism
was invoked). Interpretations based on observations
made by the Mars Science Laboratory (Curiosity) after
2012 in Gale Crater clearly reflect the same objective,
rephrased as “habitability.”

The landing sites for the three rovers were, in all
cases, chosen based on orbital indications of possible
past water activity. Surprisingly, the ground observa-
tions made by the rovers themselves do not actually re-
quire sediment deposition by liquid water [3][4], and
many features (e.g., primitive basaltic sediment com-
positions, persistent acidic salts and olivine, abundant
amorphous materials and immature clays, nearly ubiq-
uitous low-angle cross-bedding, low sediment bulk
densities, high sediment friability, relatively high Ni
content, planar scouring at unconformities, evidence of
original dip, and abundant impact spherules of various
types), can actually be interpreted as good evidence
against water deposition, despite claims to the contrary
(see discussion below).

Features that might be unique to aqueous deposits
appear to be completely lacking. These could include
actual fissile shale beds, channel-confined conglomer-
ates, preserved small channels themselves and scal-
loped scours such as flute marks, strong lateral facies
changes related to streams or lakes (such as commonly
seen at point bars in streams), post-depositional dewa-
tering textures such as sediment deformation and load
casts, oscillation ripple marks made in shallow water,
discrete evaporitic salt layers, and finally, actual mud
cracks (polygonal cracks in dried mud that are clearly
filled with the overlying sediment, not joints filled
with later diagenetic sulfate-filled mineral veinlets).
The putative “desiccation cracks” at Gale [5] would
appear to be vein-filled joints, by this criterion. Note
that polygonal joint systems can form in many rock
types, by a variety of geologic processes, including
simple cooling.

All three sites contain aqueous minerals (clays and
hydrated sulfates) interpreted to have formed after dep-
osition of the layered sediments (that is, diagenetically,
in most cases) but there is no direct evidence, even at
Gale Crater, that water actually deposited the sedi-
ments themselves. Instead, it altered them after burial,
forming mainly primitive smectite clays, veinlets of
Ca-sulfates, and inside Gale Crater only, typical con-
cretions and nodules of highly variable size and shape
[6]. These typical concretions are distinctive from the
size- and shape-limited hematitic spherules (assumed
to be accretionary lapilli) forming a lag deposit at Mer-
idiani Planum. These presumed impact spherules in
blast beds were mistaken for concretions by the MSL
team [3], although they are not cut by bedding or flat-
tened along bedding planes.
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All of the Martian sedimentary deposits appear to
have undergone variable descending surficial alteration
by acid frost or dew over the billions of years since
deposition. This alteration has formed distinctive acid
salts such as jarosite that could not persist in the pres-
ence of liquid water in contact with basalt.

Multiple declarations of aqueous deposition at the
rover sites are clearly interpretations, probably based
on prior expectations (so-called confirmation bias).

Impact Deposits (Blast Beds): Major impacts, as
the most energetic events ever to affect the Martian
surface, were abrupt releases of energy, or explosions.
Volcanic, less energetic explosions presumably also af-
fected the surface of Mars, but volcanism appears to
have become increasingly localized during the Noa-
chian, when impact cratering also was subsiding. On a
planet with abundant volatiles and an atmosphere (un-
like Earth’s Moon), both types of explosions should
have generated ground-hugging turbulent density cur-
rents, also known as pyroclastic density currents or
PDC’s (if volcanic in origin) and also called base surg-
es (if relatively dilute and rapidly flowing), as first de-
scribed for nuclear explosions on Earth.

The most interesting feature of the blast beds de-
posited by such density currents is that they superfi-
cially resemble layered sediments deposited by water
and wind [3]. For example, they display abundant
cross bedding, most commonly at low angles, they can
form dunes and even antidunes, they can scour (erode)
the substrate, upon cooling and drying they can devel-
op polygonal jointing that resembles patterns of mud
cracks in shale, and depending on distance from their
source they can vary in grain size from cobbles to dust,
as their sorting (and rounding) increases with distance.

Distinctive features of impact-related blast beds
(compared to wind and especially water deposits)
might include relatively poor sorting, tendency to
drape topography (original dip),  low bulk density,
highly friable nature, cementation by soluble salts, lack
of confinement to channels, breccias that are not con-
fined to channels, lack of primary clays formed by
weathering, primitive, homogeneous compositions, ut-
ter lack of shales, abundant glassy amorphous material,
impact spherules of various types, presence of meteor-
ite fragments, lack of evaporite beds, presence of per-
sistent acid salts, and lack of dewatering textures
caused by postdepositional compaction. Such features
are present in all of the sedimentary deposits studied
by the three Mars rovers, and attributed variously to
water and wind (Meridiani), volcanism (Gusev), and
rivers and lakes (Gale).

Discussion: Because impact cratering has always
been the dominant terrain-modifying process on Mars,
continuing to the present (explaining its use in dating

surfaces), it also should be the dominant sedimentation
process on Mars (along with localized dune fields,
transient dust deposits, and volcanic ash beds). Yet no
ancient impact-derived sediments (other than boulders
and megabreccias) have yet been interpreted on Mars,
either from orbit or on the ground. Virtually every
sedimentary rock examined by rovers has been attribut-
ed to flowing or standing water or wind (or volcanism
in the case of the cross-bedded Home Plate sediments
in Gusev Crater).

This lack of recognition is surprising because su-
perposition demands that younger blast beds be depos-
ited on top of unexposed older sediments (which might
well include water-deposited beds), and orbiters and
rovers are restricted to observing rocks deposited on
the Martian surface. So where are the impact beds?

Climate Implications: As noted above, if most of
the sedimentary layers on Noachian Mars were depos-
ited by liquid water, as currently assumed, then this
places difficult-to-model restrictions (“warm and wet”)
on the temperature range of Martian climates at the
time, presumably over extended periods (as has been
claimed for, e.g., the putative lake in Gale Cra-
ter)[7][8]. If most of the sedimentary layers on Mars
were instead deposited by impact cratering, then few
such restrictions are present, and Mars could have been
continuously cold and icy except perhaps for very
short periods when Noachian drainage systems were
eroded. However, note that the ability of rocky or san-
dy Martian density currents to erode channels at their
base is currently unknown, but such erosion cannot be
excluded, especially in the walls of craters. In any
case, a predominantly cold and icy Noachian Martian
surface does not exclude widespread diagenetic altera-
tion of impact-deposited sediments by subsurface
groundwater or hydrothermal fluids, nor does it ex-
clude descending surficial alteration by acid frost or
mist caused by volcanism or impacts into a sulfur-bear-
ing target.
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CONSTRAINING IMPACT MELT VOLUMES IN SIMPLE CRATERS USING TOPOGRAPHY.  R. Chan-
dra1,2, J. Stopar1, M. Zanetti3; 1Lunar and Planetary Institute, Universities Space Research Association, Houston, TX 
77058. 2University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Champaign, IL, rchand26@illinois.edu. 3Marshall Space Flight 
Center, Huntsville, AL 35824. 

Introduction:  Impact cratering is the most ubiqui-
tous geomorphological phenomenon in the solar sys-
tem. Ponds of once molten material often occupy the 
bottoms of lunar craters [1,2,3,4]. The melt was origi-
nally produced during the intense heat and pressure of 
impact, and has the potential to give us insight into the 
physics of impact cratering, as well as potentially en-
coding information about the materials comprising im-
pacted surfaces. Here, we seek to define a methodology 
capable of placing an upper bound on simple impact 
crater melt volumes using Lunar Reconnaissance Or-
biter NAC and Kaguya Terrain Camera [5] digital ter-
rain models (DTMs). 

One prediction we seek to test is that melt produc-
tion increases with porosity of impacted materials. Pre-
vious research suggests impact craters in the more po-
rous, anorthositic highlands contain impact melt ponds 
of greater volume than those in less porous basaltic ma-
ria in craters of comparable diameters [4,6,7]. 

Methods: Using DTMs constructed from LRO and 
Kaguya data, we seek to constrain the volumes of im-
pact melt produced in minimally modified simple lunar 
craters, ranging in diameters from 2 to 16 km.  

Our approach is to calculate a crater floor fill volume 
from the DTMs. We assume the crater cavity beneath 
the observed crater floor level has a shape that can be 
inferred from crater wall geometry. Projecting this 
shape beneath the observed crater floor (outlined by a 
polygon in ArcMap [8]), integrating the difference in el-
evation between this shape and the observed floor ele-
vation returns a volume estimate. This volume is an up-
per bound on the melt confined to the bottom of the 
crater. 

Reliability of this method depends on our choice of 
craters to study; we target craters with clearly defined 
melt ponds, without slumping features covering signifi-
cant regions of the pond, and minimal apparent modifi-
cation to wall geometries. 

The choice of excavation geometry to infer is the 
largest assumption we make. Some studies [e.g., 9] sug-
gest that transient craters are parabolic, while others 
suggest final craters are hyperbolic to conical in shape 
[10,11]. We attempted fitting both of these shapes to 
craters and found paraboloids to be a poor candidate 
shape, as the inferred crater floor is too shallow (Figure 
1). The most reliable shape is an equation of hyperbolic 

form:   𝑧(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑔 + ℎ ((𝑥−𝑥 ) + (𝑦 − 𝑦 ) ) + 𝑧  

Figure 1: A slope map draped over a DTM of Gam-
bart A, a 12-km crater in the lunar maria. On the left 
are perspective views looking up from beneath the 
crater, and on the right are views looking into the 
crater. The middle row shows a paraboloid fitted to the 
crater walls. The bottom row shows a cone fitted to the 
walls and clipped to the melt pond polygon. 

h quantifies the limit of the slope far from the center 
of the crater, xc, yc, and zc are spatial translations, and g 
parametrizes curvature near the vertex of the parabo-
loid. g=0 results in a cone, and increasing g values raise 
the elevation of the vertex and round the bottom of the 
hyperboloid. All of these values except for g can be de-
termined through nonlinear regression of sampled 
points on the DTM of the crater. g cannot be reliably 
determined from the crater wall geometry, and must be 
assumed. We fix g=0, producing a conical excavation 
geometry, which returns the highest volume estimates 
possible, setting an upper bound for melt volumes.  

We built our algorithm as a modification to an exist-
ing ArcGIS script, GeoEVE (Geologic Event Volume 
Estimator [12]), which applies our method as described 
thus far, but only fitting polynomial surfaces using lin-
ear regression. It randomly samples a user-provided 
crater wall polygon of the DTM for a user-defined num-
ber of points on the surface (ideally upwards of one mil-
lion points), and fits a polynomial surface. Curve fitting 
is sensitive to miniscule perturbations in source data, so 
we ran this script fifty times for each crater to produce 
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distributions of volume estimates (Figure 2). We modi-
fied GeoEVE to fit a hyperboloid trend to the sampled 
points using a non-linear regression. Finally, GeoEVE 
clips this trend raster and the DTM to a user-provided 
melt pond polygon, and calculates the difference in vol-
ume between the two, providing a  distribution of vol-
ume estimates.  

We defined our crater wall polygons by drawing 
them around regions of the crater wall with no obvious 
material deficits or excesses [e.g., 13], restricting it to 
regions of near constant slope where possible. We de-
fined our crater floor polygons by attempting to bound 
a region with no major slump features and slopes below 
8°. 

      Figure 2: Volume estimates and power law fits. Blue dots 
indicate highlands craters, and orange dots for those in maria. 
Maria trend in orange: y = 1E-08x4.1955, highlands trend in 
blue: y = 9E-07x3.7162. Frequency distribution shows 
distribution of 50 volume estimates for one crater. 

Results:  After estimating fill volumes for six high-
lands and ten maria craters, we found no appreciable 
difference between the two groups’ fill volumes. Power 
law curves appear to fit these data well. Volume distri-
butions have standard deviations ≤20% of the mean es-
timate, for sample sizes of 50 estimates per crater.  

Discussion:  Estimated fill volumes include not only 
impact melt, but also debris from the crater walls that 
fell into any melt on the crater floor. In Figure 1, this is 
visually apparent in the hummocks observable on the 
crater floor of Gambart A. Thus, yielded fill volume is 
greater than the true melt volume.  

In  cases where the melt rich floor is very flat, the 
estimated fill volume is more representative of the melt 
volume. Nonetheless, there is likely to be a significant 
amount of unmelted breccia and other impactites in the 
crater fill [1]. 

Slumps can occlude parts of the melt pond. Material 
at the crater floor’s ostensible boundary likely slumped 
on top of the melt pond, obscuring its true horizontal 
extent, adding uncertainty to the definition of the melt 
polygon. 

Some melt generated during the impact process may 
be ejected from the crater, injected into the walls, or 
drain into fractures beneath the crater. These quantities 
of melt are also not included in the melt/fill volumes we 
calculate [14,15,16]. 

Conclusion: We have developed a quantitative 
method using a hyperbolic fit of topographic data that 
provides an upper constraint on the melt volume inside 
simple craters. This method is applicable to any plane-
tary body for which DTMs of sufficient resolution to re-
solve crater morphometry exist. Future work will con-
tinue to refine melt volume determinations and implica-
tions for target effects on melting during impact. 
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CRATER SIZE FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS REVEAL THE RELATIVE AGE OF SULCI ON 
GANYMEDE.  E.S. Costello1,3 , L.M. Burkhard1, M.E. Cameron2 , P.G. Lucey3 1University of Hawaii, Honolulu, 
HI 2 NASA Jet Propulsion Lab, Pasadena, CA 3 Hawaii Institute of Geophysics and Planetology, Honolulu HI. 

Introduction: We digitized more than 15,000 
craters between 60°S-60°N on Jupiter’s satellite 
Ganymede down to 100 m in diameter using the 
base maps produced by Cameron et al. [1] and 
high resolution Galileo Solid State Imaging (SSI) 
camera images [2] stitched into the base map. We 
show crater size frequency distributions that de-
scribe the relative age of terrains and individual 
geologic units. Our investigation covers a variety 
of sites of geologic interest on Ganymede, includ-
ing several individual Sulci. Our cumulative size 
frequency distributions fit previous crater density 
measurements on Ganymede and Callisto at rele-
vant scales [3] and are consistent with the 
chronology of tectonic activity implied by cross-
cutting relationships [1]. 

Method:  A geologic map of Ganymede pub-
lished by Cameron et al. [1, 4] included digitiza-
tion of a large number of craters. We expanded 
and refined those digitized craters to produce a 
database of over 15,000 individual craters suitable 
for derivation of cumulative crater size frequency 
distributions of relatively small geologic units. 
We document the size and location of craters 
within nine high resolution Galileo SSI camera 
[2] images of Ganymede stitched into the
basemap and sections of a map of the equatorial
mosaic 60°S-60°N using ArcGIS. Each crater was
digitized as a polygon and to derive a diameter we
set the area returned by ArcGIS equal to π(D/2)2

to estimate crater diameter (D) for analysis of
crater size frequency distributions. Plots of cumu-
lative crater size frequency and count error are
presented following the guidelines of the Crater
Analysis Working Group [5].

Results: Our goal is to date the ages of sulci. To 
verify our methods we show that the cumulative dis-
tribution of all the the craters we digitized is in 
agreement with crater size frequency data pub-
lished in Table 18.1 of Schenk et al. [3] on 
Ganymede and Callisto (Figure 1). Our average 
distribution also fits the crater distribution pre-
dicted by the Zahnle et al. [6] model scaled to a 
surface age of 4 Ga. The cumulative distribution 
shown in Figure 1 represents the average of the 
sampled sites, which include dark and light ter-
rain; thus, relatively young features such as Gil-
gamesh Basin (the largest preserved impact basin 

on Ganymede) and Europa’s surface [3] are offset 
from the distribution. 

In this abstract, we present the Nippur/Philus 
Sulci crater counts to demonstrate their utility in 
distinguishing the relative age of individual geo-
logic units. The Nippur/Philus Sulci site presents 
an opportunity to explore four distinct geologic 
units which stretch from North to South (Figure 
2). We section the site into four regions to capture 
the crater size frequency distributions of each 
unit. The relative age of the units within Nippur/
Philus Sulci is evident in the crater size frequency 
distributions (Figure 3). 

Discussion: Figure 3 shows that the southern-
most Marius Regio dark terrain is consistent with 
stratigraphic findings that it is older than its light 
northern neighbors. Cameron et al. [4] identified 
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Figure 1: To verify our methods we show that 
the cumulative distribution of all of the craters 
measured in this work (black dots) binned by 
diameter are plotted with the results of previous 
counts on Ganymede (blue stars) and Europa 
(pink stars) that were documented in Table 18.1 
and, in the case of the Europa D > 10 km point, 
the text of Schenk et al. [3]. The crater densities 
on Europa plotted here are scaled to the en-
counter probability at Ganymede following Ta-
ble 1 of Zahnle et al. [6], allowing us to imagine 
these crater densities as representative of the 
impact record on Ganymede. We also plot the 
crater distribution predicted by the Zahnle et al. 
[6] cratering model based on the cratering rate
at Ganymede reported in Table 3 of that publi-
cation scaled to a 4 Ga old surface and by a
further  factor of two to capture the higher an-
cient cratering rate.
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three main stages of tectonic deformation in the 
site. In brief summary: during stage I, unit D was 
furrowed. During stage II, unit A was rotated. 
During stage III, unit B was formed. Our crater 
size-frequency distributions agree. Cameron et al. 
[4] also noted that unit C is the oldest light ter-
rain, but it is difficult to place into one of the tec-

tonic episodes. Crater counts in the range of 400 
to 900 m diameter craters (Figure 3) show how 
terrains A and C are of similar age.  

References: [1] Cameron, M. E. et 
al. (2018), “ArcGIS Map Package with 
Ganymede imagery and locations of morphologi-
cal strike-slip indicators”, Mendeley Data, v1 [2] 
Patterson, G.W., et al., 2010. Global geological 
mapping of Ganymede. Icarus 207 (2), 845–867. 
[3] Schenk, P. M., et al. (2004). Ages and interi-
ors: The cratering record of the Galilean
satellites. Jupiter: The planet, satellites and mag-
netosphere, 2, 427. [4] Cameron, M. E., et al.
(2018). Morphological mapping of Ganymede:
Investigating the role of strike-slip tectonics in the
evolution of terrain types. Icarus, 315, 92-114. [5]
Crater Analysis Techniques Working Group.
(1979). Standard techniques for presentation and
a n a l y s i s o f c r a t e r s i z e - f r e q u e n c y
data. Icarus, 37(2), 467-474. [6] Zahnle, K., et al.
(2003). Cratering rates in the Outer Solar
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Figure 3: Crater size frequency distributions for 
the areas A, B, C, and D of the Nippur/Philus 
Sulcus site. a) It is clear from its NE offset that 
the dark Marius Regio terrain D is the oldest. 
We also plot the crater density of the Gil-
gamesh Basin ejecta (Schenk et al. 2004, Table 
18.1) for comparison. b) The diameter range 
from 100 to 500 m shows how terrains A and C 
are of similar age.

Figure 2: We explore the relative ages of the 
diverse geology of the Nippur/Philus Sulci site 
by sectioning the area into four regions of dis-
tinct morphology: section A in the NE, section 
B covering Nippur Sulcus itself, section C cov-
ering Philus Sulcus, and section D covering a 
dark Marius Reggio terrain. Our counts are 
complete down to ~300 m diameter craters in 
this site. 
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NEW CRATERS ON MARS: AN UPDATED CATALOG. Ingrid J. Daubar1, A. Gao1, D. Wexler1, C. Dundas2, 
A. McEwen3, T. Neidhart4, K. Miljkovic4, J. Eschenfelder5, G. S. Collins5, S. Piqueux6, M. Malin7, L. Posiolova7.
1Brown University, Providence, RI, USA, Ingrid_Daubar@brown.edu. 2USGS, Flagstaff, AZ, USA. 3University of
Arizona, Tucson, AZ, USA. 4Curtin University, Perth, Australia. 5Imperial College, London, UK. 6Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA, USA. 7MSSS, San Diego, CA, USA.

Introduction: Impacts on Mars occurring in the pre-
sent day were first found when MGS MOC performed a 
dedicated search campaign and discovered twenty of 
them [1]. The Context (CTX; [2]) and HiRISE [3] cam-
eras on MRO have been continuing these discoveries 
and expanding this dataset for the last ~decade (Fig. 1). 
These new craters have been used to measure the current 
impact rate and calibrate martian chronologies [4–7], in-
vestigate the morphology of fresh simple craters [8] and 
characteristics of clusters [9], characterize albedo pat-
terns around new impacts [10–13], study subsurface ex-
cavation of ice [14–16] and mafic materials [17], and 
predict the seismic effects of impacts [18–20], among 
other things. These new impacts allow for studies of not 
only impact cratering processes, but also atmospheric 
fragmentation processes, weathering processes that oc-
cur at fresh exposures of the shallow subsurface, and 
high energy atmosphere-surface interactions. 

A new catalog: Although partial lists have been 
published previously (e.g. [4,8,9,21]), we are gathering 
all known sites in a single unified catalog to be made 
available to the community. Some preliminary facts of 
interest are presented here, and updated statistics will be 
presented at the meeting. 

Numbers: We currently know of more than 1,000 
new impact sites, each with formation date constraints 
from orbital imaging. Slightly over half are primary 
clusters, where the impactor fragmented in the atmos-
phere to create multiple craters near-simultaneously.  

Sizes: The largest of the known new craters is ~60 
m in diameter, and ~15 are larger than 20 m. Clusters 
range from two to thousands of individual craters, ex-
tending over several kilometers at the largest. 

Locations: Most known new impacts are in regions 
of Mars with low thermal inertia (Fig. 2). This appears 
to correlate with the new crater detections even better 
than the Dust Cover Index [22] previously reported to 
control detections, something we are currently investi-
gating. This spatial bias is presumably a consequence of 
the detection method, which relies on 6 m/px CTX im-
ages to find extended “blast zones” around new craters, 
where the surface has been disturbed out to 10s of crater 
radii [13]. Thus their discovery would seem to require a 
surficial layer, perhaps loosely consolidated, overlying 
a contrasting albedo substrate. 

Dates: The before and after images on the new im-
pacts include data from many orbital cameras. The con-
strained formation time periods range from 1 day to >30 

Earth years, averaging ~4 Earth years. The best-con-
strained example is one of the largest craters in the cat-
alog, which was found in MARCI images separated by 
only a single day [24]. The mixture of limiting dates and 
different datasets used as constraints make using this 
catalog to measure the current impact rate a complex 
problem; using a subset constrained by a single dataset 
and limiting the area to that which has been well-
searched helps to debias that calculation [4].  

Implications: This will represent a useful dataset for 
any number of studies of current impact cratering on 
Mars. For example, we will be able to confirm the slope 
of the size frequency distribution of current impactors. 
Studies of the dependence of various features on terrain 
type will elucidate formation mechanisms. Information 
about the cluster crater dataset will lead to a new under-
standing of atmospheric fragmentation mechanics. Our 
hope is that the community will find this catalog useful 
in further studies as well. 

Acknowledgments: IJD, DW, and AG are sup-
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KM are supported by the ARC DP180100661 and ARC 
DE180100584. 
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Figure 2: Map of all currently known new dated impacts on Mars. Ice-exposing craters are shown in white (C. Dun-
das, in prep.), and original set from [1] are shown in red. Basemap is TES thermal inertia [23]. Low thermal inertia 
(purple) correlates well with the locations of most detected new craters. 

Figure 1: Images of selected new impact sites. 
HiRISE COLOR RDRs: ESP_057235_1700; 
ESP_053745_1915; ESP_058149_1670; 
ESP_056900_1935; ESP_046945_1775; 
ESP_053006_1980; ESP_055420_1745; 
ESP_046707_2220.  
Image credit NASA/JPL/University of Arizona. 
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Morphometric characterization of enigmatic landforms mapped using high resolution elevation data and a 
virtual globe,  Michael E. Davias, Cintos Research, 1381 Hope St, Stamford, CT 06907, michael@cintos.org  

Introduction: The signature of a hypervelocity 
cosmic impact encompasses proximal, medial and distal 
ejecta distributions. Considering that the spatial imprint 
of ejecta often extends well beyond the point of impact, 
identifying and mapping the locations where such ejecta 
has been found may assist in identifying the location of 
“missing” impact structures [1]. When the scale of the 
ejecta extends across wide areas, such mapping 
exercises may be better suited to virtual globe 
visualizations, as flat map projections necessarily distort 
geospatial relationships. On a rotating planet such as the 
Earth (1º every 4 min), the Coriolis effect will further 
encumber “triangulation” when the scope of interest 
extends beyond a few hundred km [2]. While not an 
issue on other terrestrial surfaces, Earth’s biotic cover 
can easily obfuscate the presence of ejecta landforms. 
LiDAR-generated high-resolution topographic digital 
elevation maps (HRTdems) reveal the true geological 
terrain. The protocol presented here is also applicable to 
supported Mars and Lunar virtual globes. 

Insight: The Carolina bays of North America 
(Cbays) have been recognized through remote sensing 
as oriented oval basins since the 1930s. Last century’s 
spirited debates about their geomorphology have largely 
subsided. Geologists and astrophysicists alike dismiss a 
catastrophic cosmic impact genesis while  preferring  a 
“wind & wave” mechanism observed elsewhere on 
Earth. Falsification of a cosmic connection is well 
supported if Cbays are evaluated as products of direct or 
indirect impacts into antecedent sediments, as depth-to-
width ratios are 2 to 3 magnitudes lower than stipulated 
by impact physics (e.g., 5 m rim relief across 5 km). The 
most indisputable falsification is the absence of an 
astrobleme on the continent dated to the Pleistocene. 

A series of research explorations of Cbays during 
the 1970’s led to a finding that the bays were formed 
during the deposition of the allochthonous sediments 
they are expressed within [3]. Mechanism for deposition 
available in that era (marine, estuarian, fluvial, glacial 
and eolian) provided ambiguous solutions, as each had 
significant contradictions. The sediments hosting the 
Cbays are nonfossiliferous and rest upon well-dated 
marine terraces, yet today are only constrained as “post-
Miocene”, being older than 14C or OSL can resolve. 

Methods: A comprehensive survey was undertaken 
to elucidate Cbay spatial distributions, sizes, planforms, 
and orientations, employing innovative 21st century 
technology [4]. Google Earth’s (GE) virtual globe is 
leveraged for identifying and measuring Cbays using 
HRTdems retrieved from purpose-built cloud services.   

HRTdems are rendered from LiDAR point-clouds 
into USGS 1ºx1º quadrant seamless bare-earth elevation 
maps using commercial Global Mapper GIS software. 
Elevation values are boosted 20x and hsv encoded using 
a 10m-range cyclic color ramp with hill shading applied. 
The HRTdems are rendered at 1.5m spatial resolution 
into 16 discrete ¼ºx¼º hextants (my term), indexed with 
the location’s 3-digit modulo ¼º offset northerly and 3-
digit modulo ¼º offset westerly as a 6-digit name. A 
hextant’s scope is the basic index element of the survey. 

Ovoid archetypes diverging from ellipses by subtle 
stylistic markers have been matched to Cbay planforms. 
The survey has identified six, each found applicable to 
a specific region of the spatial distribution. For use as a 
measurement graticule in GE, archetypes are rendered 
as a png files with transparent white space.  

Image Overlays are GE elements used to visualize 
imagery on the virtual globe, and are instantiated by an 
xml-like kml structure which incorporates the url of the 
image, the Cartesian values of the bounding box of the 
image as viewed “north up”, and a rotation value of the 
image’s placement on the virtual globe. To measure a 
Cbay, one of the 6 archetype templates is positioned in 
GE, and the editing mode handles are used to fine-tune 
the length, width and rotation to achieve a subjective 
best-fit match to the rim as expressed in the HRTdems. 
The overlay’s kml is extracted from GE as a text file.  

A Java Application processes the overlay kml to 
compute the Cbay’s length (major axis), width (minor 
axis) and a location centroid using simple trig operating 
on the bounding box latitude/longitude values. It also 
generates the Cbay’s clickable placemark that includes 
a pop-up displaying the metrics, and a TSV-formatted 
input string used to populate a database entry. Cbays 
measured within a hextant acquire a numeric index 
name based on its hextant, plus a 4-digit index for a 
format yyyxxx-zzzz, allowing 10,000  per hextant. 

Regionalization and Network Links are implemented 
in GE to efficiently  trigger the download of  images and 
data from the cloud; as the viewer zooms in from a 
global view, increasingly detailed facets of the survey 
are visualized. Each hextant‘s HRTdem is built as a 
regionalized tile set using network links to deliver map 
imagery to GE at an optimum resolution for the user’s 
current field-of-view. GE presentation of Cbays is 
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triaged by major axis, and regionalized in the kml at the 
hextant level to trigger a network link for the largest 
10%, then next largest 40%, and smallest 50% based on 
field-of-view, minimizing cpu and network resources, 
while allowing for geospatial searches of the top 10% of 
Cbays within wide field views. GE’s visualization of the 
survey is invoked by loading a small kmz file [5], which 
accesses 100 Gb of data on a cloud-based server. Only 
a small percentage is retrieved for a given field-of-view. 

Database. Measured and derived metrics for Cbays 
are publicly accessible as a tab-separated text file [6]. 
One cell in each  record contains a plain-text kml-coded 
GE folder element containing a centroid placemark and 
the archetype image overlay element for that Cbay, 
which enables the results of ad-hock and automated 
queries to be displayed in context on the virtual globe.  

Results: An example histogram using survey data 
advises that the size distributions of Cbays remain 
strikingly similar regardless of elevation above sea 
level, while Cbay count drops as elevation increases.

Cbays are  the manifestations of hydraulically closed 
circumferential embankments, typically unremarkable 
to the unaided eye. HRTdems reveal that those arcuate 
embankments track precisely to ovoid archetypes across 
many kilometers, elucidating a robust correlation of the 
finely-scribed bay rim and the archetype template, 
which can vary only by scale and eccentricity. Such a 
persistent imprint may denote that a zone of densified 
lithology located within the rim asserts its topographical 
expression across time through differential erosion. 

To facilitate viewing the rim’s trace under the 
template (which often obfuscates the crisply-defined 
rim), the overlay can be toggled on & off or faded using 
the GE DOM controls. In addition, an interactive web-
browser facility containing HRTdems of ~550 bays [7] 
allows the overlay to be manipulated using a “before-
after” manual slider. Three example GE screen shots are 
provided on the right, featuring templated Cbays 
normalized for size and orientation. Double-clicking a 
Cbay’s overlay in the DOM will orientate the display to 
this composition, optimized for a 16:9 aspect ratio. 

Inspection of 55k Cbays implies they are not ‘wispy’ 
gradualistic basins, and may instead be catastrophic in 
nature. A working hypothesis suggests their systematic 
geospatial distribution of orientations and their robust 
adherence to archetype morphologies across a vast area 
is consistent with large-scale density currents radiating 
from a centralized high energy source. In this scenario, 
Cbays’ are expressing collapsed cavitation voids.  

Future goals: Relying on dating of surficial eolian 
or fluvial sediments sporadically frosting Cbay rims 
may lead to erroneous deductions. Instead, the temporal 
aspects of Cbay allochthonous sediment deposition 
might be better constrained with deep (10-20 m) corings 
of Cbay rims to gain 40Ar/39Ar and 10Be/26Al profiles at 
the contact with dateable subjacent fossiliferous units. 

References: [1] Schedl A. (2015) J Geol, V 123,  
201–232. [2] Dobrovolskis A (1981) Icarus 47, 203-
219. [3] Gamble E, Daniels R and Wheeler W (1977)
SE Geo, V18 no4 199–212. [4] Davias M and Gilbride J
(2011) AGU Fall Meet abs FMEP52C..08D . [5] Google
Earth survey kmz: http://cintos.org/CbaySurveyKMZ .
[6] Survey data: http://cintos.org/CbaySurveyTSV.zip .
[7] Interactive website: http://cintos.org/Planforms .
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ASSESSING THE ROUGHNESS PROPERTIES OF CIRCUMPOLAR LUNAR CRATERS: IMPLICA-
TIONS FOR THE TIMING OF WATER-ICE DELIVERY TO THE MOON. Ariel N. Deutsch1, James W. 
Head1, Gregory A. Neumann2, Mikhail A. Kreslavsky3, Michael K. Barker2, 1Department of Earth, Environmental, 
and Planetary Sciences, Brown University, Providence, RI 02912, 2NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, 
MD 20771, 3Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences, University of California - Santa Cruz, Santa Cruz, CA 
95064 (ariel_deutsch@brown.edu). 

Introduction: The timing of volatile deposition on 
the Moon is an important question that provides con-
straints on the origin of lunar ice because different de-
livery mechanisms have been active at different times 
throughout lunar history. Understanding the ages of 
cold-trap formation helps to address this question. We 
previously found that the majority of water-ice detec-
tions from Li et al. [1] are located within large, old im-
pact craters >~3.1 Gyr [2]. However, many ice-detec-
tions are present within smaller craters as well, which 
are too small to date using robust cratering statistics [2]. 
Here we take a new approach to understand the ages of 
these small polar cold traps: analyzing the roughness 
properties of small ice-bearing craters. 

It is well understood that impact crater properties 
(e.g., morphology, rock abundance, and roughness) 
evolve with time due to various geologic and space-
weathering processes [3–8]. Topographic roughness is 
a measurement of the local deviation from the mean to-
pography, providing a measurement of surface texture, 
and is a powerful tool for evaluating surface evolution 
over geologic time [e.g., 7–9]. In this study we analyze 
the roughness of >400 lunar craters (±40°–±90°) from 
all geologic eras using the LPI lunar crater database 
[10], and determine how the roughness of small (<~10 
km) ice-bearing craters (N=88) compare. We discuss 
implications for the ages of ice-bearing polar craters and 
potential delivery sources of the ice. 

Methods:  We analyze the roughness of the lunar 
surface using the Lunar Orbiter Laser Altimeter 
(LOLA) Digital Roughness Map (pixel resolution of 
1000 m; http://imbrium.mit.edu/DATA/LOLA_GDR 
/), which was derived from the root mean square varia-
tion in the surface elevation of the five adjacent spots 
returned from a single LOLA laser pulse [8]. 

Fig. 1. Histograms 
comparing the rough-
ness distribution of (a) 
ice-bearing and Pre- 
Imbrian craters, (2) ice-
lacking and Imbrian–
Eratosthenian craters, 
and (3) ice-lacking and 
Copernican craters. 

Results and Conclusions:  We highlight three main 
findings from our analysis: (1) Copernican craters are 
distinctly rougher than older craters, consistent with 
previous work [7,8]. The major differences in roughness 
domains exist between Copernican craters and craters 
of older eras. However, there are still statistically-sig-
nificant differences (α = 0.001) in surface roughness be-
tween the oldest lunar craters (Pre-Imbrian) and craters 
formed within the Imbrian and Eratosthenian periods. 

(2) The distribution of ice-bearing craters is skewed
toward roughness values higher than those of pre-Im-
brian craters (Fig. 1a). The roughness within ice-bearing 
craters represents a minimum due to subduing effects of 
slope processes [8], the presence of volatiles [11], and 
oversampling of crater walls at the LDRM resolution. 

(3) All of the 15 rough, permanently shadowed cra-
ters that are found within the Copernican-only domain 
(Fig. 1b,c) lack water-ice detections [1], suggesting that 
either ice has not been delivered to these young craters, 
or that it has since been destroyed. 

Determining the timing of water delivery to the 
Moon is a critical step in understanding the nature of the 
lunar volatile cycle and how it is evolving with time, 
and future exploration focused on volatile chemistry 
and fluxes are essential in these investigations.  

References: [1] Li S. et al. (2018) PNAS 115, 8907–8912. 
[2] Deutsch A.N. et al. (2020) Icarus 336, 113455. [3] Pike
R.J. (1977) LPS VIII, 3427–3436. [4] Fassett C.I. and Thom-
son B.J. (2014) JGRP 119, 2255–2271. [5] Agarwal N. et al.
(2019) PSS 167, 42–53. [6] Ghent R.R. et al. (2014) Geology
42, 1059–1062. [7] Wang J.T. et al. (2019) LPS L #1262. [8]
Neumann G.A. et al. (2015) LPS XLVI, #2218. [9] Kreslavsky
M.A. and Head J.W. (2000) JGRP 105, 26695–26711. [10]
Losiak A. et al. (2009) LPS XL, #1532. [11] Moon S. et al.
(2019) AGU 100, #P51D-3402.
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Introduction:  An understanding of terrestrial im-
pact cratering is important as it addresses how the out-
er layer of the Earth has been modified due to impacts, 
and also its effect on the physical, chemical, and bio-
logical systems. These studies also help in understand-
ing the surface to sub-surface morphology, target ma-
terial topography, ejecta emplacement and all other 
cratering mechanisms and processes. The present work 
has been taken up to identify and study the shock in-
duced mesoscopic and microscopic deformation fea-
tures in the three impact craters from India to compare 
their crater morphology of three different host rock 
units i.e. the basalts from Lonar crater, Maharashtra, 
the granite gneisses from Dhala (Mohar) crater, Mad-
hya Pradesh and the sedimentary sequence from the 
Ramgarh crater, Rajasthan formed due to extra-
terrestrial impacts. The envisaged studies in these three 
impact structures include systematic field survey and 
sampling, detailed petro-mineraographic studies and 
image analysis for better understanding of the possible 
deformation process(es) in response to meteorite / aste-
roid impacts involving preservation and modification 
of crater landscape and morphology over the geologi-
cal past. 

Results: The deeply eroded Dhala structure is 
hardly visible in Landsat (TM), Shuttle Radar Topo-
graphy Mission (SRTM), and Indian Remote Sensing 
Satellite (IRS)-1D hybrid [Linear Image Scanning Sys-
tem, (LISS)-III + Panchromatic (PAN)] images. Off-
centre to the outline of the structure occurs a 426 m 
high, mesa-shaped hill, 2.5 km in diameter, to the 
northeast of Dhala village (Figure 1a & b). A number 
of roughly SW-NE to E-W trending linear to curvili-
near GQVs (Giant Quartz Vein)/ferruginous quartz 
reefs with positive relief (up to 380 m high) are ob-
served on the eastern, western and southern sides of 
the Dhala (Mohar) structure. The present-day apparent 
diameter of the structure is estimated at 11 km on the 
basis of the mapped distribution of monomict impact 
breccias. The maximum elevation in the Dhala area 
has been recorded at the top of the central hill and the 
minimum elevation (295 m) near Bhaunti ( 4 km NW 
of Dhala village) in the vicinity of the Paronch River. 
A weakly defined, annular drainage pattern in the vi-
cinity of the Central Elevated Area (CEA) is observed 

on a topographic map (Survey of India topographic 
sheet no. 54K/3; 1:50,000; Figure 1c).  

Figure 1a & b: Satellite imagery (IRS LISS III data 
with 3 – 2 – 1 band combination) and Digital Elevation 
Model (DEM) of Dhala structure, Shivpuri Dist, M.P. 
Figure 1c: The Central Elevated Area (CEA) of Dhala 
(Mohar) structure, Shivpuri dist, M.P. 

The Dhala area mainly comprises calc-silicate rocks, 
granitoids (including TTG lithologies), giant quartz 
veins and reefs (GQVs), acid volcanics (dacite-
rhyolite), meta-diorite and dolerite/amphibolite dykes, 
as well as sandy siltstone intercalated with shale-
sandstone unit (part of the Vindhyan Supergroup), 
with a small exposure of bedded ash and lateritic cover 
on the top of the central hill [1]. 

The Lonar crater (SOI toposheet no. 56 A/9) is a bowl-
shaped, simple, hypervelocity impact structure with an 
average diameter of 1.88 km and an apparent depth of 
150 m [2]. It is one of the very few craters on Earth 
emplaced directly within basalts. This simple crater 
formed entirely within the Deccan traps, making it a 
useful analogue for small craters on the basaltic sur-
faces of the other terrestrial planets and the Moon [3]. 
Lonar crater is an excellent site for studies of impact 
crater formation and shock deformation having flui-
dized ejecta. The crater has a continuous, encircling, 
raised rim, flanked by an ejecta blanket, extending for 
about 700 m  to a km with a gentle slope of 2°-8°. 
Three (03) set of fractures have been developed in 
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impact basalts all along the crater rim, which are well 
evident in the LISS image of IRS map (Figure 2a). The 
general topography of the Lonar crater is shown in 
Digital Elevation Model (DEM) (Figure 2b). The ejec-
ta blanket or impact ejecta directly overlies the basaltic 
flow (mostly Flow No. 4) and contains unsorted basalt 
clasts / fragments (both massive and vesicular) embed-
ded within the pulverized basaltic matrix / ground-
mass. The general thickness of ejecta blanket ~ 2 – 4 
meters, mostly exposed along nala cuttings, dug well 
sections and farm/road excavation sites. The Lonar 
crater is a valuable analog site for studying degrada-
tion processes with potential application to impact 
craters occurring on hydrologically active ancient 
Mar’s surface, or to other impact craters on Earth, 
therefore, its geomorphic preservation is very impor-
tant [4]. 

Figure 2a: Satellite imagery (IRS LISS III data with 3 
– 2 – 1 band combination) of Lonar crater, Buldhana
district, Maharashtra (parts of toposheet no. 56 A/9).

Figure 2b: Digital Elevation Model (DEM) of Lonar 
crater, Buldhana district, Maharashtra. 
Lonar crater interior shows signs of degradation in the 
forms of gullies and debris flows, and the Dhar valley 
(at Dhara Temple) is incising in the crater rim leading 
to form a fan delta. So keeping in view the geological 
importance of crater geometry and morphology it is 
recommended that the Lonar crater and lake may spe-
cially be curated and protected from any sort of anth-
ropogenic and/or agricultural activities. 

The Ramgarh structure defines a circular shaped topo-
graphic high, amidst the vast soil covered plains of the 
Vindhyan Supergroup, near Ramgarh village, Baran 
district, Rajasthan. It is characterized by a peripheral 
circular ridge and a central depression, with a level 
difference of 250 m (approx.), and the diameter meas-
ures about 3.2 km. Close and intricate fracturing all 
along the crest of the Ramgarh structure and subse-
quent erosion of basal shale beds were responsible for 
the collapse of the roof, and formation of the depres-
sion at the core of the Ramgarh structure as evident 
from the Linear Image Scanning System (LISS-III) of 
Indian Remote Sensing Satellite (IRS)-1D hybrid im-
age, Google Earth Image and DEM (Figure 3a & b). 
The dominant lithologies of  Ramgarh structure are 
sandstone, shale and limestone of the Bhander Group 
belonging to the Vindhyan Supergroup. 

Figure 3a: The Ramgarh structure, Rajasthan with pe-
ripheral circular ridges and central depression, defines 
a near circular shaped topographic high ( Source: 
Google Earth Image). Figure 3b: Digital Elevation 
Model (DEM) of Ramgarh structure, Rajasthan. 

Conclusion: In this study we attempt to character-
ize the landform, crater geomorphology, disposition of 
impacites and impact related structures  (e.g. ejecta 
cover, breccia, fracture pattern etc.) which define the 
present day landscape of these impact craters over a 
geological milieu and provinves.  

References:  
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ESTIMATION OF IMPACT CONDITIONS FOR A POSSIBLE COLLISION BETWEEN APOPHIS 
ASTEROID AND THE EARTH: NUMERICAL MODELING FOR A CIRCULAR CRATER.  J. C. Echaur-
ren, Bilbao 796, Casa N° 28, Calama, Chile, jechaurren@gmail.com . 

Introduction:  In this work the center of attention 
is the asteroid 99942 Apophis than will make a close 
approach to Earth on April 13, 2029, passing at a dis-
tance of only 36700 ± 9000 km (or 5.7 ± 1.4 Earth 
radii), closer than geosynchronous satellites [1]. 

The models used here are based on some equations 
postulated by Holsapple (crater depth) [2]; scaling; 
polynomial analysis; and an adaptation of quantum 
formalism for the mathematical representation of the 
energy pulse generated in the impact point, in where 
besides, is used one solution (soliton type) of the 
Korteweg-DeVries’s equation [3]. The results obtained 
are due only to estimates based on equations that use 
data associated with the average target rock at the point 
of impact on Earth, as well as data linked to the diame-
ter of the apophis asteroid, or its possible density, in 
order to make more representative corrections. 

Results obtained with the models:  The develop-
ment of this impact event is realized in 4 stages [4], in 
which are specified the variables of impact more 
common, as follows: a). Contact/Compression Stage: 
In this stage the diameter of the crater circular generat-
ed is estimated in ~ 7.00 km [4], the velocity of impact 
is ~ 18.19 km/s, the impact angle is ~ 46.81° (circular 
crater), the density of impactor is ~ 2.38 g/cm3 , the 
crater depth is estimated in ~ 2.03 km [2], the maxi-
mum melt volume is ~ 8.66 km3 (~8.66×109 m3), the 
total energy of impact is estimated in ~ 8.83×1025 Erg 
(~ 2.10×103 megatons), pressure to 1 km of the impact 
point is ~ 1.39 Gpa, and the seismic shock−wave mag-
nitude is ~ 9.43 according to Gutenberg−Richter’s law 
(1956). b). Modification/Excavation Stage: In this 
stage the diameter of transient crater is ~ 3.19 km, the 
number of ejected fragments is ~ 1.08×107 , the aver-
age size of the macroscopic fragments is ~ 18.32 m, 
the average density of fragments is ~ 2.51 g/cm3 , the 
minimal distance of ejection of the fragments is ~ 
323.44 km, the velocity of ejection is ~ 3.30 km/s, the 
minimal angle of ejection is ~ 8.49°, and the minimum 
height of ejection is ~ 12.07 km. c). Col-
lapse/Modification Stage: In this stage the pressure 
toward the final crater rim decrease to ~ 0.11 Gpa. d). 
Final Crater Stage: The relation between the transient 
crater and the final crater is ~ 0.5, value that is in ac-
cordance with the specification realized by Bevan 
French [4], the time of creation for the final crater can 
be estimated in ~ 15.13 seconds according to Schmidt 
and Housen [2]. 

Discussion:  In this model the total impact energy, 
is the sum between the energy of radiated friction (in 
the atmosphere of the Earth), and the kinetic energy of 
the asteroid on a collision path with the Earth's surface. 
This energy behaves like a pulse consisting of a fun-
damental transient, followed by a train of permanent 
soliton waves, which move radially from the point of 
impact towards the edge of the crater. A more detailed 
analysis of how this energy pulse behaves, will be ad-
dressed in future work. 

References: [1] Schmerr N. C., Lekic V., Mautino 
A., Plescia J. B., Barnouin O., Paul M., Richardson D. 
C., Yu H., and DeMartini J. V. (2018) LPS XLIX, Ab-
stract #2467. [2] Holsapple K. A. Theory and Equa-
tions for “Craters from Impacts and Explosions”.
[3] Echaurren J. C. and Ocampo A. C. (2003), Geo-
physical Research Abstracts, Vol. 5, 04450, EGS-
AGU-EUG Joint Assembly. [4] French B. M. (1998)
Traces of Catastrophe: A Handbook of Shock-
Metamorphic Effects in Terrestrial Meteorite Impact
Structures.
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DIGITAL TERRAIN MODEL (DTM) TOPOGRAPHY OF SMALL CRATERS IN THE HOLOCENE 
CHIEMGAU (GERMANY) METEORITE IMPACT STREWN FIELD. K. Ernstson1 and J. Poßekel2, 1Uni-
versity of Würzburg, D-97074 Würzburg, Germany, kernstson@ernstson.de 2Geophysik Poßekel Mülheim, 
Germany, jens.possekel@cityweb.de 

Introduction: In earth and planetary impact crater 
studies various digital remote sensing tools have 
increasingly supplied high-resolution data. On Earth 
and here with a special focus on the German DGM 1, 
DTM data have become an important tool within the 
geosciences. Based on LiDAR data, topographic maps 
in a regular grid down to a spacing of 1 m and with 
highest altitude resolution down to 20 cm may be 
produced for the bare ground, ignoring any objects like 
plants and buildings and may even be processed in 
thick forest (Fig. 1). In the strewn field of the 
Chiemgau meteorite impact the resolution of the topo-
graphic crater shapes to a hitherto unknown precision, 
has opened completely new perspective on the 
formation of these structures, which is reported here. 

The Chiemgau impact event: In a strewn field of 
roughly 60 km x 30 km size far more than 100 mostly 
rimmed craters with diameters between a few meters 
and a few 100 meters occur in a moraine and gravel 
plain landscape formed in the last Würm Alpine 
glaciation. The impact strewn field shows all and 
abundant evidence of impact signature as is required 
within the impact research community [1, 2, and 
references therein]). The event happened in the Bronze 
Age/Iron Age between 900 and 600 BC as revealed 
from impact catastrophe layers and their archeological 
inventory [2]. 

Data processing: The DGM 1 terrain imagery 
proceeds from a 1 m mesh and an elevation resolution 
of 0.2 m, which may be even reduced by interpolation. 
It produces topographic maps based on arbitrary 
contour intervals and color scaling, 3D surfaces, 
shadowed relief and vector maps. The computing of 
topographic gradient (terrain slope) maps and various 
data filtering procedures add to the manifold 
possibilities, as do high-resolution crater profiles 
providing not only very precise crater depths and 
diameters but also very details of the overall crater 
geometry.  

Results: The current status of morphological 
investigations with the DGM comprises roughly 50-60 
craters with diameters between about 5 m and 250 m 

(rim to rim) and different crater constellations (Fig. 2). 
For space reasons, typical craters from the different 
size groups are presented and discussed in this paper, 
by omitting individual steps of data processing and 
emphasizing that certain shapes repeat themselves 
many times with an accuracy better than decimeters to 
meters. 

Fig. 2. Medium-sized craters: simple, doublet, multiple, cluster. 
Medium-sized "multi-ring" craters. The enormous 

resolution of the DTM points to a possibly impact-
specific peculiarity. As is marked in Fig. 3 and 4, the 
in each case clearly visible rim wall is surrounded by a 
roughly concentric ring depression a few decimeters 
deep only, giving the structures a total size of more 
than 30 m. Similar ring-like depressions are found also 
for most other small craters, but because of general 
rough terrain conditions they often lack the exemplary 
geometry seen in Fig. 3. Even in Fig. 5 with the band 
of stacked small crater profiles, the peripheral 
depression extending into a wavy signature becomes 
apparent. Although for the time being a reasonable 
explanation is lacking, the mere existence of this 
peculiar crater structure highlights once more the 
enormous potential of the DTM terrain evaluation. 

Fig. 3. The model crater #001 (Schatzgrube). Optical leveling on 
the same profile confirms the DGM data.  

Fig. 5. Stacking of 20 small craters from a limitedly selected 
forest area (1 km2) and cross sections from DTM data. A wavy 
enclosing is indicated.  
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    The model nature of the #001 crater in Fig. 3 is also 
emphasized by a perfectly rotational topographic 
symmetry found in a more or less identical manner 
with most individual craters in the Chiemgau strewn 
field. 

Fig. 6. Perfect rotational symmetry: eight DTM radial 
profiles with height deviations no more than 20 cm in the 
crater bowl and over the rim wall, and no more than 50 
cm over the 40 m complete sections.  
    The larger craters. More than a dozen craters with 
diameters between roughly 50 m and 250 m have 
aroused particular interest because they are 
concentrated in a moraine landscape rich in lakes to the 
north-west of Lake Chiemsee and have so far generally 
been regarded as glacial (dead ice) depressions, partly 
filled with water. As in the case of medium-sized 
craters, a model structure is presented here (Fig. 7) that 
illustrates essential features and practically excludes 
ice-age formation. 

Fig. 7. The almost perfectly circular ND crater (ND = natural 
landmark) and eight mirrored radial profiles. Despite the 
irregular moraine landscape, the profiles do not deviate by more 
than 2.5 m over 200 m extension with one exception. A terraced 
structure and slight walling occurs in many closely related 
craters (Fig. 8). 

Discussion and conclusions: The results presented 
here are an extract of a meanwhile much larger data 
and interpretation pool of the DTM application. The 
essential points are: 

 The application of the DTM for crater 
exploration even in dense forest and swamp areas has 
led to an enormous increase in the number of 
postulated impact craters.  The previously valid rule 
that impact nature is only proven by direct observation, 
projectile remnants or shock effects is given the 
additional aspect of morphology in the case of the 
Chiemgau impact, and for the time being only here.  

Fig. 8. A selection of larger circular craters within an area of 
roughly 10 km x 5 km. In most cases, crater lakes, some of which 
are up to 200 m in size, have sharply contoured riparian margins 
that are more or less morphologically congruent on radial 
profiles with deviations of no more than 1 m. 

Fig. 9. Depth-to-diameter relationship for 18 larger craters in the 
Chiemgau strewn field. The dispersed distribution shows a 
generally low ratio and rather a clustering than a systematic 
dependency. 

 Perfect circular symmetry including crater bowl, 
ring wall and peripheral depressions, which enlarge the 
structure to two to three times the size of the pure 
crater, reasonably exclude any human installation and, 
e.g., simple sinkhole formation. A central, point-like
force "from above" can explain this.  The associated
mechanism of crater (explosion) formation is not yet
understood, although the wavy shape could be a
reaction to the mostly soft ground of loose, water-
saturated rock, with the possible effect of seismic
surface (Rayleigh) waves [3]. The soft ground may
also explain the very low depth-to-diameter ratio (Fig.
9) and a terraced morphology (Fig. 7) by reflux of rim
wall material. So far it is also unclear to what extent
the consistency of the Chiemgau impactor for the large
strewn field has influenced the crater formation.  The
larger craters and their amazingly perfectly circular
shape fundamentally rule out the ice age genesis
assumed so far by geologists who would have to
explain how this sharply contoured, very flat picture-
book shape could have been preserved over more than
10,000 years (end of ice age) from dead-ice melting. 
We conclude that the results have a certain statistical
significance due to the high number of crater shapes
precisely measured with the DTM. Well-known
cratering models for the group of simple craters with a
bowl and a ring wall that merges into a blanket of
decreasing ejecta thickness have to consider much
more complex shapes, at least in targets with a bedrock
of loose rocks. For critics of an impact genesis, this
poses the problem of explaining crater morphologies
for which human formation or simple sinkholes can be
absolutely ruled out.

References: [1] Ernstson, K. et al. (2010) J. 
Siberian Federal Univ., Engin. & Techn., 1, 72-103. 
[2] Rappenglück, M.A. et al. (2017) Z. Anomalistik,
17, 235-260. [3] Poßekel, J. and Ernstson, K. this
meeting.
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DEPTHS OF THE LUNAR COPERNICAN CRATERS.  E. A. Feoktistova1 and S. I. Ipatov2, 1Sternberg Astro-
nomical Institute of M.V. Lomonosov Moscow State University, Moscow, Russia, hrulis@yandex.ru, 2V.I. Vernad-
sky Institute of Geochemistry and Analytical Chemistry of Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow, Russia, siipa-
tov@hotmail.com, 

Introduction:  Morphometry of lunar craters has 
been the subject of a number of studies [1-3].  Pike [1-
2] analyzed Copernican and Eratosthenian craters
(with an age smaller than 3.2 Ga) based on the Apollo
photogrammetric data. He concluded that large mare
craters do not differ systematically from large highland
craters and that fresh complex craters on the lunar
highlands are deeper (at the same diameters) than those
on the maria. Considering craters of the Copernican
and Eratosthenes periods of formation, Kalynn et al.
[3] selected those craters that seemed to them to be
more “fresh”. According to their results, the h/D value 
for “fresh” complex craters (for the Copernican and 
Eratosthenes formation periods) located on the high-
lands of the Moon is greater than that for craters locat-
ed on the maria. Kalynn et al. [3] suggested that the 
difference in h/D for highland and mare craters is re-
lated with various properties of the underlying surface.  

We studied the dependence of the ratio h/D of the 
depth of the crater to its diameter on the diameter for 
the lunar craters whose age does not exceed 1.1 billion 
years. The ages and diameters of the lunar craters were 
taken from [4] and [5]. We used altitude profiles con-
structed using the LOLA altimeter on the LRO probe 
(https://ode.rsl.wustl.edu/moon/) to estimate the depth 
h of the Copernican craters taken from [5] and [4].  

The database of lunar craters from [5] contains 66 
craters with a diameter greater than 10 km and with an 
age of ≤ 1.1 billion years. Information on the age of the 
craters in the catalog is based on data from [6,7].  

Mazrouei et al. [4] identified 111 Copernican cra-
ters on the Moon with 10≤ D <100 km between 80°N 
and 80°S, with ejecta blankets that have rock abun-
dance values high enough to distinguish them from the 
background regolith.  

Analyzing the data for Copernican craters we ob-
tained the formulas for approximation of the depend-
ences of the ratio h/D of the depth of a crater to its 
diameter on the diameter for craters on the highlands 
and the maria. To do this we used linear and power 
approximations. For these approximations (regression) 
we used the software from https://planetcalc.ru/5992/.  

We sorted the craters as “simple” and “complex” 
craters depending on the values of h/D. We did not 
analyze the form of craters, but we formally separated 
craters into two groups based only on the ratio of h/D. 

According to our results for all highland Coperni-
can craters considered in [5] h/D≥0.16 at D≤15 km,

h/D=0.125 at D=16 km, and h/D≤0.122 at D≥22.1 km
(there are no craters with 16<D<22 km). We have 
h/D≥0.15 at D≤18 km (Fig.1) if we exclude the point 
(D=16, h/D=0.069), and h/D≤0.103 at D≥19 km for all 
highland Copernican craters considered in [4]. It was 
found that complex highland Copernican craters have 
diameters D≥19 km, though both “simple” and “com-
plex” craters can be at 16≤D≤18 km. 

We have h/D>0.15 for mare craters with D<14 km 
(Fig.1). As Pike [2], we suppose that mare craters with 
D<15 km are simple craters. Mare craters with 
15<D<18 km are in an agreement with approximation 
curves for both simple and complex craters, but mare 
craters with D>18 km are in a better agreement with 
the curve for complex craters. Mare craters with 
15<D<18 km are in an agreement with the approxima-
tion for both simple and complex craters. Mare craters 
with D>18 km are in a better agreement with the ap-
proximation for complex craters. 

The transition from simple to complex craters in 
[2] took place at D=15 km for the maria and at D=21
km for the highlands, and at 15<D<21 km simple high-
land craters were deeper than complex mare craters for
the same diameter. Our estimates of the transition di-
ameters between simple and complex craters differ a
little from the estimates by Pike in [2]. For example,
we consider complex highland craters with D≥19 km,
not with D≥21 km, as Pike in [2].

The power approximation of h/D is described by 
the expression: 

h/D=k∙Dα, 
where k and α are some coefficients. We obtained 
k=0.196 and α=-0.01 for simple craters from [1].  For 
complex craters from [2] we obtained k=1.028 and α=-
0.683 for highland craters and k=0.819 and α=-0.659 
for mare craters. According to Kalynn et al. [3] 
k=1.558 and α=-0.746 for highland craters and k=0.870 
and α=-0.648 for mare craters. The difference in k and 
α between the values from [1,2] and [3] was greater for 
highland craters than for mare craters. Our values of k 
and |α| were smaller (by about a factor of 2) for high-
land craters than those for mare craters: 
         h=0.271D0.653,     h/D=0.271D-0.347  
for highland craters and 

  h=1.213D0.211,      h/D=1.213D-0.789

for mare craters.   We also used the linear approxima-
tion in the form h/D=b∙D+c, where b and c are some 
coefficients.  
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Fig. 1. Dependence of the h/D ratio of a crater 
depth to its diameter for Copernican craters with a di-
ameter D≤19 km for the highlands and for the maria. 

Fig. 2. Dependence of the h/D ratio of a crater 
depth to its diameter for Copernican craters with a di-
ameter D≥20 km for the highlands and for the maria. 

For linear approximations we have 
h/D=−0.00105D+0.1335  for the highland craters, and 
h/D=−0.00159D+0.1598 for the mare craters. The lines 
cross each other at D=48.7 km. It was found that mare 
simple craters are a little deeper than highland simple 

craters for the same diameter.  The values of h/D for 
our approximation curves are mainly smaller than the 
values of the curve by Pike [1] at D<15 km. Only for 
mare craters at D<11 km, our line is a little higher that 
the curve in [1]. 

Conclusions: We found that the values of the ratio 
h/D of the depth of the crater to its diameter for craters 
from [4] and [5] for different diameters are either high-
er or lower than for the dependences obtained in [1,2]. 
In most cases, they are located below the curve ob-
tained in [3] for craters on the highlands, i.e., they are 
better consistent with data from [1] and [2] than with 
data from [3]. 

According to our results, at D<18 km there are 
mainly “simple’ craters, but some “complex” craters 
can have diameters D≥16 km. 

It was found that mare craters with D<14 km have 
h>0.15D. As Pike [2] we suppose that mare craters
with D<15 km are simple craters. Mare craters with
15<D<18 km are in an agreement with both approxi-
mation curves for simple and complex craters. Depths
of mare craters with D>18 km are in a better agree-
ment with the approximation curve of h/D vs. D for
complex craters than for simple craters.

Mare craters are deeper than highland craters at the 
same diameter for D<40-50 km and highland craters 
are deeper for D>50 км. The values of h/D for our ap-
proximation curves are mainly smaller than the values 
of the curve by Pike in [1] at D<15 km. Only for mare 
craters at D<11 km our line is a little higher that the 
curve by Pike in [1]. For our power approximations, 
the values of h/D obtained for complex craters are 
greater than those obtained by Pike in [1] at D>53 km 
for highland craters, and at D<19 km for mare craters. 
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A Hybrid Approach to Sub-kilometer Crater Detection and Recognition on Lunar Surfaces.  N. Gallegos1, 
Solar System Treks Team2 , and B.H. Day3, 1Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology 
(natalie.gallegos@jpl.nassa.gov), 2Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology 
(trek@jpl.nasa.gov), 3NASA Solar System Exploration Research Virtual Institute. (NASA Ames Research Center. 
M/S 17-1. Moffett Field, CA, USA. 94035. Brian.H.Day@nasa.gov)

Introduction: Solar System Treks found at 
https://trek.nasa.gov, provides the planetary scientific 
community and the general public access to a wide 
range of data collected by various spacecraft and 
instruments as well as a suite of tools to analyze the data 
from a browser.  Since craters can yield important 
information about a planet’s chronological timeline, 
they are heavily studied to learn about a planet’s 
morphological history. Additionally, crater counting is 
essential in mission planning for determining candidate 
sites for landing.  Since manually labeling of craters on 
images can be a laborious task, automated tools using a 
Crater Detection Algorithm (CDA) are much sought 
after. The Solar System Treks team commissioned the 
development of a crater detector that can find sub-
kilometer scale craters using images taken from orbit 
from the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter’s Narrow Angle 
Camera (NAC) specifically for use by researchers and 
mission planners 

Methods:   The crater detection tool takes a hybrid 
approach, which blends traditional computer vision 
techniques with deep learning. Therefore, this pipeline 
can be thought of as having two main stages: the 
detection and the recognition stage. In addition to 
detection and recognition, the tool implements an image 
pyramid structure. That is, the input image is 
subsampled to various resolutions such that the base of 
the pyramid is the image at its highest resolution, and 
the apex of the pyramid is the image at its lowest 
resolution. The purpose for this structure is twofold; It 
allows for detection of craters at various sizes and it 
substantially decreases the processing time when 
searching for large craters.   

  In the detection stage, algorithms based on classic 
image processing techniques look for crater candidates. 
For detection of young craters, an algorithm based on 
Circle Hough Transform [1] is used. Circle Hough 
Transform is best for finding circular sharp edges in an 
image. Younger impact craters have the sharpest rims, 
which are suitable for this algorithm. Crater highlight 
and shadow pairing via image thresholding [2] is used 
for finding craters that have a more eccentric elliptical 
profile. Crater shadows and highlights are found by 
thresholding an image. We use a heuristic approach for 
determining threshold values to yield candidate shadow 
and highlight regions. Morphological operations are 
applied to the shadows and highlights which are then 

paired together using solar angle metadata at the time 
the image was captured. Finally, the template matching 
method [3] is used to find older craters with smoother 
edges. This technique takes a set of binary crater 
shadow and highlight image templates, and matches 
regions of the image to these templates. This method 
generates many false positives, and so candidate craters 
are passed through a series of filters to remove potential 
false positives. Once crater candidates are found from 
the three methods above, they are fed into the 
recognition stage.  

A convolutional neural network (CNN) makes up 
the recognition stage of the pipeline. Its main purpose is 
to label all crater candidates as either crater or non-
crater by giving each crater a confidence value ranging 
from zero to one. The CNN is written with MATLAB 
and is trained on a set of about 10,000 balanced 
examples of craters and non-craters. Each crater and 
non-crater image fed into the training set is subsampled 
into a 28 × 28 image. After the recognition stage is 
completed, labeled craters are further processed to find 
crater diameter and crater depth estimates.   

The output of tool includes a georeferenced image 
with craters labeled by bounding boxes (see Figure 1), a 
georeferenced heat map (see Figure 2) based on crater 
densities per 500 m2 block, and a text file listing the 
description of each crater identified (see Figure 3). Each 
description includes approximate crater center 
longitude and latitude, estimated diameter length and 
crater depth, as well as associated confidence value. 

Figure 1: Result image with craters labeled by bounding 
boxes. 
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Figure 2: Crater density detail from crater detector. 

Figure 3: ASCII output. Each row describes one crater. 

Future Work:   Some additional work to improve the 
crater detector includes moving the CNN into a robust 
framework that supports GPU computations for 
performance improvements. Future work also includes 
validating results against other crater detectors and 
moving the model from offline/batch learning to online 
learning to improve our training sets and detection 
results. 
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LUNAR MARE BASALT AGE AND COMPOSITION IN NORTHEASTERN OCEANUS PROCELLARUM. 
T.A. Giguere1, J.M. Boyce1, J.J. Gillis-Davis2, and J.D. Stopar3. 1Hawaii Institute of Geophysics and Planetology, 
Univ. of Hawaii, Honolulu, HI 96822, 2Washington University, Department of Physics, One Brookings Drive, St. 
Louis, MO 63130. 3Lunar and Planetary Institute, USRA, Houston, TX 77058. (giguere@hawaii.edu). 

Introduction: Lunar volcanism was active for an 
extended period of time (~1.1-4.0 Ga), with the major 
activity occurring between 3.1 and 3.7 Ga [1-3]. Crater 
model ages for mare volcanism in Oceanus Procellarum 
ranges from ~1.2 to 3.93 Ga [2,3] and from 1.33 to 3.4 
Ga for northeastern Oceanus Procellarum (Figure 1) [2-
5]. Mare surface ages in these previous studies [2-4] 
were based on impact crater size-frequency density-
based techniques. The lower end of the age range repre-
sents some of the youngest mare surfaces on the Moon, 
with the possible exception of irregular mare patches 
[6]. Determining eruption ages for NE Oceanus Procel-
larum, establishes the timing of mare basalt emplace-
ment and may provide insight into the thermal and erup-
tive history of this interesting area.  

Figure 1. Oceanus Procellarum overview (inset) and Northeastern 
detail view. Count locations (this study) are depicted by pink shapes 
and bold blue numbers. Mare age units (P9…P58) used in previous 
studies [2,3]. WAC Global Morphologic basemap (July 2013). 

     Stadermann et al. [7] demonstrated that ages within 
a spectrally defined compositional unit may contain 
multiple flows with unique ages. We, along with other 
workers [8], leverage this observation to target individ-
ual flows in NE Oceanus Procellarum. Morphology 
(flow fronts/margins, embayments, crater density dif-
ferences, boulders), geochemistry (FeO, TiO2), and 
topographic data aid our flow identification.   
     Our objectives for this study of NE Oceanus Procel-
larum include: 1) determine the absolute model ages of 
the mare surface and compare with past results, 2) iden-
tify spatial variations in the absolute model ages for the 
mare surface, 3) characterize the chemical composition 
and stratigraphy of mare basalts, which provides insight 
into the compositional evolution of erupted material 
over time, 4) describe flow boundary morphology, 5) 
utilize topographic data to determine flow direction and 
the location of vents.  The individual results of this re-

search, when combined, yield a deeper, yet still incom-
plete,  understanding of the most recent volcanic pro-
cesses that occurred in NE Oceanus Procellarum. 

Table 1. Model ages & composition for sites in P58 
# Lat/Lon 

(Center) Na Area 
(sq km2) 

Ageb 
(Ga) 

FeO 
(wt%) 

TiO2 
(wt%) 

1 42.38, -49.20 15 570.55 3.05 17.4±1.0 6.4±1.0 
2 41.78, -47.95 41 174.92 3.33 17.3±1.1 6.3±1.1 
3 41.01, -55.34 65 61.52 3.2 17.3±0.7 6.4±0.8 
4 41.17, -55.71 69 59.96 2.3 17.5±0.5 6.5±0.8 
5 44.03, -50.49 71 98.27 1.8 17.3±0.7 6.0±0.8 

aN = Number of craters in count area. bModel ages for all areas determined with 
method of [15], selected areas plotted in Figure 2 for clarity. 

Data and Methods: Both Lunar Reconaissance Or-
biter (LRO) Wide Angle Camera (WAC) (high- and 
low-incidence) images (100 m/pixel) and Narrow Angle 
Camera (NAC) images (0.3-2.2 m/pixel) were used in 
this study [9,10]. High-resolution (∼7.4 m/pixel) topog-
raphy were obtained from the SLDEM2015 [11] and the 
JAXA SELENE “Kaguya” monochromatic Terrain 
Camera [12,13]. Crater count data provide a means of 
determining relative age, and with assumptions, a means 
of estimating absolute model age [14]. LROC NAC im-
ages were used for crater counts and crater diameter 
measurements. Cumulative size-frequency distribution 
(CSFD) plots were constructed from the crater count 
data collected for each area, while excluding secondary 
craters. Crater model ages were calculated based on the 
CSFD curve using the Craterstats2 program [14]. The 
statistical error was calculated for the craters in each di-
ameter bin (N) based on a Poisson distribution and is 
represented as error bars on the CSFD. The lunar pro-
duction function and lunar chronology of Neukum et al. 
[15] was used to estimate model crater age for the CSFD
curves. Image data from the SELENE “Kaguya” mono-
chromatic Terrain Camera (TC) [14] and the Multiband 
Imager (MI) [16] visible and near-infrared multispectral 
camera were used for detailed surface and geochemical 
analysis.  

Results and Discussion: Our initial focus is on the 
absolute model age of the mare surfaces both inside and 
outside of existing mare crater count areas [2]. Dates for 
these count areas were extended to represent the larger 
Clementine-based spectral units (e.g., P9…P58 in Fig-
ure 1). We defined five count areas within mare age unit 
P58. These widely spaced areas were selected to under-
stand the age distribution across the mare and to mini-
mize the influence of secondary craters. The model ages 
for our count areas ranged from 1.8–3.33 Ga (Table 1). 
Count areas 1 and 2, near Mairan T dome and east of 
Rima Sharp, have FeO surface values of 16-19 wt. % 
[16] and show ages >3 Ga. Count area 1 and in turn the
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larger original count area [2] likely crosses flow bound-
aries and has a model age of 3.05 Ga, older than the pub-
lished age of 1.33 Ga [2].  Count area 2, east of the 
Mairan T dome, is outside of the defined mare crater 
count area [2], while remaining inside the mare age unit 
P58. The absolute model age determined is 3.33 Ga 
[17]. This age is between the ages determined in previ-
ous studies [4,5], which had different count locations 
but are still within P58. Although, count area 3 (Figure 
2) and 4 are close in proximity the model ages differ by
nearly one Ga, and likely indicate that a resurfacing
event occurred in area 4. Irregularly shaped count area
5 (Figure 2) is positioned between prominent secondary
crater clusters. With the youngest model age of 1.8 Ga,
this area is presumed to have experienced the most re-
cent volcanism of any of our count areas.

Figure 2. Crater count data (CSFD) for count area 3 (Green circles), 
and for count area 5 (Red crosses), method of [14].  See Figure 1 for 
locations. 

Compositionally uniform units may actually be 
more complex in terms of eruptive ages. Count areas are 
a small percentage of the overall spectral unit area, and 
as shown, may not be representative of the entire spec-
tral unit. The count area for P58 is ~6% of the ascribed 
mare unit as defined by [2].  

Our use of higher resolution data combined with 
more counting areas are revealing differing ages for sin-
gle extensive spectral units [8]. The accuracy of abso-
lute model ages for mare surfaces may be improved by 
counting spectrally defined areas composed of multiple 
smaller discrete areas and by using the lastest remote 
sensing datasets. Further count area improvements are 
available using new approaches [7,8] that separates 
compositional units (FeO, TiO2) into smaller distinctive 
units, which aids with lava flow identification. 

In order to estimate an absolute model age from 
crater counts requires a knowedge of the impact flux 
with time. While there are relatively firm radiometric 

age dates for the Apollo and Luna sample return landing 
sites, the estimated age of Copernicus craters is more 
speculative. It is based on the assumption that material 
from a ray from Copernicus that crosses the Apollo 12 
landing site was sampled. If this assumption is not the 
case, then the shape of the younger parts of the impact 
flux curve could be different than assumed (Figure 3) 
and make a substantial difference in estimated model 
age (e.g., our 1.8 Ga area could actually be 2.8 Ga). This 
date revision would have a considerable effect on inte-
rior thermal models for the Moon.  Consequently, a 
sample return mission to an area with a model age under 
2.0 Ga would be of high value to lunar science. 

Figure 3. Lunar impact crater flux versus time with two different im-
pact flux histories for a time < ~ 3.0 Ga.  The upper curve [18] as-
sumes a radiometric age date for Copericus, while the lower dashed 
line assumes a slow continuous decline in flux.   

Summary: Absolute model ages and geochemical 
averages have been determined for small portions of NE 
Oceanus Procellarum. We observe spatial variations in 
the ages and uniform FeO and TiO2 content for the mare 
surface. Differing ages may indicate that mare volcan-
ism occurred over a long period of time (>1.5 Ga). Fo-
cus on the stratigraphic history of NE Oceanus Procel-
larum continues with new imagery and count areas. Our 
aim is to locate where the most recent lava flows occur 
and to determine their age,which will help with target-
ing future sample return missions. Sample return from 
and absolute age determinations of these young flows 
are critical for establishing the end of lunar volcanism. 
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and Stopar (2020) LPSC 51. [9] Robinson et al. (2010) Spac
Sci. Rev. 150, 81. [10] Speyerer et al. (2011) LPSC 42, #2387.
[11] Barker et al. (2016) Icarus, 273. [12] Haruyama et al.
(2008) Adv. Space Res, 42(2). [13] Haruyama et al. (2012)
LPSC 43, #1200. [14] Michael and Neukum (2010) EPSL,
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LUNAR CRATER POPULATIONS,  EVOLUTION OF MEGAREGOLITH, AND INTERPRETATION OF 
LUNAR AND PLANETARY ROCK SAMPLES   William K. Hartmann, Planetary Science Institute, 1700 E. Ft. 
Lowell Blvd.,  Tucson AZ 85710    hartmann@psi.edu     and     Alessandro Morbidelli, 1Université Côte d’Azur,
CNRS-Lagrange, Observatoire de la Côte d’Azur, CS 34229–F 06304 Nice Cedex 4, France 

Introduction:   A significant paradigm shift [1] in 
planetary science resulted in a movement away from 
the terminal cataclysm or late heavy bombardment 
(LHB) scenarios [2].  Both of these terms, as originally 
defined and understood, pictured an early  period of 
insignificant crater and basin formation, lasting from 
the end of lunar formation (ca. 4.5-4.45) to about 4.0 
Gyr ago, followed by a period of intense cratering ca. 
3.9 Gyr ago [3], with formation of most multi-ring 
impact basins within an interval of about  170 Myr. 

As discussed in [2], dynamical models from about 
2005 to 2015 concentrated on explaining the proposed 
gap in crater formation followed  catastrophic spike in 
impacts. In 2018, however, Morbidelli et al. [4] pro-
duced an “accretion tail” dynamical model that re-
turned to earlier models (see [2]) which pictured  more 
or less monotonic decline in impact rate as the debris 
of planetary formation were swept up.  Included in [4] 
were quantitative data giving the impact rate as a func-
tion of time. The present abstract combines  model 
data from [4] with techniques for converting the size-
frequency distribution (SFD) of any given crater popu-
lation into an estimate of the depth of material that has 
been extensively pulverized and converted into 
megaregolith materials.  These techniques  were ini-
tially developed in [5].  In other words, here we exam-
ine the question:  If [4] is correct, what are the conse-
quences regarding the evolution of lunar megaregolith?  
Our work is described in much more detail in a paper 
submitted by Hartmann and Morbidelli to Meteoritics 
and Planetary Science; that paper has been reviewed 
and is currently undergoing modest revisions [6].   

Methodology.  The basic idea of our technique be-
gins with the log-incremental plot of any particular 
SFD crater-count curve, such as a curve for a sparsely 
cratered lunar maria, or a curve for a crater saturated 
lunar upland surface.  For any such curve it is possible 
to tabulate the area covered by the craters present in 
each diameter bin.  (The bins in our plot being divided 
in √2 diameter intervals, i.e. 0.5 km, 0.707 km, 1 km, 
1.414 km, 2 km, etc.)  This area is  

Area/km2 per bin  =  (no. craters/km2  x πr2)    
where r = effective mean area of a crater in the bin.  

The next step is to start with the bin with the largest 
craters and add up the cumulative area covered by cra-
ters in each bin, working bin by bin toward smaller 
sized craters.  At some point a diameter D100% is 
reached, where the sum of the areas of all craters  an 

area equal to 100% of the area of the visible craters at 
D > D100% is equal to 100% of the lunar surface. (See 
Fig. 1.) This is not the same as saying that 100% of the 
area has been excavated by such craters, because many 
of the craters overlap earlier craters, so that some areas 
have not yet been impacted.   Thus we continue the 
process to reach a smaller diameter, D200%, where an 
area equal to 200% of the area of the visible craters at 
D > D200% is covered.  Let us define d as the effective 
depth of excavation and ejection of material from a 
crater of diameter D.  We take d to be ~1/3D, being < 
transient cavity depth but > depth of the crater as ob-
served today (consistent with a recent study of crater 
excavation [7]).   Given that overlap still leaves uncra-
tered areas when D200% is reached,  but also that when a 
given Dx is reached, craters larger than Dx and deeper 
than dx cover part of the area, we assume that depths of 
d100% to d200% give a rough estimate of the average 
depth excavated, with the most of ejecta being piled 
elsewhere.   (A small percent of the ejecta is blown off 
the moon, with some of it re-accreting later).  See Fig. 
1 for further discussion. 

.

Fig. 1. Lunar isochron diagram showing crater SFD 
for specified ages. Solid line show the saturation equi-
librium curve, which tends to oscillate between dashed 
lines on either side.  Heavy dotted line shows SFD for 
2 x saturation. Numbers (“%”) show cumulative % of 
area covered by craters of specified D.  As discussed in 
the text, this figure suggests that at twice the saturation 
level, megaregolith pulverization would reach depths 
of a few km to 20 km.   
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Certain parameters in the above discussion could 
be investigated in more detail, but precise information 
in some areas is not precisely known.  In any case , we 
believe this system gives at least a first-order crude 
estimate of the average depth of megaregolith.   

We also note that that this “average” result does not 
apply everywhere.  For example enormous basins have 
been excavated here and there, while a few regions still 
escape overlap.  For this reason, the megaregolith will 
be quite heterogeneous.  For example the Imbrium 
basin, one of the last large impacts (~3.9 Ma ago) will 
have excavated and scattered the preexisting 
megaregolith from that are, creating a region of rela-
tively shallow access to the primordial crust, under the 
layer of  mare lavas.  Hence, as pointed out in [5],  a 
crater like Copernicus, in the Imbrium area, probably 
ejected significant fragments of primordial crust.  

Fig. 1 shows that by the time the total number of 
impacts reaches twice the number needed to reach the 
saturation equilibrium level, craters of D>4 km cover 
200% of the area of the moon, and a megaregolith of a 
few to 20 km depth could have been reached. The 
quantitative  results of [4], however, indicate that by 
4.0 Ga ago, much higher crater densities, perhaps 10 x 
saturation,  were reached.  For more detail, see [6]. 

Conclusions.  Our work suggests (1) the magma 
ocean solidified under intense bombardment.  (2) This 
assures complex structure in magma-ocean layers, con-
sistent with [8].  (3) Tens of kilometers of 
megaregolith formed. (4).  The megaregolith is hetero-
geneous with “thin spots” where late basins such as 
Imbrium.  (5).  The thin spots allow large, recent im-
pact craters, such as Copernicus, to access upper crus-
tal layers and eject samples of the early crust, as found 
in the Apollo collections.  (6). Because of the intense 
early cratering, the earliest multi-ring basins, such as 
South Polar Aiken and perhaps a giant Procellarum 
basin, have been badly degraded by hundreds of mil-
lion years of subsequent large impacts.  (7).  Because 
impact melt lenses beneath even the largest surface 
impacts formed mostly in the upper (10? 20?) kilome-
ters, most of the early  impact melt lenses were in-
tensely pulverized with remaining fragments mostly 
embedded in breccias, as observed.  (8).  Thus, the 
evolution of megaregolith is a critical factor in the na-
ture of the rock  samples found on the lunar surface 
today.  (9).  This is an effect under-appreciated in the 
dominant post-Apollo interpretations of lunar samples, 
until perhaps the early 2000s.  

Connections with other new work.   In addition 
to [5] and [6], similar results are being developed by 
recent authors. Wiggins et al. (2019, [7] modeled de-
tails of impact mechanics and state that “…impactors 
from 1 to 10 km in diameter can efficiently fragment 

the entire lunar crust to depths of ~20 km, implying 
that much of the modern day megaregolith can be cre-
ated by single impacts rather than by multiple large 
impact events.”  This suggests fragmentation to depths 
far below the depth, d, that we assumed for ejected 
material, although the penetration of bedrock fractures 
below craters is no doubt larger than the depth of ex-
cavation.  We note, in addition, that the entire SFD 
crater diameter range must be considered to get an 
accurate picture of megaregolith evolution.   

Richardson and Abramov (2020, [8]) also modeled 
megaregolith dividing it into three roughly defined 
layers:  (1) Surface (loose fines and fragments, (2) up-
per megaregolith (mostly ejecta deposits of deposition-
al breccias and  melts, ~ 5 km deep) and (3) lower 
megaregolith  fractured coherent layers at the base 
(~20 to ~25 km deep).  The results similar to [5] and 
our results in [6].    

Taken together, all these results from impact crater 
studies suggest new appreciation of megaregolith evo-
lution and new progress in interpretation of  rock sam-   
ples  from throughout the solar system.       
References:   [1]   Kuhn, T.S. The Structure of Scien-
tific Revolutions; University of Chicago Press: Chica-
go, IL, USA, 1962.   
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Introduction: On Earth, landforms and their degrada-
tion are one of the most critical witnesses to climate and 
its evolution. Landforms produced by dynamic processes 
(tectonic, volcanic, impact) are “out of equilibrium” with 
the integrated processes that tend to cause erosion and 
planation. What are the key processes that modify these 
“out of equilibrium” landforms and how do we model 
them quantitatively?  There is a rich history of investiga-
tion and development of sophisticated landscape evolu-
tion models for Earth.  

These same approaches have been successfully applied 
to Mars, particularly in reference to the most common 
landform, impact craters and their degradation [1-8]. 
Craters formed in the Amazonian-Late Hesperian display 
generally fresh and pristine morphological characteristics 
(distinctive ejecta deposits, raised rim crests, wall terrac-
es and slumps, deep interiors with central peaks, typical 
depth-diameter (d/D) relationship, etc.). Craters dating 
from the Noachian-Early Hesperian (Fig. 1) showed fun-
damental morphological differences from younger cra-
ters (e.g., general absence or subdued nature of ejecta, 
elevated crater rim crests being low or missing, much 
shallower flat floors than equivalent fresh craters, miss-
ing central peaks, and often textured, grooved walls). 
These differences were interpreted to be due to relatively 
higher erosion rates in the Noachian, rates that were gen-
erally attributed to landform degradation by rainfall 
(pluvial activity), in a warmer and wetter climate with a 
Late Noachian “climate optimum” resulting in fluvial 
erosion and formation of abundant valley networks [1-8]. 
Indeed, “Degraded craters are one of the main lines of 
evidence for a warmer climate on early Mars” [9]. Fur-
ther analysis of 281 >20 km craters of all ages in two 
highland regions [9] confirmed these earlier findings, 
revealing three classes of craters: Type III: Fresh craters 
with ejecta and central peas; Type II: Gently degraded, 
often with a central peak, and fluvial landforms, includ-
ing alluvial fans; Type I: Strongly degraded, without 
ejecta or central peak, with fluvial erosion. Type I 
strongly degraded craters were formed and degraded 
during the Noachian, Type II craters between the Early 
Hesperian and the Early Amazonian, and Type III 
formed subsequently. A sharp transition is seen between 
Types I and II, interpreted to indicate a rapid change in 
climate conditions [9].   

A significant number of subsequent events (e.g., new 
mission, discoveries, models and data analysis) make it 
an opportune time to revisit and explore crater degrada-
tion and landscape evolution on Mars.  In this contribu-

tion we highlight several of these new developments and 
outline some remaining outstanding questions.  

Perspectives on Noachian Geologic Sequence and 
History: A synthesis of the sequence and timing of con-
ditions on early Mars (Fig. 2) [10] showed 1) the distinc-
tive separation of the EN basin-forming period (Hellas, 
Isidis, Argyre) from the MN-LN during which no basins 
formed, 2) the LN-EH during which the valley networks 
(VN) formed [11], earlier hypothesized to be related to 
basin formation cause and effect [12], 3) the lack of cor-
relation between phyllosilicate weathering and VN for-
mation, and 4) the relationship between these events and 
the cessation of the magnetic field. 

Role and Legacy of Impact Basin Formation:  Re-
cent studies of the effect of impact basins on the climate 
and modification of the surface of Mars in the EN has 
shown that the threshold diameter for impact features 
having a radical effect on the atmosphere lies in the ba-
sin size range [13-14]; Assessment of the collective ef-
fects of such basin-scale impact cratering atmospher-
ic/surface effects (ICASE) are: 1) globally distributed 
rainfall characterized by very high temperatures; 2) ex-
tremely high (~2 m/yr) rainfall rates with corresponding-
ly high runoff rates; 3) such conditions will contribute 
significantly to degradation of crater rims, filling of 
crater interiors, regional smoothing of terrain, and imply 
vast resurfacing and resetting of crater ages following 
basin-scale impacts; 4) the high temperatures of impact-
induced rainwater and the pervasive penetration of heat 
into the regolith substrate are predicted to have a signifi-
cant influence on the mineralogical alteration of the crust 
[14].  These major events impart a global legacy into the 
surface nature and morphology, influencing later events.   

Models of Noachian Climate: New estimates of Noa-
chian ambient climatic condition have been derived from 
atmospheric general circulation models with a faint 
young Sun [15-16] suggesting mean annual temperature 
(MAT) of ~225 K, a distinctive alternative to the gener-
ally warm and wet/arid pluvial climate [1-8] with >273 
K MAT implied by earlier models [1-8].  The adiabatic 
cooling effect predicted for denser Noachian atmos-
pheres also suggests a “cold and icy highlands” [16] with 
snow and ice accumulating in the highlands above about 
a +1 km elevation.  VN, open and closed basin lakes are 
attributed to transient heating and melting of the snow 
and ice in the “icy highlands” [17-18]. The predicted 
influence of a snow and ice substrate on impact cratering 
and crater degradation [19-20] included: 1) craters anal-
ogous to Amazonian double-layered ejecta and pedestal 
craters; 2) shallower cavities in the underlying target 
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rock, and lower rims subsequent to removal of the ice; 3) 
additional modification by backwasting of rim-crest ma-
terial, insolation-induced top-down melting of proximal 
rim-crest surface ice, melting of ice and fluvial erosion 
due to contact with hot ejecta, and basal melting of ice 
(enhanced by overlying low thermal conductivity ejecta). 
Removal of surface snow and ice in a subsequent climate 
regime could preferentially eliminate smaller craters that 
formed exclusively within the surface ice deposits -, and 
could drastically modify the observed crater size-
frequency distribution by reducing the apparent diame-
ters of larger craters.  

In addition, [21] analyzed a “warm and wet” climate 
(MAT ~ 275 K) with a 3-D global climate model to de-
termine how common and where rainfall activity would 
occur under these conditions, finding that rainfall is lim-
ited in abundance and areal distribution, precipitation is 
dominated by snowfall, and highlands temperatures are 
<273 K for the majority of the year. They concluded 
that, 1) valley networks and lakes could not have formed 
through rainfall-related erosion, 2) crater degradation by 
rainsplash and runoff is not predicted, and 3) the pres-
ence of a rainfall- and overland flow-fed northern ocean 
is improbable.   

New Observational Data:  The global distribution of 
the steepest slopes on crater walls was recently used to 
assess the magnitudes of degradational processes with 
latitude, altitude, and time [22], finding that the total 
amount of crater wall degradation in the Late Noachian 
is very small in comparison to the circumpolar regions in 
the Late Amazonian, an observation interpreted to mean 
that the Late Noachian climate was not characterized by 
persistent and continuous warm and wet conditions. Re-
cent studies with Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter CTX 
image data [23] reveal evidence for crater wall cold-
based glaciation, top-down glacial melting, fluvial crater 
floor meltwater drainage and endorheic crater lake for-
mation modifying the crater floor. The criteria developed 
in [23] can be used to search for other examples of Noa-
chian highland degradation.   

Outstanding Questions: A full understanding of No-
achian crater degradation clearly requires addressing the 
following questions: 1) What is the magnitude of the role 
of the impact flux and its effect on crater degradation 
and diffusional processes, and how does this change with 
atmospheric pressure?  2) In a warm and wet/arid cli-
mate, what was the intensity of the rainfall required for 
infiltration and what is the rate transition to runoff? How 
does this vary with atmospheric pressure and substrate? 
3) What causes the abrupt change from highly degraded
craters to much less degraded craters at the end of the
Noachian? 4) What role do EN basin-related torrential
rainfall processes have [24] on setting the stage for LN
crater formation and degradation? 5) What role do ex-
plosive [25] and effusive [26] volcanism play in the re-
surface of craters and filling of crater floors?  6) How

widespread is the evidence for Noachian glaciation [23] 
and what are the implications for crater modification and 
degradation state?  7) How do eolian processes vary with 
atmospheric pressure and how does this influence crater 
degradation with time?  8) Can the observed fluvial ac-
tivity and open and closed-basin lake degradation and 
filling be explained by transient heating phenomena in 
an otherwise cold and icy climate?  
References: 1. Craddock & Maxwell, 1990, JGR 95, 14625; 2. 
Craddock & Maxwell, 1993, JGR 98, 3452; 3. Craddock et al., 
1997, JGR 102, 13321; 4. Craddock & Howard, 2002, JGR 
107, 5111; 5. Forsberg-Taylor et al., 2004, JGR 109, E05002; 
6. Howard et al., 2005, JGR 110, E12S14; 7. Irwin et al. 2005,
JGR 110, E12S15; 8.  Howard, 2007, Geomorphology 91, 322;
9. Mangold et al., 2012. JGR 117, E04003; 10. Fassett & Head,
2011, Icarus 211, 1204; 11. Fassett & Head, 2008, Icarus 195,
61; 12. Toon et al., 2010, Ann Rev 38, 303; 13. Turbet et al.,
2019, Icarus 335, 113419; 14. Palumbo & Head, 2018, MAPS
53, 687; 15. Forget et al., 2013, Icarus 222, 81; 16. Words-
worth et al., 2015, Icarus 222, 1; 17. Head & Marchant, 2014,
Antarctic Science, 26, 774; Fastook &Head, 2015, Icarus 106,
82; 18. Palumbo et al., Icarus 300, 261; 19. Weiss and Head, 
2015, PSS 117, 401; 20. Weiss and Head, 2016, Icarus 280, 
205; 21. Palumbo and Head, 2018, GRL 45, 10249; 22. 
Kreslavsky & Head, 2018, GRL 45, 751; 23. Boatwright and 
Head (this volume); 24. Palumbo & Head, this volume; 25. 
Kerber et al., 2013, Icarus 223, 149; 26. Whitten and 
Head, 2013, PSS 85, 24. 

Fig. 1. Typical Noachian degraded craters. [4] 

Fig. 2.  Early Mars timeline and major events.  [10] 
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Introduction: Summanen meteorite impact structure 
(Fig. 1) is located within the Paleoproterozoic Central 
Finland Granite Belt in the Fennoscandian Shield. The 
structure owes its discovery to a primal low-altitude 
airborne geophysical data, which show circular ~2.6 km 
wide electromagnetic in-phase, and resistivity (Fig. 2), 
anomalies [1]. Several field campaigns and laboratory 
studies resulted in discovery of shatter cone and PDF-
carrying boulders [2]. The boulders were found in 
south-eastern position of geophysical anomalies, 
hinting for their transport during the Weichselian 
glaciation. 

Fig. 1. Location of the Summanen meteorite impact 
structure (62°39.00N, 25°22.50E) along with other 
Finnish craters. 

Fig. 2. Apparent resistivity anomaly map of the Lake 
Summanen (light grey) area. Lamposaari Island (dark 
grey) and location of shatter cone carrying outcrops 
(red dot) are shown. A dashed ring with diameter of 
~2.6 km indicates the interpreted outline of the anomaly. 
Black line shows location of a gravity profile (Fig. 4). 

Recent field-works in 2019 resulted in discovery of 
in situ shatter cones at three bedrock outcrops in 
Lamposaari Island. Shatter cones have been developed 
in K-feldspar porphyritic granitoid. Surfaces of the 
cones are curved, converging, and orientations of 
striations are variable (Fig. 3). In thin sections from 
shatter cone samples the quartz grains show rare PDFs 
(Fig. 4) and abundant PFs. 
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Fig. 3. Photo of in situ shatter cone in Lamposaari 
Island, Lake Summanen. 

Fig. 4. One set of decorated PDFs in two 
quartz grains, Lamposaari Island outcrop 
sample SHHI-2019-9. Crossed polars. 

Fig 5. Preliminary gravity profile in NE-SW direction crossing the Summanen structure in its NW side (Fig. 1). One 
can assume presence of ~3 mGal negative gravity anomaly in a center of crater. 

This new finding provided a solid proof of a 
meteorite impact origin of the Summanen structure in 
addition to [2], but arose a question about its diameter 
as according to interpreted size of the crater and 
geophysical anomalies (2.6 km-in-D) the new findings 
are located beyond the rim of the Summanen crater at 
~1.6 km from its center. Considering that shatter cones 
do not favor to develop at rim areas of craters [3] one 
can suggest that the Summanen impact crater could be 
larger than previously thought and represents a complex 
structure.  

To determine size of the structure and presence of a 
possible bigger structure, Geological Survey of Finland 
initiated a gravity study in March 2020. Two 
perpendicular to each other profiles were run across the 
crater. Because of unfavorable ice conditions, the 
profiles were not finalized and have caps at the lake 
area. Thus, here we illustrate one, the most completed, 
of the profiles only, running ~550 m NE from a 
supposed center of the Summanen crater (Fig. 2). This 

profile from NW to SE (Fig. 5) illustrates significant 
regional gradient (potential field increase towards SE by 
~0.65 mGal/km) and a local ~3 km wide minimum of 
~2.5 mGal in a location of earlier discovered resistivity 
anomaly. No hints for wider disturbances are seen 
suggesting presence of a simple structure with shatter 
cone features at its rim area. 

Shatter cones at the rim area are not common, 
although in some Finnish craters in situ shatter cones are 
found at the edge or beyond the topographic depression 
or geophysical feature e.g nearby Karikkoselkä (2.4 km-
in-D) impact structure [4]. 

References: [1] Lerssi J. et al. 2007. Geological 
Survey of Finland report Q19/2243, 2244/2007/1. [2] 
Plado J. et al. 2018. Meteoritics & Planet. Sci., 53, 
2413-2426. [3] Osinski G. R. and Ferrière, L. Science 
Advance, 2, e1600616. [4] Pesonen, L. J. et al. 1999, in 
Dressler, B. O., and Sharpton, V. L., eds., Large 
Meteorite Impacts and Planetary Evolution II: Boulder, 
Colorado, GSA, Spec Paper 339. 
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EVALUATING THE EMPLACEMENT MECHANISMS OF VREDEFORT IMPACT MELT DIKES.  
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Introduction:  During basin-forming im-
pact events, melted target rocks are pre-
served in the geological record as sheets, 
dikes, and irregular bodies at the surface and 
depth [1]. Impact melt dikes at the deeply 
eroded, 2.02 Ga Vredefort impact structure, 
referred to as “granophyre dikes,” have pre-
viously been shown to have formed later than 
shock-related in situ melt breccia 
(pseudotachylites) [1,2,3,4]. The dikes con-
tain clasts of shocked target rocks [4,5], and 
have a Re-Os signature indicative of a mete-
oritic component [6]. The dikes were formed 
when molten material from the impact melt 
sheet migrated along fractures in the base-
ment rocks during the crater modification 
stage [6,7,8]. The nature and timing of the 
event(s) that led to melt emplacement re-
main contentious.  

In this work, we use geophysics, geochem-
istry, and petrography, as well as field rela-
tionships, to examine the mechanisms by 
which granophyre dikes were formed, with 
implications for the development of large im-
pact basins on the Earth, Moon, and other 
rocky bodies of the solar system. 

Methods: Four granophyre dikes, namely 
the Kopjeskraal, Daskop, Lesutoskraal, and 
Holfontein dikes, were investigated by elec-
trical resistivity tomography (ERT), a non-
destructive geophysical method described in 
[8]. Kopjeskraal dike is located at the bound-
ary between the granitic core and the 
metasedimentary collar of the central uplift 
of the Vredefort structure (the “core-collar 
boundary”). The other analyzed dikes repre-
sent three of the four exposed granophyre 
dikes in the granitic core of the structure. 
Samples from these dikes were analyzed with 
X-ray fluorescence for bulk chemical compo-
sition, according to the methodology de-
scribed in [9].

Results: Geophysical data. The resistivity 
models obtained from the ERT data for all 
dikes are shown in Figure 1. The resistivity of 
the granophyre material is orders of magni-
tude higher than the host crystalline rocks. 
The resistivity variation in the host rock is 

consistent with the expected compositional 
variation, i.e., granite gneiss to dolerite [8].  

At the Kopjeskraal granophyre dike, the 
highly resistive zone extends past the lower-
most depth of the profile (>50 m), so that 
the terminus of this dike at depth has not 
been determined (Fig. 1A). The core dikes, 
however, are distinct from the collar dike 
(Fig. 1B-D). The high-resistivity zone associ-
ated with the Holfontein granophyre dike 
terminates at ~5 m below the surface (Fig. 
1B), and the resistive zones due to the 
Daskop and Lesutoskraal granophyre dikes 
terminate ~3 m below the surface (Fig. 1C-
D).  

Geochemical and petrographic data. The geo-
chemical compositions of the core dikes are 
generally dacitic, in the compositional range 
of ~64-72 wt.% SiO2 and 4-6 wt.% 
Na2O+K2O, in agreement with previous work-
ers [9,10,11,12]. Petrographically, the dikes 
are composed of intergrowths of feldspar and 
orthopyroxene that are fine crystalline or 
spherulitic.   

Unlike the core dikes, the Kopjeskraal 
granophyre dike is composed of two distinct 
textural and geochemical phases, the Kop-
jeskraal granophyre A (KGA) and Kopjeskraal 
granophyre B (KGB). The KGA contains abun-
dant clasts of the granite that may be locally 
derived. Geochemically and petrographically, 
the KGA is indistinguishable from the core 
dikes. The KGB is located approximately 4 m 
from the contact between the KGA and the 
host granite and strikes parallel to the strike 
of the dike. The KGB is finer-grained and 
darker-colored than the KGA. Rounded clasts 
of the KGA are included within the KGB. The 
KGB is intermediate in composition, unlike 
any previously measured granophyre sam-
ples. The KGB has greater CaO, FeO, and MgO 
than the KGA or core dikes, but less SiO2 or 
K2O. 

Discussion: The highly resistive material 
that corresponds to granophyre dikes does 
not extend deep into the subsurface. It is un-
likely that this result is due to methodological 
errors, as the same field procedures and data 
processing were applied to the Kopjeskraal 
dike and the core dikes, but with no disap-
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pearance of material at the Kopjeskraal dike. 
Additionally, we have numerically modeled 
the expected results of dikes with varying 
depths of penetration, and found that the 
results that we have observed are consistent 
with the expected result of a dike with a shal-
low depth extent. 

The shallow penetration depth of the core 
dikes may either be interpreted as the low-
ermost extent of the fractures that were ex-
ploited by impact melt [8], or alternatively, 
as a representation that the dikes have expe-
rienced post-emplacement faulting that off-
set the dikes either laterally or vertically. The 
core and collar dikes are preserved different-
ly, perhaps suggesting distinct processes.  

There is not an apparent geochemical dis-
tinction between the core dikes and the KGA, 
suggesting that they were derived from the 
same melt source, and perhaps demonstrat-
ing that the initial emplacement conditions of 
the core and collar were not distinct. The 
KGB was emplaced after the KGA had solidi-
fied, and the KGB has a significantly different 
geochemical composition. Thus, the grano-
phyre emplacement process must have oc-
curred in a minimum of two discrete phases 
over an extended timeframe. The intermedi-
ate composition of the KGB likely results 
from the melt source being the lowermost 
part of a differentiated melt sheet [13]. The 
intermediate composition has not been found 
in the core of the structure. 

Based on this evidence, we propose that 
the following series of events occurred:  

1) The melt sheet formed at the surface
due to the impact event. 

2) Shortly after the impact basin formed,
fractures developed in the crust and were 
exploited by molten material from the melt 
sheet to form the core dikes and KGA.  

3) After the KGA was crystallized, the KGB
melt intruded, which had a different composi-
tion than the first melt pulse. The cause of 
the change in composition is the differentia-
tion of the melt sheet. 

4) Post-impact uplift of the core of the
impact basin resulted in distinct preservation 
of the core and collar dikes. 
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Fig. 1: Resistivity profiles of the grano-
phyre dikes examined in this study, with ele-
vation indicated. Highly resistive material (in-
terpreted as granophyre) is shown in pink, 
and the host rocks are shown in green. 
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Introduction: McEwen et al. [1] studied bright 
rays in craters and supposed that the number of new 
craters increased by a factor of 2 during the last 300 
Myr. Mazrouei et al. [2] analyzed the ages of craters of 
the Copernican period (i.e. craters with an age T≤ 1.1 
billion years). They concluded that the number of 
collisions of near-Earth objects (NEOs) with the Moon 
per unit time increased by a factor of 2.6 about 290 
Myr ago.  

Probabilities of collisions of NEOs with the 
Moon: Our estimates of the probabilities of collisions 
of Earth-crossing objects (ECOs) with the Earth were 
based on the approach described in [3]. In [3] the 
characteristic time TE elapsed before the collision of an 
ECO with the Earth equaled to 67 Myr. Using the 
Opik’s approach, Bottke et al. [4] obtained TE=134 
Myr for a smaller number of ECOs. At TE=100 Myr 
the probability peco of a collision of an ECO with the 
Earth during a year equals to 10-8. Several authors [5-
7] considered peco close to 3×10-8. This value of peco
corresponds to TE≈300 Myr. The ratio of the
probabilities of collisions of NEOs with the Earth to
the probabilities of their collisions with the Moon was
considered to be equal to approximately 22 [8].

The difference between our estimates [3] of peco 
and those in [5-7] can be caused by that estimates were 
made for different time intervals. In our approach for 
calculations of peco, various orientations of orbits (not 
only those at the present time) were considered. So our 
estimates correspond to probabilities of collisions of 
ECOs with the Earth during large time intervals, and 
estimates of some other authors can correspond to 
probabilities of collisions of 1 km NEOs with present 
orientations of orbits during a shorter time interval. For 
example, Emel’yanenko and Naroenkov [6] considered 
time interval +/- 300 yr. They obtained that the effect 
of gravitational focusing for NEOs with absolute 
magnitude H<27 was greater by a factor of 1.85 than 
that for NEOs with H<18. Such difference can be 
caused by the possibility of encounters with smaller 
velocities for smaller NEOs, which can have more 
various orbital orientations than larger NEOs. In our 
opinion, though the number of NEOs and the mean 
values of their orbital elements during millions of 
years can be about the same as those at the present 
time, orbital elements of some NEOs could have such 
values, at which probabilities of their collisions with 

the Earth and the Moon can be greater than those based 
on the present orbits of 1-km NEOs.   

The curve of the number of impacts of objects 
brighter than a given absolute magnitude H with the 
Earth vs. H on Fig 26 in [9] corresponds to the value of 
peco for 1-km ECOs about 4×10-9. For the possible
extrapolation of the curve in the figure from the region 
of 17≤H≤25 to H≥26, in order to be close to the data 
on bolides from [10], the values of the curve must be 
greater by a factor of several than those in [9]. 
Extrapolation of the curve on that figure better fits the 
old data for bolides [11], but not to the new data [10]. 
Therefore, we suppose that in our estimates we can use 
TE about 100 Myr (peco=10-8).

For the present number of NEOs, at peco=10-8, and
for the considered time interval equaled to 1.1 billion 
years, we obtained Nest≈41 collisions of 1 km NEOs 
with the region of the Ocean of Storms (Oceanus 
Procellarum) and other seas of the visible side of the 
Moon, (the ratio of this region to all surface of the 
Moon is 0.155) and Nest≈267 collisions with the full 
surface of the Moon.  

The number of known craters with the age less 
than 1.1 billion years: In contrast to our previous 
studies [12-13], below we use other data about ages of 
craters. We showed [12] that the characteristic 
diameter of a crater formed after a collision of an ECO 
with a diameter of 1 km with the Moon is about 15-17 
km. In [12] the number of known craters with an age 
less than 1.1 billion years was estimated on the basis of 
the database [14], and additionally craters with an 
unconfirmed age of the first (i.e., the best) degree of 
preservation were examined on the basis of the 
morphological catalog of lunar craters made in 
Sternberg Astronomical Institute. Of these craters with 
unconfirmed age, only one was included in the table 
considered in [2]. Therefore, below we did not 
consider such craters. For new estimates of the number 
of craters, we used the catalog of lunar craters [15], as 
well as the data from [2].  

According to the data from [15], 53 lunar craters 
with a diameter D≥15 km belong to the Copernican 
period, and 29 of them are located in the region of the 
seas of the visible side of the Moon. According to the 
data from the accompanying materials to [2], the 
number of such craters for almost full lunar surface 
and for the region is 44 and 12, respectively. With the 
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same number of craters per unit of area, for the entire 
surface of the Moon, the above estimates of the 
number of craters for the region of the Ocean of 
Storms and the seas of the visible side, equaled to 29 
and 12, correspond to estimates of the number Nobs of 
the observed craters equaled to 187 and 77 for a whole 
lunar surface. The above numbers of Nobs show that in 
the regions of the seas of the visible side of the Moon 
there are more craters with a diameter greater than 15 
km per unit area, the formation of which can be 
attributed to the Copernican period, than on the entire 
surface of the Moon.  

For a whole surface of the Moon, the number of 
craters with a diameter D≥15 km that belong to the 
Copernican period, is 44 and 53 for data from [2] and 
[15], respectively. These numbers are smaller by 
factors of 6.1 and 5.0 than Nest≈267 obtained at TE=100 
Myr. Note that Nest is proportional to 1/TE. For 
example, Nest≈89 at TE=300 Myr. Nest≈267 also 
exceeds the number of craters on the Moon (77 and 
187 for [2] and [11]) if their number per unit of area is 
the same as that for the considered region of the seas.     

The main result of [2] is that the probability of 
collisions of NEOs with the Moon increased by a 
factor of 2.6 about 290 Myr ago. For the model in 
which the probability of a collision of a NEO with the 
Moon was equal to the current value for the last 290 
Myr, and before that within 810 Myr it was 2.6 times 
less than the current value, the number of craters 
formed would be 0.6 (i.e., it would be 1.7 times less) 
from the estimate obtained on the basis of the current 
number of NEOs. Our above estimates of Nest and Nobs 
allow an increase in the probability of collisions of 
NEOs with the Moon by a factor of 2.6 about 290 Myr 
ago. With this conclusion, the paper [1] agrees better 
with the estimates based on the craters from the region 
of the Ocean of Storm and other seas of the visible side 
of the Moon. Therefore, we can assume that the 
number of craters with an age of not more than 1.1 
billion years per unit of area for the entire surface of 
the Moon could be approximately the same as for the 
region mentioned above, that is, be more than the 
current estimate for the entire surface of the Moon. 
More detailed results presented in this abstract can be 
found in [16]. 

Conclusions: The characteristic size of the lunar 
crater, formed as a result of a collision of 1-km body 
with the Moon, was estimated to be about 15 km.  

The number of known Copernican craters with a 
diameter D≥15 km per unit area on the seas, according 
to various authors, exceeds the same number for the 
rest of the Moon by a factor not less than two. 

Our estimates do not contradict to the increase in 
the number of near-Earth objects after possible 

catastrophic destruction of large asteroids of the main 
belt, which could have occurred over the past 300 
million years, but they do not prove this increase. 

The number of Copernican lunar craters with a 
diameter D≥15 km possibly is greater than the data 
from [2]. 

If the probability of a collision with the Earth 
during a year of an Earth-crossing object (ECO) is 10-8 
(this probability could occur when considering large 
time intervals), our estimates of the number of craters 
correspond to a model in which the number of 15-km 
Copernican craters per unit the area for the entire 
surface of the Moon would be the same as for the 
region of the seas, if the data [15] for D<30 km would 
be as complete as for D>30 km. With such a 
probability of collision of an ECO with the Earth and 
for such a model, the rate of crater formation over the 
last 1.1 billion years could be permanent. 
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Introduction:  The Santa Fe impact structure is 
partly within metamorphosed Proterozoic granitoid 
(1.7 – 1.4 Ga) about 8 km northeast of Santa Fe, New 
Mexico, USA. Well-developed shatter cones that con-
tain shocked quartz [1] confirm that this granitoid was 
modified by shock pressure during the impact event 
[2.3]. While the shatter cones indicate location of a 
remnant of the central uplift of the impact structure, 
there is no other supporting morphological evidence 
for crater features, and thus estimates of crater diame-
ter (6–13 km) are poorly constrained [2]. Occurrence 
of zircons in the impacted area place constraints on a 
maximum crater age of < 1.5 Ga [1]. Shock planar 
deformation features were reported from apatite [4], 
xenotime and muscovite crystals. The motivation of 
this study was to investigate the Natural Remanent 
Magnetization (NRM) of impacted rocks as a result of 
the shock delivered by meteorite impact. While recent 
work on impacted material (mostly impact-generated 
glass) studied primarily induced magnetization [5] the 
magnetic remanence record may provide more detailed 
insight into the impact history [7]. We assume that 
rocks were previously magnetized in a geomagnetic 
field. Information about the paleomagnetic field inten-
sities can be recorded in the samples’ NRM. Elaborat-
ed methods were designed to obtain values of such 
paleofields by analyzing NRM without heating [7] [8]. 
Rock samples, in general, have NRMs that depends on 
magnetic minerals, their grain size, aspect ratio, strain 
and [9] [10] [7]. 

Material: We collected two large, unoriented rock 
fragment (2 kg, 0.5 kg respectively) from the granitoid 
that contained shatter cone features, GPS approximate-
ly 35°43’54’’N. Lat., -105°56’27’’ W. Long, Santa Fe 
Country, New Mexico, USA. Specimen with 27 sub-
samples, and 18 subsamples. Samples were cut by a 
non-magnetic, water-cooled saw blade into multiple 
cubes (8 cm3). Each of the cubes was marked by two 
different types of arrow in order to preserve the respec-
tive orientation within the cubes. Each of the cubes 
weighed about 21 g. 
Method: Measuring was execute in Department of 
Paleomagnetism, Pruhonice Research Centre, Institute 
of Geology of the Czech Academy of Sciences, v. v. i.. 
We used a non-magnetic plastic holder and measured 
the Natural Remanent Magnetization (NRM) using a 
rotating sample magnetometer JR6 (AGICO Inc.), op-
erating in the center of a Helmoltz coil system, thereby 
minimizing the ambient field down to 100s of nano-

teslas. Each sample was step-wise demagnetized using 
alternating fields of 3, 5, 7, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 40, 50 
A/m and the remaining remanent magnetization meas-
ured after each demagnetizing step. Once the sample 
was demagnetized by 50 A/m and measured, it was 
exposed to a 1 T pulsed magnetic field at room tem-
perature in the direction of the original NRM. This 
process saturated our samples with the maximum rem-
anent magnetization, called Saturation Isothermal 
Remanent Magnetization (SIRM). Once saturated, 
samples were step-wise exposed to alternating fields of 
3, 5, 7, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 40, 50 A/m and measured. 

Results and Discussion: Measurements of magnet-
ic remanence were obtained for both directional stabil-
ity of magnetic remanence as well as for detection of 
magnetic paleointensity. 

Preserving the magnetic orientation during sub-
fragmentation of the hand specimen collected from the 
same shatter cone-bearing rocks at Santa Fe allowed us 
to identify the direction of magnetic remanence. While 
there is experimental and observational evidence that 
an impact can in some cases generate magnetic rema-
nence acquisition [11], our directional analyses, which 
show ~120 degree cone cluster in the direction of to-
day’s magnetic field, indicate that these rocks contain 
only soft magnetization induced by prolonged resi-
dence in a geomagnetic field. When the soft compo-
nent was removed by demagnetization, the spread of 
magnetic directions kept widening until reaching a full 
360 degrees. Although this randomization can be 
achieved by pulverization and subsequent conglomeri-
zation this is not the case here as the rock is an 
equigranular granitoid of Paleoproterozoic age[12] 

Shock by impact processes is discussed in the liter-
ature as generating a Shock Remanent Magnetization 
(SRM) [11] [13] It was shown that SRM may be ac-
quired in shocked samples even with an ambient field 
present [13]. Such magnetization is acquired more effi-
ciently in lower magnetic coercivity grains [13]. As-
suming that the SRM is present in the Santa Fe sam-
ples, this component would have to be less than 10% 
of the original magnetization. 

Demagnetization by an alternating field in the San-
ta Fe samples shows that if the SRM were present it 
would affect the soft component more than the hard 
component of magnetization. Indeed, we see that while 
the soft component is  ~ 10 percent of the original 
NRM, the detection of  slightly larger paleofield when 
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magnetically cleaning with alternating magnetic fields 
smaller than 10 mT indicates that it may be present. 
This component, however, competes with the viscous 
overprint that may be present in the Santa Fe rocks. 
The viscous component can also affect the soft mag-
netic component [14], but in contrast to SRM, this 
component would be parallel to the present ambient 
field while SRM, in principle, is directed parallel to the 
field present at the time of impact [13] [15]. While 
both viscous and shock components may be present in 
combination, they would affect only the low coercivity 
grains, which show vague clustering. The high coerciv-
ity magnetization would remain intact, as indicators of 
shock demagnetization potentially by impact. 

The directional randomness observed in our sam-
ples and substantial decrease in magnetic intensity is 
consistent features of superparamagnetism frozen in 
time [16] [17]. The shock wave provides energy that 
exceeds the energy required to block the magnetic 
remanence within individual magnetic grains [14]. 
After the shock wave leaves the material, it blocks the 
magnetization in randomized directions. 

Magnetic directions that were acquired by process-
es other than SRM or LRM must have been uniform 
due to the presence of a uniform geomagnetic field for 
more than 2 billion of years in the range of tens of mi-
crotesla (Smirnov and Evans, 2015). The observation 
of total randomness of magnetic directions can only be 
achieved by the passing of a shock wave from an im-
pact process, which facilitated destabilization of mag-
netic remanence blocking, and freezing the remanence 
of individual grains in random directions. There is no 
other process in nature known to us that would allow 
such randomization while being exposed to the geo-
magnetic field. If this magnetic feature is shown to be 
present in rocks affected by other known impact 
events, this feature would become a new impact char-
acteristic, and for the purpose of this work we call it 
“Demagnetization by Shock (DS)”. 

Conclusions: A new method [7] was used to esti-
mate  paleofields from the rocks containing large shat-
ter cones and shock minerals due to a significant mete-
orite impact [3]. Paleofield estimates are based on the 
properties of hematite that constrain the material con-
stant in equation (10) to 13 microT. In addition to the 
observation of random magnetization directions within 
the oriented samples, we show that each of these indi-
vidual subsamples underwent DS, and thus contains a 
paleofield that was reduced by more than an order of 
magnitude from the intensity that would be expected if 
acquired by a geomagnetic field [7]. The possible in-
herited existence of DS within the shocked material 
has implications for studying magnetism of rocks not 
only on Earth, but also on Mars and Moon, where 

many impact craters have magnetic evidence of de-
magnetization by their impact processes [18] [19] [20] 
[10]. We conclude that if the magnetic characteristics 
discussed here can be verified by other impact pro-
cesses, the evidence of demagnetization that was iden-
tified as DS, could be used for identifying the substrate 
rock affected by an impact in the absence of diagnostic 
indicators, such as crater morphology or shatter cones. 
We propose that the DS could become a new method 
for identifying impact structures if it is verified at other 
known impact sites. The degree of DS we found can-
not be achieved by regular igneous/metamorphic rock 
terrestrial processes within the geomagnetic field. 
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Introduction: In an effort to understand the spatial

and  temporal  evolution  of  martian  subsurface

equatorial ice, which is one key to constraining Mars’

climate  and  geology,  we  have  initiated  a  study  to

determine the formation ages of adjacent layered and

radial  (lunar-like  ballistic)  ejecta  craters.  Layered

ejecta craters are suggested to tap buried ice [e.g., 1],

while radial ejecta craters do not apparently encounter

substantial buried ice [e.g., 2]. In a previous study [3],

we  noted  that  layered  and  radial  ejecta  craters  in  a

representative  equatorial  area  (classified  by  Robbins

and Hynek [4]) were spatially intimately mixed (Fig.

1).  The  median  intercrater  distance  considering  both

classes is only 24 km and the correlation length (range

of a spherical variogram fitted to binary class data; [5])

is just 7 km. This implies that finding another crater of

the same class has a higher probability than randomly

sampling the overall distribution only within 7-km and

that the spatial distribution of subsurface ice could be

quite  heterogeneous.  Boyce  and  Mouginis-Mark  [6]

previously found the different classes of layered ejecta

craters  (single,  double,  and  multi),  which  plausibly

require  different  concentrations  of  subsurface/surface

volatiles to form [e.g., 7], also were intimately mixed. 

Temporal  information is  missing in  these studies.

Both analyses implicitly assumed that  the subsurface

ice distribution does not change with time. Yet, in our

previous study [3],  we found that  layered ejecta  can

remain in an observable state for up to ~3 Ga. Thus,

the cratering response to temporal variations in buried

ice  could  manifest  as  spatial  heterogeneity.  The

availability of near-global ~6-m/pixel imaging allows

us to estimate the formation model ages of individual

craters from smaller craters superposed on their ejecta

blankets [3]. The goal of our new study is to obtain the

crater retention model formation ages of layered (any

subclass) and radial ejecta craters ≥ 3 km in diameter

in close spatial proximity in a representative Noachian

area around Mars’ equator (Fig. 2). This would allow

us to more robustly incorporate timing into the spatial

statistical analysis. However, erosion and classification

of  radial  ejecta  has  introduced  unexpected

complications.  In  this  preliminary  presentation,

therefore,  we  describe  these  complications  and  their

mitigation for further work.

Methods:  We  sought  to  identify  groupings  of

radial and layered ejecta craters in proximity to each

other spread over the study area (Fig. 2). We started by

closely  examining  the  classifications  in  the  Robbins

and Hynek [4] database using the higher resolution (~6

m/pixel)  and  visible  light  (database  was  developed

from infrared THEMIS imaging) Mars Reconnaissance

Figure  1.  Locations  of  layered  ejecta  craters  (blue;  all
subclasses) and radial (lunar-like ballistic) ejecta craters (red)
as classified by Robbins and Hynek [4] with diameters 6 to 52
km in a 30ºx30º area centered at 15ºS, 15ºE. Background is
THEMIS daytime mosaic.

Figure 2. Locations of selected layered ejecta craters (blue; all
subclasses)  and  radial  ejecta  craters  (red)  with  adjusted
classifications. Diameters cover 3 to 70 km in a 30ºx30º area
centered at 15ºS, 355ºE
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Orbiter  Context  (CTX)  camera  images.  We  adjusted

classifications  dependent  on  our  observations.  Then,

we created groups of adjacent radial and layered ejecta

craters  to  study  based  upon  these  adjusted

classifications (Fig. 2).

Results and Discussion:  We found that 24% (266

of  1132)  of  the  initial  Robbins  and  Hynek  [4]

classifications  changed  based  upon  our  observations,

and that 81% (215) of these changes are for the radial

ejecta craters. For 85% (227) of the changes, the ejecta

observed in THEMIS appeared to be another feature at

higher  resolution  (e.g.,  wind  streaks,  underlying

topography;  e.g.,  Fig.  3),  or,  rarely,  had  no

corresponding observation in CTX. In the latter case, it

could  be  that  the  thermal  signature  of  the  ejecta

remain,  while  the  visual  signature  has  been  eroded

away.  For  15%  (39)  of  the  changes,  the  CTX

observations indicated a different ejecta classification

than THEMIS (e.g., Fig. 4; over ¾ went from radial to,

usually  eroded,  layered).  For  <10%  (25)  of  the

changes, the ejecta switched between having a layered

or radial ejecta classification in THEMIS to seemingly

having both ejecta  together in  CTX (i.e.,  here called

“hybrid” ejecta; also described by [8]) or being able to

be  clearly  defined  in  CTX (as  layered for  all  cases)

although  given  a  hybrid  classification  in  THEMIS

(e.g., Fig. 5, the noted fine features appear ballistic in

THEMIS,  but  are  revealed  as  flowing  features  in

CTX). The cause(s) of such hybrid craters is not clear. 

Finally, and most perplexing, while we started with

an ~60/40 split between radial and layered ejecta, we

are left with an ~50/50 split after our observations in

CTX.  All  of  these  results  would  seem to  imply  that

radial  ejecta  is  harder  to  observe  in  CTX  than

THEMIS. As suggested earlier, this could be result of

erosion removing all traces in the visual imaging while

leaving  a  thermal  signature.  However,  some  of  the

classification changes would indicate that there are just

fewer craters with radial ejecta than initially classified

in THEMIS imaging. Our preliminary inferences are:

1) the  ratio  of  radial  to  layered  ejecta  formation  is

lower than initially suggested, 2) radial ejecta is eroded

more  quickly  than  layered,  and/or  3)  better  imaging

than CTX is required to properly observe radial ejecta.

Our goal is to present some of these observations and

discuss  the  possible  causes  and  implications  for

subsurface volatile distribution.

This  work  was  supported  by  NASA  grant
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Figure  5.  Crater  (1°S,  351°E)  that  appears  to  have  hybrid
ejecta  in  THEMIS  (left)  with  the  large  lobes  interpreted  as
layered and the fine features (arrows) interpreted as radial. In
CTX (right), the fine features are revealed to be likely flowing
features by their sinuosity, implying this crater should only be
classified as layered.

Figure  3. Crater (7°S, 341°E) that appears to have ejecta in
THEMIS (left), which is interpreted as underlying topography
in CTX (right).

Figure  4.  Crater  (29°S,  353°E) that  appears  to  have radial
ejecta in THEMIS (left), which is interpreted as eroded layered
ejecta in CTX (right).
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Introduction:  Chicxulub impact (66 Ma) event 
resulted in deposition of spherules, melt glass, 
diamectite and carbonate ejecta e.g. large polished 
striated rounded pebbles and cobbles called Albion 
Formation [1] Pook’s Pebbles, named after first site 
identified in Cayo District, central Belize.  

Methods and Results:  We collected hundreds of 
samples from three distinct carbonate sections 
(Spheroid Bed, Diamictite Bed, and Pook's Pebble Bed) 
from the Albion Formation unit. The lowest unit is 1 to 
2 m thick spheroid bed that lays on the preexisting karst 
topography and is rich in accretionary lapilli. The next 
deposited unit is 8-15m thick Diamectite bed. This 
material includes matrix supported clasts of angular to 
sub-rounded shape, some of them with well-preserved 
striated surfaces, and contains clasts over 5 m in size 
with accretionary rinds. In central Belize, the 
Diamectite Bed is absent and instead, directly 
overlaying the Spheroid Bed is ~ 4 m thick Pook’s 
Pebble bed [2]. The Albion Formation Pook’s Pebble 
Bed is a matrix- and clast-supported with sub-to well-
rounded pebbles and cobbles. Over half of these 
carbonaceous pebbles have distinctive pits ranging from 
1 mm to 1-2 cm in size. Portions of these pebbles have 
smooth polish with defined lineation that grade into 
striations. The Pook’s Pebbles are made of pink to white 
microcrystalline limestone sometimes with 
microfossils, and often contain cherty veins and nodules 
of microspherulitic nature. These nodules have high 
relief and a rough bleached surface that is surrounded 
by polished and striated surface. The Pook’s Pebble 
carbonate originates from early Maastrichtian as seen by 
common occurrence of fossil foraminifera [2,3]. The 
microfossils found in these pebbles are similar to the 
microfossils of the Yucatan platform target rocks [4]. 

The Albion Formation Spheroid Bed sampling site 
was located over three Chicxulub crater’s radii from the 
crater center. The Spheroid Bed contains clay spheroids 
(palagonite) which represent devitrification products 
from the impact glass that formed during the K-Pg 
Chicxulub impact structure formation [5]. Dolomite-
containing spheroids are altered impact-derived 
accretionary lapilli [6] from the same event. We 
analyzed 19 oriented spheroids (1-3 cm in diameter) 
from the Spheroid Bed in Albion Island Quarry for 
directional magnetic analyses. One of the consolidated 

Spheroid Bed fragments was cut clean, and revealed 
devitrified glass, white spheroids, pink spheroids, and 
limestone/dolomite fragments. These were extracted 
and exposed to 2T magnetic field while measuring their 
magnetic moment with VSM magnetometer (LakeShore 
model 7300, at GSFC/NASA). Measurements of 
magnetic remanence and demagnetization by 
alternating magnetic field were done using vertical rock 
superconducting magnetometer system (SRM, 
Superconducting Technology, 2G Inc). 

The Albion Formation Pook’s Pebble Bed is 
composed of sub and well-rounded, polished, pitted, 
plastically deformed and striated, white and pink 
pebbles and cobbles in a clay rich matrix with degraded 
impact glass green spherules. Some of the Pook’s 
Pebbles carbonates comprise microfossils. 20 pebbles 
with polish and/or striations, with clast diameters 
ranging from 4 to 25 cm were analyzed. Nearly all 
(90%) Pook’s Pebbles were fine (~5 µm) grained pink 
recrystallized limestones with annealed carbonate crust 
shown by its polish. The pink color was not uniform and 
in thin sections appear patchy due to halos around small 
(~100 µm) hematite grains, indicating 
reduction/oxidation processes. Both hematite and 
goethite have been identified in spherule bed and likely 
contribute to the magnetization of this carbonaceous 
material. Oxygen-deficient water moving through the 
pores dissolved and re-precipitated nano-sized iron 
oxides around the preexisting iron oxide grains. These 
pebbles were abundant near the type locality Pook’s Hill 
Lodge in central Belize. Pook’s Pebbles are mostly 
flattened ellipsoids (68%), but also rod (15%) and 
spheroidal (18%) shapes are common [7]. All faceted. 
These facets, contain both interior and exterior rounded 
corners. While majority (80%) samples have pits, 
several (35%) have pitting that covers half of the clast 
[7]. Pits are elliptical to circular depressions with abrupt 
rims. The plastically deformed larger pits look like 
thumb impressions made in soft clay [7]. Typical pits 
are 0.3-2.0 cm in diameter and are about half as deep as 
they are wide. In a few examples the pits are much 
deeper, forming 0.5-2 cm deep holes that are 0.1-0.5 cm 
in diameter [7]. All Pook’s Pebbles have patches of a 
white, chalky calcite crust that covers on average 24% 
of the clast. The chalky crust is a few mm thick and 
composed of mostly 40-µm sized calcite crystals [7]. 
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The crust contains about 1% sand and few larger clasts, 
which are abundant in a few (8%) samples. Patches of 
the crust form a gray, translucent, coarse (100 µm-sized) 
material from calcite recrystallization [7]. A few 
examples of this denser crust (8%) contain indentations 
1-3 mm in diameter and striations abruptly truncated.
43% of the clasts have just one facet, mostly covered
with crust. 42% of clasts with crust on one side have
abundant pitting on the back side. Where the crust
material is missing, the surface is often polished and/or
striated and it seems that the crust has been stripped
away by an energetical process. A fine polish occurs in
patches along the surface. 15% with the harder gray
translucent crust is also polished, including the small
fragments that appear embedded in the crust. Parallel
lines are common, occurring in sets of striations and in
multiple directions, typically within marked 2-10 mm
wide gouges.

Several thin sections from of the Pook’s Pebble 
carbonate clasts were made for microscopy 
examinations.  

We used a non-magnetic saw to cut ~15 cm in 
length; 1.5 kg, Pook’s Pebble into three segments where 
the middle segment was ~1 cm thick slab. During the 
cutting, the oriented pebble was such that the long cut 
was in vertical plane, 11 degrees East from North so that 
the cut fragments were similar oriented in respect to the 
original pebble orientation mark. The arrow on the 
pebble indicated the strike and dip of the specific 
surface (N11E,90) and the resulting sub-fragments 
contain the same orientation direction. The slab from the 
pebble was then sliced into 52 individual cubes, each of 
them ~1 cm in size. Measurements resulted in a 
paleomagnetic direction for each sample along with the 
NRM intensity, and magnetization of saturation 
remanence (Msr). 

Discussion and Conclusion: It appears that the 
Pook’s Pebbles’ surface features are combined with the 
ablation features, as they were formed by particle 
interactions and collisions when the pebbles passed 
through a near-surface debris cloud and struck the 
regolith-covered Cretaceous land surface. Required 
ejection velocities of 1-2km/s to reach Belize produce 
trajectories that reach altitudes of ~100 km. 
Metamorphism along the Pook’s Pebbles’ surfaces 
suggests that some of the them may have experienced 
shock pressure up to 500 MPa along with the surface 
heating. Impact glass (devitrified) shows a distinct 
paramagnetic signature. Anomalous paramagnetism can 
provide with identification of impact glass fragments on 
the planetary surfaces. Note that the pink spheroids 
distinguishes this material from being diamagnetic or 
tending to become magnetized in a direction at 180 
degrees to the existing magnetic field. This may be due 

to nanomineralization of hematite. The overall magnetic 
remanent vector is parallel with the paleomagnetic 
direction at the time of the Chicxulub impact. There is 
some directional spread of magnetization. This may be 
either the evidence from the time of aerodynamic 
landing and/or the result of the sum of a magnetic vector 
acquired after the landing and the combination of the 
magnetization vector of the hot exterior with the cold 
interior containing a preexisting magnetization 
direction. Pebbles seem to vary in magnetic intensity 
due to larger amount of hematite. This shows as 
reddening of the Pook’s Pebbles’ surfaces. Such color 
change is associated with larger magnetizations. Due to 
larger temperatures along the surfaces, the iron 
hydroxide (goethite)-containing dust reduced to 
hematite with large magnetization potential. In addition, 
the magnetic characterization of the Albion Formation 
Pook’s Pebble revealed that the directional and 
magnitude changes in magnetization of sub-fragments 
of Pook’s Pebbles is indicative of the exposure to 
electric currents that magnetized/demagnetized portions 
of the material with a non-homogeneous magnetic field. 
Such data may provide insights into the debris cloud 
environment during the initial phases of debris 
excavation. Furthermore, the magnetization remanence 
of the Albion Formation Spheroid Bed, show potential 
to be used as a signature for impact ejecta deposits 
during the detection by planetary rovers.  Magnetometer 
on board of the rover would be capable to detect various 
types of ejecta and thus enhance the payload for future 
planetary missions. This work was just accepted for 
publication [8]. 
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Introduction:  The objective of this study is to use 
recently available high-resolution gravity aspects 
(descriptors) derived from the global Earth’s gravity 
field model EIGEN 6C4 [1] with the ground resolution 
of about 9 km, to provide an independent assessment of 
the existence of a suspected Kotuykanskaya impact 
crater(s) near the impact crater Popigai in Russia.  

    It would be one of the largest impact craters on 
the Earth – with a diameter of ~200 km, about twice as 
large as Popigai, so it is worthy to study it when we have 
available new gravity data and a new methodology (see 
comments below). Nevertheless, we have no geological 
data available, so we cannot provide any final decision.  

    For the given locality our aim is to apply the new 
available gravity aspects (EIGEN 6C4), magnetic 
anomalies (EMAG v. 2) and topography (ETOPO 1). 

Methods: Classical gravity anomalies (or 
disturbances Δg) provide only limited information about 
the stress state of the rocks causing them. In order to 
broaden the potential information about the state of 
rocks we compute various gravity functions (the gravity 
aspects) of the disturbing gravitational potential 
expressed in the spherical harmonic expansion to a high 
degree and order (known as the geopotential 
coefficients or the Stokes parameters) in addition to the 
gravity anomalies Δg. The core of our method is in the 
use of gravitational aspects, namely the components of 
the Marussi tensor Γ of the second derivatives Tij of the 
disturbing potential, the gravity invariants I1 and I2, their 
specific ratio I, the strike angle θ and the virtual 
deformations vd.  Each of these gravity aspects tells its 
own “story” about the density due to the causative body 
and in turn about the gravity signal generated.   

In the literature, many examples of the local use of 
usual gravity aspects (mostly Δg, sometimes Tij, seldom 
I1 and I2 or θ) can be found [2][3]. Our methodology and 
various results covering different parts of the world [4]. 
The values of all the gravity aspects were obtained by 
using the software [5] and by our own programs. 

Data: The EIGEN 6C4 (European Improved 
Gravity model of the Earth by New techniques) [1] is a 
global, static, combined, comprehensive and detailed 
gravity field model including gradiometry from the 
whole GOCE mission (Gravity field and steady-state 
Ocean Circulation Explorer, ESA, in orbit in 2009-
2013). The quality of EIGEN 6C4 is not given only by 

its resolution and precision, but also by a global and 
nearly regular coverage (excluding small polar gaps) 
achieved by the five years of  GOCE gradiometry.  

We add magnetic anomalies from the EMAG2 
project, which is a global 2-arc-minute resolution grid 
of the anomaly of the magnetic intensity at an altitude 
of 4 km above mean sea level, compiled from satellite, 
marine, aeromagnetic and ground magnetic surveys [6]. 
For the area of Russia, the authors mention the 
resolution of magnetic anomalies to be around 5 km. 
While data are provided in 2 arcmin resolution, the 
resolution of magnetic signatures is dictated by the 
distance from the source that exceeds the altitude of the 
survey [7]. Wherever available, the original shipborne 
and airborne data replaced the precompiled oceanic 
magnetic grids and interpolation between sparse track 
lines in the oceans was improved by directional gridding 
and extrapolation, based on an oceanic crustal age 
model [6]. 

Results and Discussion: What gravity signal is 
expected (according to our experience) for the proven 
impact crater? It is expected that Δg and Tzz  would be 
negative inside the crater (in the “hole” on open air or 
covered by less-dense newer sediments), changing 
positive and negative values for the respective rims 
around the crater and in space between them. The 
gravity invariants have extreme values inside and 
around the crater itself and they are significantly 
concentrated to “spots”, creating isolated extremes in 
the rim(s) along the crater’s ring. The strike angles θ 
show a certain degree of orientation (they are 
“combed”) into one prevailing direction inside, around 
and near the crater, which is not true in arbitrary location 
– the strike angles are generally chaotic.  Similar pattern
is for lakes, paleolakes, ground water, deep river
valleys, rifts, craters, oil/gas deposits, etc. The virtual
deformations vd inside the crater indicates a
compression surrounded by a dilatation pattern. These
gravity aspects are typical for all sufficiently large
impact structures where we apply our method
(otherwise being limited by the present-day available
gravity field data resolution ~10 km).

First, we show gravity anomalies (disturbances) 
derived from an older gravity model EGM 2008, as 
amended by circles around the impact and suspected 
impact structures. Then, in the same area, with emphasis 
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to Kotuykanskaya II, we present a choice of the gravity 
aspects, computed from EIGEN 6C4.  

We add magnetic anomalies from the EMAG2 
project. Both structures, Popigai proven impact crater as 
well as Kotuykanskaya II putative impact crater, exhibit 
a decline in magnitude (more strongly for 
Kotuykanskaya II) in the magnetic anomalies when 
moving towards the center of the proposed crater. 

The gravity disturbances Δg and the radial 
component Tzz are negative and circular inside the crater 
or putative crater and Kotuykanskaya II clearly shows a 
large central peak, namely in the second derivative 
(which is expected, because the second derivative is 
more sensitive to shallower density variations). 
Kotuykanskaya seems to have in its southern part a 
crater inside the crater also with a central peak shown 
by Tzz. The rim around Popigai is fragmented. The rim 
around Kotuykanskaya are fragmented too and partly 
missing on the eastern side. The vd show dilatation at 
the rims and compression inside the craters. Popigai 
discloses at least two circular-like structures.  

    The zooms for Kotuykanskaya repeat Δg and Tzz 

with more details about the inner crater, central peaks 
and fragmented ring(s). They show the smaller crater 
inside the crater also with a central peak.  The I2 values 
concentrate power into isolated peaks in the ring, 
completely missing on east side. The vd exhibit, as also 
expected from previous experience with other craters, 
compression inside the crater and dilatation around it in 
the ring. The central peaks are denoted in both. The 
zooms for Kotuykanskaya II repeat Δg and Tzz with 
more details about the inner crater, central peaks and 
fragmented ring(s). The I2 values concentrate power 
into isolated peaks in the ring, completely missing on 
east side and vd exhibit, as also expected, compression 
inside the crater and dilatation around it in the ring. The 
central peak is well shown and the smaller crater too. 
These are not artefacts; resolution is still sufficient. 

Kotuykanskaya structure shows that around the 
edges of the presumed crater are defined induced 
magnetic anomalies (in red). Since the crater is 200 km 
the demagnetization penetrates at least to the same 
depth of 200 km. Such process is connected with plasma 
generation that is capable to penetrate and permanently 
magnetized the deep previously demagnetized material 
resulting in four to five blurred magnetic anomalies 
similar like in the case of Chicxulub impact crater [8].  

    The magnetic map shows details of magnetic field 
over the suspected impact structures. Note the contrast 
of sharpness of magnetic anomalies around the 
Kotuykanskaya II structure and inside the structure. 
This difference separates the magnetic sources that are 
close to the surface that shows the sharp magnetic 
boundaries from sources that are deep-seated and whose 

boundaries are not as sharp. Positive anomalies (red 
colour) show induced magnetization, locations where 
there is likely a large amount of magnetite, the main 
carrier of induced magnetization. Geologic units 
containing these sources are distributed not only in the 
north from the crater but also southward and eastward 
from the suspected crater. The centre of the crater where 
we see the diffused magnetic boundaries have been 
demagnetized to a depth of several tens of kilometres 
and left magnetization only of magnetic sources that are 
deep-seated.  This location correlates well with the 
location of the suspected crater and leaves an evidence 
of impact demagnetization process.  

    The magnetic map shows similar signs of 
demagnetization over the Popigai structure. The 
structure is bounded by four distinct positive anomalies, 
the largest from the north and two moderate southwest 
but also one from the southeast. The large negative field 
detected over the centre is consistent with impact 
demagnetization similarly like Kotuykanskaya and 
supports the impact origin.   

While there is no direct evidence of shock in terms 
of shatter cones, planar deformation features, high 
pressure minerals, etc., we provide evidence in terms of 
new gravity and magnetic data and new methodology 
that at least Kotuykanskaya II, the suspected impact 
structure near Popigai, Siberia, is likely created by 
impact process.  Kotuykanskaya would be one of the 
largest impact craters on the Earth – with a diameter 
about 200 km. Part of this work was accepted for 
publication [9].  
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Introduction:  Shock metamorphism, also called 
impact metamorphism, is the progressive breakdown 
and deformation of underlying rock layers and their 
constituent minerals during an impact event [1,2]. 
Natural shock metamorphism is the physical 
consequence of meteorite impacts on planetary bodies, 
leading to the circular or crater-like geological 
structures, deformed bedrock and sediment, large 
igneous provinces, economic deposits, and biological 
extinction events [1,2]. The shock metamorphic 
signatures are widely observed in impact craters on 
Earth, lunar rocks, meteorites, and many other types of 
asteroids [2,3]. 

Here, we report an experimental shock 

metamorphism of opal-A induced by supersonic 

microprojectile impacts using an advanced laser-

induced projectile impact test (LIPIT). Opal-A is a 

hydrated amorphous silica species and a widespread 

mineraloid of Earth’s crust that occurs in vesicles, veins, 

and fissures of many rocks (e.g., commonly found with 

sandstone, chalk deposits, limonite, and rhyolite) [3]. 

On Mars, the Compact Reconnaissance Imaging 

Spectrometer for Mars (CRISM) instrument suggests 

the presence of opaline silica deposits on the Martian 

surface [4]. We report the first impact experiments on 

opal-A The phase transformation and deformation 

features of shocked opal-A were investigated by X-ray 

diffraction (XRD) and transmission electron 

microscopy (TEM) analyses. The results of this study 

provide important information on the shock 

metamorphism of opal-A from macro to nanoscales.  

Sample and Methods: The opal-A (hyalite opal)

sample is from the Chalice mine, North Carolina 

showing the globular and botryoidal shape of 

amorphous silica with glass-like appearance. The 

polished thin section of opal-A (~50 μm) is prepared for 

the impact experiment. The shock metamorphism of 

opal-A induced by supersonic microprojectile impacts 

in an advanced laser-induced projectile impact test 

(Figure 1) was investigated using synchrotron XRD 

(beamline 13-BM-C, at the Advanced Photon Source) 

and TEM (Philips CM200-UT). The 3D topographical 

features of impact areas were studied by surface 

mapping interferometer (Zygo NewView 6300) 

scanning white-light interferometer.

Results: The topographical features of craters can

provide valuable information on impact processes 

including physical and geological processes. The 3D 

topography of impact areas in our opal-A samples is 

similar to craters formed by meteorite impact, showing 

a circular outline with the uplifted rim as well as a depth 

that is shallow relative to the diameter (Figure 2). The 

impact velocity of the silica projectile and its angle of 

impact with respect to the surface normal direction was 

measured using the multiple-exposure images. The 

silica projectile was accelerated to velocities in the 

range of 478 m/s (Figure 1).  

 Synchrotron XRD patterns from the same area 

before and after the impact were obtained (Figure 3). 

The diffraction pattern indicates the phase 

transformation of coesite, cristobalite, and tridymite 

from opal-A. No quartz was observed in the impacted 

opal. TEM analysis was also used to identify the 

Figure 1. An illustration of the laser-induced projectile 
impact (LIPIT) experiment and a multi-exposure 
image of a projectile captured by 103 ns intervals. 

Figure 2. Optical microscopic images of initial and 
shocked opal-A and 3-D topography of impact areas 
characterized the topography of single impact.
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minerals and textures from shocked opal (Figure 3). We 
identified opal-CT, coesite, tridymite, and cristobalite 
from the shocked opal-A. We also tested the shock 

metamorphism of quartz and novaculite (micro-

crystalline quartz) under the same impact condition but 

the phase transformation was not observed in the 

experiments. 

Discussions: Combined method of synchrotron 
XRD and TEM shows the phase transformation of opal-
A to opal-CT, tridymite, cristobalite, and coesite that 
was induced by the microprojectile impacts (Figure 3).

Based on the impact simulation, the normal shock 
estimations—an upper bound for the pressure generated 
by spherical projectiles—suggest that the shocked areas 
experienced pressures up to ~0.6 – 0.7 GPa, which is 
lower than the pressure of the phase transition boundary 
(> 2GPa) between α-quartz and coesite.  

A plausible hypothesis for this opal-A to coesite 
transition at low pressures could be associated with opal 
structure [5]. According to pair distribution function 
analysis, the opal structure mainly consisted of six-
membered and four-membered rings of SiO4 tetrahedra. 
The four-membered ring of SiO4 (i.e., local structure of 
coesite) could be the precursor to the formation of 
coesite phase, whereas the six-membered rings can be 
the precursor to the formation of tridymite (two-layer 
stacking of the SiO4 tetrahedra ring) and cristobalite 
(three-layer stacking). In nature, some opal coexisted 
with low-tridymite and -cristobalite without quartz in 
hydrothermal environments [6,7]. 

The presence of water in opal could also have 
contributed to lower the phase transition pressures. The 
opal is a hydrated amorphous phase of silica 
(SiO2·nH2O) and this sample contains ~6.7 wt.% water.

Previous experiments reported wet quartz, containing 

~400 ppm of water, displays plastic behavior and 

deformations around 0.5 to 0.6 GPa [8]. The hydrolytic 

weakening effect and diffusion of water-related point 
defect could lower the transition boundary of opal. 
Similarly, porous sandstone can form a coesite phase at 
relatively low shock pressure.  

Conclusions: The investigation of the minerals via 
high-velocity micro-projectile impacts using LIPIT 
technique provides a new way to explore shock 
metamorphism. Synchrotron XRD and TEM techniques 
reveal nano- and micro-scaled phases in the shocked 
opal-A. The results show the phase transformation of 
opal-A to coesite, opal-CT, tridymite, and cristobalite at 
the shocked area where experienced pressures up to 
~0.6 – 0.7 GPa.  

The main advantage of LIPIT technique is that the 
size of projectile and the impact speed can be controlled 
in desired ways and provides dynamic experiments at 
length scales that enable holistic analysis of impact 
phenomena using electron microscopy and synchrotron 
X-ray diffraction techniques. The method can be
applied to other rock-forming mineral systems in
various experimental conditions to mimic collision
environments in the laboratory through adjusting
density, speed, and temperature of the projectiles.
Furthermore, the shock metamorphic experiments can
be used to study the specific orientations of minerals
that respond to impact along with different incident
directions. In summary, the integrated LIPIT micro-
projectile experiments and post-impact electron
microscopy and synchrotron characterization methods
along with potential computational modeling will
benefit the study of shock metamorphism in minerals,
and lead to expand our knowledge of shock
metamorphism on Earth, Moon, Mars, and other
planetary bodies.
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Distal Impact Melt Flow Contacts with Tycho Secondary Crater Chains.  K. S. Martin-Wells1, J. Partee1, and J. 
Nebel-Crosson1 1Ursinus College (Pfahler Hall, 601 E. Main Street, Collegeville, PA 19426, kmartinwells@ursi-
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Introduction:  Tycho crater (diameter ~85 km) is 
among the largest of the young, bright-rayed craters on 
the Moon.1  Analysis of Tycho crater rays has played an 
important role in our understanding of distal ejecta fa-
cies, as well as the emplacement and persistence of 
high-albedo lunar rays.2,3 Of particular recent interest is 
the role that impact melt plays in the ejecta process.4-9 
The presence of impact melt within parent craters and 
in their continuous ejecta blanket is well-documented.4-

5,7-8   Krüger et al. (2016) reported a concentration of 
Tycho impact melts in its continuous ejecta blanket to 
the northeast and southeast, consistent with a moder-
ately oblique Tycho impact direction from the west-
southwest.5  Impact melt ponds have also been reported 
in craters roughly antipodal to Tycho.6,10  Bray et al. 
(2018) reported impact melt deposits from the lunar 
crater Pierazzo (diameter ~ 9 km) among its other ejecta 
facies out to distances of approximately 10 crater radii.9 

We present results of a survey of impact melt depos-
its along the main albedo-bright Tycho crater rays iden-
tified by Krüger et al. (2016).5  This investigation re-
vealed a total of 143 regions with impact melt morphol-
ogies, located at distances between 2.8 and 10.9 crater 
radii from the center of Tycho crater.  Among the melt 
flow morphologies identified were raised, block-rich 
margins, as well as cracks or wrinkles oriented perpen-
dicular to the interpreted direction of flow.  Observed 
flow directions were typically down Tycho-facing 
slopes. The majority of melt features were located in 
proximity to Tycho secondary crater clusters—identi-
fied by their herringbone dunes, downrange braided tex-
tures, and the orientation of the crater chains, radially to 
Tycho.  Due to the location of these melts and their spa-
tial relationship to these secondary facies, we associate 
them with the Tycho impact. 

Data Collection: Impact melt flow deposits were 
first identified in LROC NAC mosaics, using the web-
based LROC Quickmaps tool.  The LRO Diviner Rock 
Abundance map was used as a proxy for regions in 
which melt flow features might be found.  However, 
some of the 143 regions identified have no obvious sig-
nature in the Rock Abundance map.  Our preliminary 
studies identified 144 melt deposits, strongly concen-
trated along the northwestern and the southeastern Ty-
cho rays.  More detailed analysis of these impact melt 
deposits was undertaken with the JMars desktop soft-
ware program.  The presence of three categories of melt 
morphology (raised margins, blocky material, and 
cracks) was catalogued and sorted by distance from the 
center of Tycho crater.  19 impact melt flow deposits 
were identified between 2.8 and 4 crater radii.     

Figure 1.  Detail of LROC NAC product M165945369, 
showing the southeastern extent of a flow of Tycho im-
pact melt down the center of a narrow valley west of 
Heinsius G crater. 

63% had distinct margins; 95% had blocky material; 
68% exhibited cracks. 91 impact melt flow deposits 
were identified between 4 and 8 crater radii from the 
center of Tycho.  80% had distinct margins; 92% had 
blocky material; 80% exhibited cracks.   34 impact melt 
flow deposits were identified beyond 8 crater radii from 
the center of Tycho.  79% had distinct margins; 97% had 
blocky material; 91% exhibited cracks. 

Analysis:  Of the impact melts identified in our sur-
vey, nineteen regions were located on the Tycho-facing 
slopes of Heinsuis Q crater and slightly further to the 
north, on the terrain to the west of Heinsuis G.  These 
regions are straddled between two prominent chains of 
Tycho secondary craters.  Numerous examples of close 
contact between flow facies and secondary craters can 
be found in a long, narrow valley located just west of 
Heinsius G crater.    A long melt flow deposit (~13 km) 
runs down the center of the valley, which is roughly par-
allel to the Tycho secondary chains located to the east 
and west (Figure 1).  From the northwestern to south-
eastern ends of this flow, the underlying terrain drops 
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approximately 1800 m in elevation.  The morphology of 
the flow changes with the slope down the valley.  The 
slopes are relatively flat at the top and bottom of the 
flow and steeper in between.  On the steeper slopes, the 
observed morphologies are blockier, with arcuate ridges 
running perpendicular to the direction of the flow. 
These resemble ogive pressure ridges in terrestrial lava 
flows.  We interpret these features as evidence that the 
flow was still moving downslope after its crust had be-
gun to form. 

The southeastern end of the flow fans out slightly at 
the furthest margin, following a contour of roughly con-
stant elevation.  Its lobate margins are blocky, with as-
sociated elevated Rock Abundance levels.  Further in-
ward from the margins, long lineations run parallel to 
the direction of the flow.  An elevation cross-section 
taken near the southeastern extent of the flow shows that 
it is roughly 7 m in height at its thickest point. 

In total, eleven elevation profiles were taken perpen-
dicular to the flow direction.  Along the three profiles 
nearest to the top of the flow, the flow margins lie on 
the side of the western valley wall.  However, by re-
framing these profiles as running along the flow in these 
regions, rather than perpendicular to it, the interpreta-
tion becomes one in which the melt has flowed down 
the western valley wall and halted upon reaching the flat 
plateau of the valley floor, stretching to the east.  In the 
remaining eight profiles, the flow is centered in the mid-
dle of the deepest part of the valley, consistent with a 
flow direction from northwest to southeast. 

In contrast to observations along this 13 km flow de-
posit, morphologies in the region at the crest of the west-
ern valley wall don’t include cracks, blocks or distinc-
tive margins.  However, numerous craters in the area 
appear completely flooded with smooth material.  In 
general, elevated Rock Abundance levels in this region 
correspond well with steep, Tycho-facing slopes.   

We interpret the features observed west of Heinsuis 
G as the result of two separate melt deposits originating 
from the Tycho impact (Figure 2).  One landed near the 
crest of the western valley wall and spread from there. 
Where it encountered steep slopes, the impact melt con-
tinued to flow as it cooled, resulting in distinctive flow 
morphologies (arcuate ridges and lobate, blocky mar-
gins).  Where the slopes were shallower, cracks formed 
in the melt deposits, but not arcuate ridges or well-de-
fined flow margins.  The shallowest slopes do not ex-
hibit flow morphologies at all.  The presence of melt is 
inferred on shallow slopes by craters that have been 
wholly or partially filled with smooth material.  

Conclusions:  The impact melt flows reported here 
are commonly observed on steep, Tycho-facing slopes.  
The morphology of impact melt deposits seems to be 
strongly controlled by slope.  Unambiguous flow mor-
phologies (arcuate ridges and lobate, blocky margins) 
are observed on steep slopes.   

Figure 2.  Cartoon depicting the inferred flow of Tycho 
impact melts in the region directly west of Heinsuis G 
crater.  Yellow regions represent areas of elevated LRO 
Diviner Rock Abundance levels, with arrow indicating 
the direction of impact melt flow.  Elevation contours 
are derived from the LOLA 1024ppd Numeric dataset. 
Each contour represents an elevation change of 90 m. 

Cracks, ponds, and smooth surfaces are more com-
mon in nearby regions with shallower slopes.  Based on 
these morphological trends, we hypothesize that on gen-
tle slopes, melt may be present in subtle, smooth veneers 
rather than distinctive, blocky flows. 
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Introduction: The Cratered Terrain Evolution 
Model (CTEM) is a Monte Carlo landscape evolution 
software package that models the topography of a 
terrain subjected to impact cratering over time [1,2]. 
Additional functionality that has been added to CTEM 
over time has allowed it to be used to study material 
mixing by impacts [3], the production and transport of 
impact glasses [4], diffusive degradation of lunar 
landscapes [5,6], and the development of lunar crustal 
porosity [7,8]. 

With the addition of heterogeneous distal 
degradation [5], CTEM is able to reproduce realistic 
models of cratered terrains at the scale of the lunar maria 
(𝐷! ≲ 200	m), which is dominated by simple craters. 
However, as shown in Figure 1, the current versions of 
CTEM model the initial morphology of complex craters 
in a highly simplified way, including only their flat 
floors, but none of their other morphological 
characteristics (e.g. central peaks, terraced walls, 
scalloped rims, etc.).  

Figure 1. A shaded image representation of a Copernicus-
sized complex crater DEM generated by CTEM. The current 
versions of CTEM do not model the morphological complexity 
of craters at this size scale.   

While CTEM has been previously used to model 
cratered terrains at the “highland scale” (𝐷! ≳ 10	km), 
the [1,2,6,8], the simulated terrains that have been 
generated at this scale are qualitatively very different 

than those observed on the heavily cratered terrains of 
the real lunar highlands. This limits the usefulness of the 
code to study problems in which the morphological 
characteristics matter, including those involving the 
open question of whether or not craters of the lunar 
highlands have reached a state of equilibrium, and if so, 
over what size range.  

Here we present results of a project whose ultimate 
aim is to produce realistic-looking terrains dominated 
by complex craters and basins with CTEM. To 
accomplish this, we have used an algorithm commonly 
used in computer graphics called Perlin noise as a 
foundation for a set of computationally efficient and 
realistic initial morphology functions for complex 
craters [9]. To constrain our initial morphology 
functions, we employ power spectral density analysis 
[10] on digital elevation models of the “freshest”
examples of craters across a wide range of size scales
(10s-1000s km) to constrain our initial morphology
models.

Perlin Noise: Perlin noise is pseudorandom number 
generating algorithm that is widely used in computer 
graphics for producing naturalistic textures [9]. Perlin 
noise is an example of what is known as a lattice 
gradient algorithm for procedural noise generation [11]. 
The basic Perlin noise algorithm is a quasi-periodic 
basis function of the form ℎ = 𝒫(𝐱), where 𝐱 is a spatial 
coordinate, and the resulting values of ℎ have an 
approximately Gaussian power spectral density 
distribution. Typical implementations of Perlin noise 
sum together multiple values of individual noise basis 
functions at different spatial scales and offsets, which 
are known as “octaves.” A common implementation is 
known as “turbulence” and can be written as 𝑇(𝐱) =
∑ 𝐴"𝒫3𝑆"(𝐑"𝐱 + 𝐱7 ")8#$%
"&' , where 𝐴 and 𝑆 are scale 

factors, 𝐑 and 𝐱7 are a rotation matrix and translation 
vector, respectively, and 𝑖 refers to each octave. The 
Perlin noise function can also be transformed via other 
functions to produce complex naturalistic terrains [12]. 
While other algorithms for producing noise exist, the 
ease of implementation and computational efficiency of 
Perlin noise makes it a good choice for use in CTEM. 

Realistic Morphology Functions: We have 
developed a module for CTEM called REALISTIC that 
alters the basic topography of craters generated by 
CTEM (Figure 1) such that they have morphology more 
consistent with that of observed lunar craters (Figure 2). 
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Our preliminary results shown in Figure 2 are for a 
Copernicus-sized complex crater, and include new 
models for the ejecta blanket texture, scalloped rim, 
terraced and textured wall, textured floor, and central 
peak. Each component of the REALISTIC module makes 
use of the Perlin noise algorithm.  

Figure 2 shows preliminary results of a Copernicus-
sized crater that has been generated with CTEM using 
the new Perlin noise-based initial morphology 
functions. The texture of the proximal ejecta blanket 
includes an isotropic component and a radial 
component. The isotropic component of the ejecta 
texture was produced using a standard Perlin noise 
turbulence model. The radial component was produced 
by transforming (or warping) the Perlin noise basis 
function such that the noise function is stretched in the 
radial direction. 

The scalloped edge of the rims and terraces of the 
model crater shown in Figure 2 is produced in a different 
way than the ejecta texture, though it still based on 
Perlin noise. The scalloped rim and terraced walls are 
built using step functions in elevation. The basic 
procedure for generating a terrace begins with the 
original “simple” topography (Figure 1). For any given 
point on the wall of the crater, the step function returns 
whether or not the elevation of the point should be at its 
original value, or lowered to the level of a terrace floor. 
This is determined by comparing a single octave of 
Perlin noise that has been warped such that 𝒫((𝐱) =
1 − |𝒫(𝐱)|). The basis function 𝒫( is compared with an 
auxiliary function, such as ℋ(𝐱) = (𝑟 𝑟*⁄ )$%, where 𝑟 
is the radial distance from the crater center and  𝑟* is the 
radial distance of the outer edge of the terrace (or rim). 
The elevation is lowered to the terrace floor (given by 
an additional radial function) when 𝒫((𝐱) < 	ℋ(𝐱), but 
left alone otherwise.  

Constraints from Power Spectral Density 
Analysis: A commonly used technique for analysing 
and characterizing the topographic properties of a 
surface is through spectral analysis of the power spectral 
density (PSD) [10]. We use spectral analysis of digital 
elevation models of individual features of “fresh” lunar 
craters in order to constrain the parameters used in the 
Perlin noise routines of the new REALISTIC module in 
CTEM. 

A single octave of the Perlin noise basis function 
produces an approximately Gaussian power spectral 
density distribution (PSD). A weighted sum of multiple 
octaves of different scales will produce a surface with a 
particular PSD, and the scaling factors of the individual 
octaves can be set such that the model surface has a 
similar PSD as an observed surface.  

In order to constrain the parameters used in the 
scalloped rim and terrace walls of the model, we 

developed a rim-finding algorithm that allows us to 
extract the 1-D profile of our rim. The 1-D PSD of the 
rim profile in polar coordinates is then used to set the 
free parameters of our Perlin-based rim generation 
function.  

Figure 2. A shaded image representation of a Copernicus-
sized complex crater DEM generated by CTEM using our new 
Perlin noise-based functions for the ejecta blanket and flat 
floor textures, scalloped rim, terraced walls, and central peak. 
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SIGNIFICANCE OF IMAPCT CRATER PROCESS ON EARTH AND OTHER CELESTIAL BODIES. 

Y. Miura, Yamaguchi University (Yamaguchi, Yamaguchi, 753-0074, Japan; yasmiura50@gmail.com)

Introduction: Impact crater process should be sig-
nificant process on any celestial bodies of Earth (with 
air and ocean systems), Mars-Venus (with air system) 
and Mercury-Asteroids (without any light systems), 
because all celestial bodies have solid (rock) system. 
This evidences obtained by previous planetary mis-
sions indicates that formed impact crater topography 
and geology-geography show its evidence of rapid 
extreme condition and quench with remained elements 
including light to heavy elements which are formed 
changed rock system at all celestial bodies, as the main 
purpose of the present paper [1-3]. 

Problem of Shock process on any dry rocks on 
the Solar System: Shock metamorphic process on 
solid rock on the Solar System can be studied on the 
solid-liquid-air reaction with quenching process on the 
impact craters. As it is based on rock of dry solid, it 
might be misunderstood for its shock metamorphism 
which are mainly based on rock-forming minerals as in 
huge material database of our water-planet Earth [1-5]. 
We should be changed major understanding of stage of 
formed rocks, where our Earth has been continuously 
formed with multiple mixing process of three solid-
liquid-air systems to be produced at present time as 
clearly separated light to heavy elements among three 
systems considered as typical regular atomic structures 
and molecules finally (called as gem-stones or clear 
water and air applied for our life system also). On the 
other hand, pristine Asteroids to other planets (includ-
ing the Moon) has no Earth-type mixing and continu-
ous young process of the solid rocks as the previous 
planetary-mission data. The present thinking of the 
various shocked process at any celestial bodies sug-
gests that all impact crater processes are different with 
the rock system formed at mixed processes of three 
systems separated to involved reaction with difference 
in time at the Solar System. In short, the dry rock pro-
cess can be explained local solid-vapor change with 
quenched by air cooling condition in general, though 
the detailed rock system is different with all celestial 
bodies [2,3].  

Shock metamorphism on wet rocks quenched 
with wide ocean water: Ocean impact signatures on 
global water-planet are considered to be 1) discarded 
sea-bottom impact-blocks near oceanic islands moved 
sea-floors widely (as in Akiyoshi-dai-limestone and 
SanTafe cases), 2) buried impact-structure broken part-
ly by moved crust plates locally (as in Takamatsu case 
in Japan), and 3) elemental enrichments of Earth and 
meteoritic metals formed by impact mixing as new 
ocean-related indicators which are obtained in recent 
formed Japanese islands and old continental crust sup-

plied by ocean plates [3, 6-7]. This shock type is based 
on solid-liquid-air process during short fluid reaction 
followed quenching with carbon-bearing grains, which 
is similar with the later stage of magmatic melting pro-
cess for elemental and mineral assemblage largely at 
volcanic crusts on planet Earth with different carbon-
bearing grains [3].  

Laboratory impacts at sedimental rocks in wet 
liquid condition: :Microscopic elements-bearing 
quenched grains from sea-sedimental rock used by the 
laser beam in author's laboratory, which are confirmed 
by bulk XRF and electron microscopic data. The vola-
tile-bearing quenched grains which is assumed to be 
ocean impact indicators be obtained in the Akiyoshi-
dai and Takamatsu drilled cores of possible ocean-
impacts with carbon-bearing grains on water-Earth [2-
3, 6-7] 

Water produced experiment from meteorites to 
apply on extraterrestrial surfaces: Author has pro-
duced fluid-water from dry meteorite in author's labor-
atory. Dry rocks of waterless planets and asteroids can 
be applied the shocked rocks of dry rocks on Earth, 
whereas dry rocks are remained after evaporated vola-
tiles which are usually formed crystalline minerals 
globally and largely on the later stage of changed Earth. 
Water effects on mixed extraterrestrial and terrestrials 
rocks are clearly different with local formation and 
global ocean water, respectively. Fluid-contribution of 
extraterrestrial surfaces are clearly different with dry 
terrestrial rocks with well crystallized minerals sepa-
rated within three systems. This indicates that exist-
ence of global water on extraterrestrial bodies can be 
explained by simple water elements and wide ocean 
sediment rocks on unknown bodies relatively [2-3, 6-
7].  

Indicator of Earth-like planets and mini-Earth-
type-life observation: Sea-sediment rocks are only 
direct formation of global ocean water on planet by 
separated three systems with longer geological time 
mainly by impact process on planet Earth, which are 
considered to be strong indicator of water Earth-like 
planet and possible exo-life of mini-Earth-type life 
system on extraterrestrial planets for future remote-
sensing and landed observation from our planets of the 
Solar System in future more [2,3]. 

Summary: The present study is summarized as fol-
lows: 1) Dry shocked rocks of Earth and extraterrestri-
al bodies show shocked rocks of simple or mixed sol-
id-air reaction with impact structures. 2) Wet shocked 
rocks of Earth's ocean surface are formed by multiple 
mixing processes might be specific system on the Solar 
System. 3) Earth has specific dry and wet systems of 
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multiple reaction continuously, though rock systems of 
the Solar System show unseparated to any Earth-type 
life system relatively from previous mission data. 4) 
Sea-sediment rocks are only direct formation of global 
ocean water on any planet which might be strong indi-
cator of water Earth-like planet and possible exo-life of 
mini-Earth-type life system on extraterrestrial planets 
in future. 
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Introduction:  It was Firestone et al. [1], who first 
proposed that a cosmic impact event occurred ~12,800 
years ago [2], by a way of possible multi-continental 
airbursts, perhaps due to the debris stream from a short-
period comet [1,3]. Such event may have created the 
Younger Dryas boundary layer (YDB), with peak 
abundances of magnetic spherules [1,4], meltglass[5], 
carbon spherules [1], glasslike carbon [1], charcoal [6], 
platinum [7], iridium [8], nickel [9], cobalt [9], and/or 
nanodiamonds [10] at ~40 sites across North America 
and Europe. In this abstract we define the term 
“airburst/impact” as a collision of a cosmic body with 
the Earth’s atmosphere. The collision follows with 
numerous smaller fragments that may strike the ground 
forming transient craters. Such an impact event would 
have triggered a cascade of secondary effects; a brief 
impact winter and severe Younger Dryas (YD) climate 
change (span: ~12,800-11,500 cal BP) [1]. Such 
collision may have possible contributions to the 
megafaunal extinctions and human population declines 
[11]. Moore and Kennett suggested that impact-
triggered climate change caused the prehistoric villagers 
at Abu Hureyra to transition from hunting/gathering to 
cultivation. The cultivation is an activity indicative of 
the earliest agriculture, and this is one of the most 
significant cultural transformation in human history 
[12]. 

At Abu Hureyra, meltglass (AH glass) contained 
high-temperature minerals, such as corundum (Al2O3, 
melting point at ~2044°C), mullite (3Al2O3·2SiO2 at 
~1840°C), and suessite (Fe3Si at ~2300°C) [5]. The 
latter mineral is rare on Earth but common in meteorites. 
Such melted minerals suggested that the village was 
destroyed by a cosmic airburst [5]. Similar coeval 
meltglass in YDB strata was found at Melrose, 
Pennsylvania and Blackville, South Carolina, which are 
~10,000 km away [5]. High-temperature melted 

evidence was found at Pilauco, Chile [13], 14,000 km 
away or ~35% of Earth’s circumference. This is the 
most distant YDB site. 

Thy et al.[14] examined meltglass from Abu 
Hureyra and several other sites in northern Syria, 
conducted heating experiments, and argued that AH 
glass resulted from thatched hut fires that melted AH 
sediment at no more than ~1200°C. This is in contrast 
with the report of melted high-temperature minerals in 
[5]. This is because report from [5] specifies melting on 
the outer surfaces and vesicles of Abu Hureyra 
meltglass, whereas Thy et al. [14] examined the 
interiors of meltglass, separated by the thermally 
insulating viscous, molten glass from the outside 
surfaces. As a result, the maximum temperatures 
inferred by Thy et al. [14] differ from those of Bunch et 
al. [5], and we re-examine here AH glass formation 
temperatures and explore multiple potential origins.  

We addresses the following points: (i) maximum 
temperatures and potential origins of YDB meltglass 
and its mineral inclusions; (ii) nature of reflectance 
values for YDB charcoal and carbon spherules to infer 
accurate formation temperatures; (iii) remanent 
magnetization of the glass to infer potential formation 
processes of AH glass and spherules; and (iv) is Abu 
Hureyra meltglass similar or dissimilar to other high-
temperature materials, including meltglass produced by 
known cosmic impact events, volcanism, 
anthropogenesis, lightning, and biomass burning.  

While we report that specific high-temperature 
minerals are associated with AH spherules and with the 
outer surfaces of AH meltglass fragments they are also 
part of the inner surfaces of vesicles. We note that no 
high-temperature grains (e.g., quartz, zircon, chromite) 
were contained within the interior broken surfaces. This 
is a indication that internal glass temperatures 
(>1200°C) were, in fact, much lower than ambient outer 
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surfaces. We applied heating experiments in the 
laboratory and infer the following. (1) Between ~1100° 
and 1550°C, specific original minerals (e.g., 
chlorapatite and pyrrhotite) became partially melted 
with minor vesiculation, along with AH glass matrix’s 
elemental diffusion. (2) Between ~1500° and 1700°C, 
other specific minerals (e.g. (titano)magnetite) show 
signs of melting. (3) Between ~1700 and 2000°C, signs 
of melting include quartz and zircon, along with 
formation of titanium sulfide. (4) Between ~2000 and 
2600°C, we observe melting of monazite, chromite, and 
chromium-rich magnetite with signs of boiling. (5) 
Minerals in all categories show crystallizations at 
varying temperatures under highly reducing conditions. 
Our observations indicated internal meltglass 
temperatures of ~1250°C, whereas ambient atmospheric 
temperatures exceeded 1750°C, in some cases reaching 
more than 2600°C, due to signs of the boiling points in 
case of chromite and magnetite [18]. 

Here the material’s characteristics excavated at Abu 
Hureyra were compared to those from other sources. We 
exclude the following as potential formation 
mechanisms: building fires [14]; biomass or “haystack” 
fires [15] anthropogenic contamination; and lightning-
induced melting. Our data infer that AH glass fragments 
resulted from the instantaneous melting and 
vaporization of regional biomass, soils, and floodplain 
deposits followed by rapid quenching. This is supported 
by the observation of meltglass containing flow marks 
and no apparent crystallization. In AH glass, high 
formation temperatures followed by rapid cooling 
created oxygen-deficient minerals, such as native iron, 
native silicon, and alloys of Fe Cr, Au, and Al. These 
materials are extremely rare under normal terrestrial 
conditions but common in impact events.  

The observed range of characteristics for AH glass 
(e.g., low water, high-temperature minerals, low 
remanent magnetism, and minerals with low oxygen 
fugacity) allow us to exclude all potential origins for AH 
glass, except cosmic impact glass and tektites, with the 
latter offering the best match. Thus, the formation of AH 
glass appears to require the occurrence at Abu Hureyra 
of an intense and sudden high-temperature event similar 
to the ones that produced tektites. The collective 
evidence is best explained by the hypothesis that at least 
one high-energy, high-temperature, hypervelocity 
airburst occurred near Abu Hureyra ~12,800 years ago, 
possibly accompanied by ground impacts.  

The YDB hypothesis posits multiple 
airbursts/impacts across at least four continents [3], [5]. 
These are posited to result from a series of short-period, 
active comets known to break up frequently and to shed 
dozens to thousands of fragments that are 10 to 1000 m 
in diameter, each capable of producing catastrophic 

airburst/impacts, as discussed in detail in Napier [6, 13, 
16,17]. The largest cometary debris clusters are 
proposed to be able to cause thousands of airbursts 
within a span of minutes across one entire hemisphere 
of Earth, and an encounter with such a million-km-wide 
debris cluster would be thousands of times more 
probable than a collision with a 100-km-wide comet or 
a 10-km asteroid. The YDB hypothesis proposes this 
mechanism to account for the impact at Abu Hureyra 
and coeval impacts across >14,000 km of the Northern 
and Southern Hemispheres.  

Part of this work was just published [18]. 
Acknowledgments: The Czech Science Foundation 

projects 20-08294S, Ministry of Education, Youth and 
Sports LTAUSA 19141, and institutional support RVO 
67985831. 
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LARGE-SCALE AUTOMATED DETECTION OF FRESH IMPACTS ON MARS USING MACHINE LEARN-
ING WITH CTX OBSERVATIONS. M. J. Munje1, I. J. Daubar2, G. Doran1, K. L. Wagstaff1, and L. Mandrake1,
1Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, 4800 Oak Grove Drive, Pasadena, CA, 91109, USA
(kiri.wagstaff@jpl.nasa.gov), 2Brown University, Providence, RI, 02912, USA.

Introduction: Fresh impact craters on Mars have
been widely studied since the Viking orbiters reached
Mars over 40 years ago [1,2]. Images from the Context
Camera (CTX) onboard theMars ReconnaissanceOrbiter
(MRO) [3] have covered 99% of the Martian surface and
have enough resolution to identify fresh impacts whose
blast zone is less than 100meters in diameter. Identifying
fresh impact craters by examining every CTX image is
time-consuming, expensive, and likely infeasible with the
full global set of over 100,000 images. In this study, we
present a system that uses machine learning to detect and
prioritize fresh impact candidates for review and follow-
up.

Motivation: Cataloging fresh impact craters enables
the refinement of current martian cratering rates [1,2].
These observations can also assist in investigations by
InSight, a NASA discovery mission [4] that employs a
Mars lander to study seismic signals and improve our un-
derstanding of the interior of Mars. Since fresh impacts
provide known seismic ray paths through the interior of
Mars [5], constraints on their times of formation can in-
form the interpretation of seismic activity observed by
InSight. In addition, fresh impacts that reveal excavated
subsurface ice can further our understanding of the distri-
bution of subsurface ice on Mars [6] which is of interest
for future Mars exploration. Finally, some less common
fresh impacts exhibit ejecta that reveals subsurface mate-
rial that is lighter than the surface and are currently under
study [7,8]. Examples are shown in Fig. 1 and Tab. 1.

Figure 1: First column: typical fresh impacts; second column:
impacts that reveal subsurface ice (top) and bright underlying
material (bottom); third column: no fresh impact visible (top)
and impact visible but not fresh due to lack of ejecta (bottom).

Fresh Impacts Data Set: To train the machine learn-
ing classifier, we first compiled all CTX cutouts centered

ID CTX ID Date Lat E Lon
1 J04_046351_1869_XN_

06N307W
2016-06-16 7.67 52.3

2 G19_025484_2254_XN_
45N155W

2012-01-03 43.9 204.3

3 G23_027150_2238_XN_
43N278W

2012-05-12 43.0 82.0

4 F16_041953_1887_XI_
08N120W

2015-07-09 8.63 239.4

5 D13_032188_1719_XN_
08S293W

2013-06-08 -9.5 192.8

6 F12_040371_1062_XN_
73S113W

2015-03-08 -73.0 113.0

Table 1: CTX id, date, and location for examples in Figure 1.

on the locations of known fresh impacts [2] (positive ex-
amples) and a randomly selected set of cutouts without
fresh impacts (negative examples). The cutouts are 300
pixels by 300 pixels and cover an area of ∼1.8 km by
1.8 km, which enables the detection of fresh impacts on
the order of a few hundred meters with some surrounding
context. For each known impact site, we obtained all
overlapping CTX observations. We manually excluded
observations that pre-date the impact (see Fig. 3 for an
example) or in which the impact is not visible due to fad-
ing or poor localization. The result was a data set derived
from 623 unique fresh impact sites with 1,858 positive
and 4,973 negative examples (examples shown in Fig. 1;
green = positive and red = negative).

Approach: We frame the fresh impact detection
problem as a supervised learning problem in which an
image is presented to a classifier and the output is the
probability that the image contains a fresh impact. Deep
learning models have been shown to perform remarkably
well on visual classification tasks [9], including classifi-
cation of Mars orbital imagery [10]. We employed the
deep convolutional neural network Inception-v3, which
was trained onmillions of images [11]. We fine-tuned the
parameters of this model with a process called transfer
learning to adapt it to classify fresh impacts in grayscale
CTX images.

Deployment: We devised a processing pipeline that
scans across CTX images using a sliding window of ap-
proximately 1.8 km by 1.8 km, stepping by 0.9 km each
time (see Fig. 2 for an example)

We divided the planet into sectors of approximately
10 degrees of longitude by 5 degrees of latitude to enable
complete processing of all overlapping images in a given
area before moving on to the next sector.

Visualization: For each candidate that is detected
by the machine learning classifier, we assemble a com-
plete sequence of all observations of the detected location
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Figure 2: Sliding window detections: Higher degree of red
indicates higher probability that the window contains an impact.
In this example, the highlighted window has 1.0 probability.

over time (see Fig. 3). Each observation is accompa-
nied by metadata that reports the original CTX id, date,
Ls, and probability that the image contains a fresh im-
pact, as reported by the classifier. Positive detections are
surrounded by a green box. This sequence enables the
identification of temporal constraints on the time of for-
mation. In Fig. 3, the impact must have formed between
November 2010 and June 2012. The black (negative) and
green (positive) image borders draw the eye to the most
constraining pair of images.

Figure 3: Example fresh impact candidate detected by the
machine learning system (from the training set).

Preliminary Results: After training the classifier on
the labeled examples, we ran it over an additional set of
455 CTX observations of known impact sites that were
not included in the training set. The classifier found
25,715 potential fresh impacts (those with probability at
least 0.85). The top 100 highest probability detections are
shown in Fig. 4. We estimate that 87 of the 100 detections
are valid impacts.

Currently, we are in the process of optimizing and
testing our system to enable application to the global
CTX catalog. Since the full data set contains more than
100,000 CTX images, we plan to utilize a supercomputer
for this analysis.

Conclusions: Fresh impacts onMars are of scientific

Figure 4: Top 100 highest probability detections from the 455
CTX observations of sites not used in training the system. We
estimate there are 87 true positives in this image.

interest, but they are difficult to manually detect given the
vast amount of CTX data. We presented a machine learn-
ing system that can detect candidate fresh impacts from
CTX observations and organize them for efficient human
review. Our goal is to apply the system to the set of all
CTX images, enabling a global search for fresh impacts.
New detections can inform follow-up high-resolution im-
ages of a site of interest with the HiRISE instrument
also on MRO to determine the true nature of each can-
didate [2] and accelerate scientific investigations into the
seismology, geology, and history of Mars.
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LARGE IMPACT BASIN-RELATED CLIMATIC AND SURFACE EFFECTS ON MARS: ARGYRE 
BASIN AS A CASE STUDY.  A. M. Palumbo1 and J. W. Head1, 1Department of Earth, Environmental and 
Planetary Sciences, Brown University, Providence RI 02912 (Ashley_Palumbo@Brown.edu). 

Introduction: The collision of large bolides with 
planets with substantial atmospheres, such as Earth and 
early Mars, results in significant climatic and surface 
effects [e.g. 1]. For impacts forming basins >~500 km 
diameter, these post-impact effects would be global 
and include [e.g. 2]: (1) transient high atmospheric and 
surface temperatures, (2) deposition of material that 
was vaporized by the impact event and subsequently 
condensed (i.e. terrestrial spherule layer), (3) a 
transient phase of intense, hot rainfall and (4) surface 
aqueous alteration, made possible by the hot rainfall 
and high temperatures. On Mars, the formation of such 
large basins, including the Hellas, Isidis, and Argyre 
basins, occurred in the Early to Middle Noachian [3]; 
such intense, global effects would have occurred only 
during the earliest parts of Mars history. Additionally, 
in comparison to similarly aged lunar basins, the 
martian basins are significantly more degraded and 
eroded, possibly due to the more erosive background 
climate and post-basin formation effects on Mars. 

Previous studies have qualitatively [2] and 
quantitatively [4-9] estimated the effects from large 
basin-scale impact events on early Mars but lack 
detailed application to any specific event. We expand 
upon previous analyses by exploring the climate and 
surface effects from the formation of the youngest of 
the large martian basins, the Argyre basin. We choose 
to study the youngest of the large basins because the 
signature would be best preserved and closest to the 
present-day surface. 

Assessment: Although the initial 1D studies of 
basin-scale post-impact effects made critical estimates 
on the thickness and influence of the spherule layer 
and induced rainfall rates, durations, and abundances 
[4], the modeled processes are better treated in 3D and, 
thus, we rely of the results of 3D analyses [8-9] in our 
assessment. Specifically, using 3D Global Climate 
Models (GCMs), Steakley et al. [8] and Turbet et al. 
[9] revisited post-impact effects for moderate (30, 50,
and 100 km diameter bolides) and large (>100 km
diameter bolide) impact events, respectively. We
utilize the findings of Turbet et al. [9] as a guide
because the size of impactors explored by Turbet et al.
[9] are the best representation of Argyre-scale effects.

Next, we discuss each of the key post-impact
effects, including qualitative and quantitative estimates 
for the Argyre post-impact effects. 

Transient high atmospheric and surface 
temperatures. The collision of a very large impactor 
with the surface causes a large energy transfer [10]; 

substrate and impactor material are ejected, melted, 
and vaporized. The vaporized component will contain 
water and silicate-rich material [5]. The presence of 
this vapor in the atmosphere and associated formation 
of global clouds would cause atmospheric and surface 
temperatures to dramatically increase. 

Deposition of material that was vaporized by the 
impact event and subsequently condensed. As the 
atmosphere begins cooling from the initial very hot 
state, it will reach the condensation temperature of the 
silicate-rich material. The material will condense, 
traverse through the atmosphere, possibly quench 
during travel, and be deposited onto the surface. On 
Earth, these deposits are referred to as spherule layers 
[e.g. 11-13]. The spherule layer from the Argyre event 
would have been ~34 m thick [7] and silicate-rich, 
possibly retaining an olivine signature due to early 
quenching during traverse through the atmosphere [2]. 
As on Earth, the texture of this unit would be easily 
differentiated from surrounding units at the rover scale 
due to the quenched spherules and welded solid nature. 

Initially, the unit is expected to be so hot (possibly 
>1000 K) [5] that it could cause surface temperatures
to remain above freezing for millenia [5] and the
thermal interaction with the underlying unit could lead
to partial alteration of the underlying unit.

A transient phase of intense, hot rainfall. As the 
atmosphere continues cooling, it will reach the 
condensation temperature for water vapor. Impact-
induced rainfall from basin-scale impact events could 
dramatically change the landscape on a relatively short 
timescale. When considering a reasonable surface 
water inventory and bolide composition, rainfall rates 
of up to ~2.6 m/yr could persist continuously for 
decades [9]; such continuous, high rate rainfall is 
unprecedented on Earth for such durations [e.g. 14, 
15]. Additionally, due to the very high temperatures 
and atmospheric water vapor concentration, post-
impact rainfalls could be characterized by temperatures 
near the vaporization point [9]. 

The induced rainfalls have characteristics of a hot, 
long-lived deluge [2] implying that impact-induced 
rainfall may have contributed to abundant morphologic 
and mineralogic alteration of the surface. The 
morphologic alteration would include smoothing of 
plains and degradation of crater rims and the 
mineralogic alteration is discussed next. 

Surface aqueous alteration, made possible by the 
hot rainfall and high surface temperatures. Efficiency 
of surface aqueous alteration is a balance of (1) 
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interaction with liquid water, (2) temperature, and (3) 
duration [16]. Although post-impact rainfall and 
above-freezing temperatures may only persist for 
decades, the rainfall and atmosphere temperatures 
would be very high above ambient conditions and, 
thus, significant aqueous alteration could occur. 

Implications: There are four key implications from 
this assessment, including: (1) distinguishing the role 
of impact-induced aqueous alteration from that 
associated with normal climate conditions, (2) 
predictions of areas where the spherule layer and 
alteration products may be observed, (3) the transition 
from a basin-scale impact-dominated regime to a 
basin-free regime in martian climate evolution, and (4) 
guidelines for exploration and recognition of these 
impact-related units at rover and sample return scale. 
In this section, we discuss each of these implications. 

Distinguishing the role of impact-induced aqueous 
alteration from that associated with normal climate 
conditions. Impact-induced aqueous alteration is 
predicted to have (1) alteration products in a top-down 
leaching profile and (2) partial or full alteration of the 
olivine-rich spherule layer, possibly to Mg-carbonates, 
located stratigraphically above the basaltic substrate. 
By identifying locations where these characteristics are 
observed, we can identify areas that may contain an 
aqueous alteration signature from post-impact 
conditions, as opposed to ambient climate conditions. 

Predictions of areas where the spherule layer and 
alteration products may be observed. Because the 
Argyre basin is the youngest of the large basins, the 
spherule layer and aqueous alteration products that 
were produced from impact-induced rainfall are 
preserved closest to the surface. Further, because the 
post-impact effects from the formation of Argyre were 
global, the spherule layer and alteration products 
should be observable on Noachian-aged terrains that 
have not experienced abundant subsequent 
morphologic and mineralogic alteration. 

An olivine-rich signature can be used to guide 
identification of possible spherule units [2] and 
subsequent analyses of these areas to determine if they 
are in fact spherule units should include (1) assessment 
of thermal inertia to determine if the unit is welded 
solid, which we expect for a spherule unit, or, for 
example, more consistent with a loose, unconsolidated 
volcanic ash layer (as has been proposed to be a source 
of olivine-rich units on Mars [17]), (2) determination 
of whether aqueous alteration of the unit is consistent 
with overland flow, and (3) a relatively consistent 
thickness, as is expected for a spherule unit. If these 
criteria are met, we may conclude that an identified 
unit is in fact formed from post-impact effects and 
evidence for aqueous alteration in the area, both of the 

olivine-rich unit and underlying substrate, may be 
attributed to impact-induced rainfall, not ambient 
background climate conditions. One such area that 
may satisfy the above criteria includes the olivine-rich 
unit in NE Syrtis, which may be explored by the 
NASA Mars 2020 Perseverance rover and in situ 
observations can further test this hypothesis. 

The transition from a basin-scale impact-
dominated regime to a basin-free regime in martian 
climate evolution. Post-impact effects, specifically 
impact-induced rainfall, offer an explanation for 
smoothing of plains, degradation of crater rims, and 
surface aqueous alteration in the Early to Middle 
Noachian; these observations may not be evidence for 
a long-lived “warm and wet” Noachian climate. 
Additionally, the erosive capability of these effects 
could be responsible for much of the enhanced erosion 
of martian basins in comparison to lunar basins. 

Guidelines for exploration and recognition of these 
impact-related units at rover and sample return scale. 
While orbital observations can provide important first-
order characterization of relevant units, in situ 
observations at the rover and sample return scale will 
provide critical information to determine if a candidate 
spherule layer (identified in orbital data) is in fact a 
spherule unit. For example, in situ and laboratory 
measurements of morphology at the grain scale and 
precise ages would determine whether the unit is 
consistent with a unit formed from one of the large 
martian basins. For these reasons, we look forward to 
the Mars 2020 mission and the possibilities that a 
spherule unit may be observed in situ and a sample 
may ultimately be returned to Earth. 

Conclusions: Our exploration of the post-impact 
effects from the formation of the Argyre basin suggest 
that these effects, including the spherule layer and 
aqueous alteration products, should be preserved at or 
very near the surface and, as a result, are an interesting 
topic for future study and exploration. 
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NOT JUST A RIMMED BOWL: GROUND PENETRATING RADAR (GPR) IMAGERY OF SMALL 
CRATERS IN THE HOLOCENE CHIEMGAU (GERMANY) METEORITE IMPACT STREWN FIELD. 
J. Poßekel1, K. Ernstson2 .1Geophysik Poßekel Mülheim, Germany, jens.possekel@cityweb.de 2University of
Würzburg, D-97074 Würzburg, Germany, kernstson@ernstson.de

Introduction: The cratering of earth media by 
surface explosions is a complex process of combined 
effects that are difficult to treat. Some 40 years ago, 
the so-called Maxwell Z-model was a first analytical 
approach to describe the formation of craters with 
excavation flow and ejecta for a vertical impact (Fig. 
1). The plausibility of the Z-model has not yet been 
investigated, because the movement of the target 
material cannot be directly observed in the laboratory 
[2] and only the present final state is visible in nature,
which can be explored with single drillings or with
geophysical measurements. For simple bowl-shaped
craters, depth-to-diameter ratios, and possibly the
thickness of a breccia lens on the ground may be
determined. We report here on a program of high-
resolution GPR measurements over some craters of
different size in the soft Quaternary target of the
Chiemgau meteorite impact strewn field in southeast
Bavaria (Germany), which provides an unusual insight
into structures and movements during crater formation.

Fig. 1. Selected phases of crater formation in the Maxwell Z-
model [1]. 

The Chiemgau impact event: In a roughly 
elliptically shaped strewn field (Fig. 2) more than 100 
mostly rimmed craters with diameters between a few 
meters and a few 100 meters occur.  

Fig. 2. Location map for the GPR over craters (red circles) 
within the roughly elliptically encircled  Chiemgau impact 
strewn field. 

Apart from the craters and their distinct 
morphology as revealed from precise Digital Terrain 
Model analyses (1 m x 1 m grid, vertical resolution 0.2 
m; [3]), the impact strewn field shows all and abundant 
evidence of impact signature as is required within the 
impact research community (impact melt rocks, impact 
glasses, strong shock metamorphism, shatter cones, 

geophysical anomalies, and meteoritic matter [4, 5, and 
references therein]). The event happened in the Bronze 
Age/Iron Age 900 - 600 B.C. as revealed from impact 
catastrophe layers and their archeological inventory 
[5]. 

Field work: So far, a total of 9 craters of the 
Chiemgau strewn field have been investigated with 
GPR (Fig. 2). A special program was dedicated to the 
larger Lake Tüttensee crater, and a parallel campaign 
was carried out by a research team from the Czech 
Republic with special, very low-frequency equipments, 
which has been reported on separately [6]. Our 
measurements used different antenna systems with 
200, 300 and 400 MHz. 

Results: From the amount of data collected so far 
we select typical radargrams for the #004 Emmerting 
crater and the Aiching semi crater. 

#004 Emmerting (Fig. 3) is the early and so far best 
investigated small crater. With a diameter of 11 m it is 
characterized by an impressive impact inventory with 
extreme temperature and pressure effects (melt rocks, 
shock effects PDF, diaplectic glass). Until today its 
exact formation has not been clarified, since the 
extreme temperature effects on the rocks, >1,500°C, 
within a 20 m measuring halo cannot be attributed to 
the impact of a projectile, but suggest a near-surface 
heavy impact-related explosion [4].  

Fig. 3. The 11 m-diameter #004 crater near Emmerting and 
its 3D surface of the Digital Terrain Model DTM. 

Fig. 4. Radargram across the #004 crater (25 MHz center 
frequency with modulated 200 MHz; data from P. Kalenda 
and R. Tengler) and interpretation. 
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The radargram in Fig. 4 corresponds in a certain 
way to the unexplained formation mechanism. Extreme 
reflectivity down to a depth of 5 m with an outward 
moving wall projection also to this depth, are the 
special features. With the high GPR resolution, 
abundant unconformities are also shown, revealing a 
whole sequence of movement phases during 
excavation. The simple approximate Z-model does not 
do justice to this structure. 

Aiching. The semi crater appears punched into the 
embankment of the Inn river valley (Fig. 5, 7), and the 
data of the DTM show its unmistakable contours of a 
60 m- diameter crater with a weak ring wall (Fig. 7, 8).  

Fig. 5. The Aiching semi crater. The arrow points to the 
gravel excavation outcrop in Fig. 6. 

Fig. 8. The DTM profiles for the Aiching semi crater. The 
assumed reconstruction of the original full crater shows that 
the GPR profile is located roughly midway between crater 
center and rim. 

While the erosion of the Inn river has exposed a 
very coarse section of the crater in the past, a gravel 
excavation, certainly unintended, has recently made an 
exceptionally fantastic cut through the crater rim with 
a ring wall (Fig. 6). 

Fig. 9.	Radargram across the hidden half of the Aiching semi 
crater in the Inn river valley. 300 MHz antenna. Note the 
wavy deformations and unconformities. 

The radargram in Fig. 9 reveals in beautiful 
resolution the structure of the crater below its second 
half eroded and leveled by the Inn river. Similar to the 
radargram of the #004 crater (Fig. 4) a replication of 
structures with wavy deformations downwards 
implying layer unconformities are most suspicious. A 
doublet mound of higher reflectivity in the very center 
may have formed from crater refill with coarser 
material from rim wall collapse. In this respect, today's 
very flat ring wall of the Aiching crater (Fig. 8) could 
have been the remains of an originally much higher 
wall, which may well have been part of a Z-model 
overturned flap (Fig. 1) 

Conclusion: The results of a high-resolution GPR 
presented here are not singularly selected two 
examples of an exploration of the crater bedrock. Very 
similar results of a complex subsurface with prominent 
wave-like movements and multiple layer uncon-
formities are also found in the other craters in the 
Chiemgau meteorite crater strewn field surveyed with 
the GPR. These results should not be generalized or 
applied to impacts on other targets, but they show to 
what extent GPR can contribute to getting to the 
bottom of impact processes, at least for impact craters 
in the decameter range and in the range of some 100 m 
diameter [6]. 
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Introduction:  Impact craters are a useful probe of 
surface differences across a single body and between 
bodies.  Two properties that are commonly used to 
compare craters from one body to another are the ratio 
between crater depth and diameter, and the diameter at 
which craters transition between simple, bowl-shaped 
morphologies to more complex morphologies that in-
clude flat floors, central peaks, wall terraces, and scal-
loped rims.  Both metrics are important as input into 
theoretical models and for probing the strength of the 
surface material.  In this work, we have measured these 
properties on Pluto and Charon. 

However, the analysis is not straightforward; a sec-
ondary goal of this work is to explore how to measure 
and quantify the two properties accurately (depth vs 
diameter (d(D)) and simple-to-complex transitions (s→
c)).  We arrive at different results based on the method, 
and we also estimate the uncertainty in each quantity. 

Therefore, it is difficult to place a single value on 
each, but we conclude that the morphology-based s→c 
occurs at approximately 11–12½ km on Pluto, and 
13½–16 km on Charon, while the morphometry-based 
s→c occurs at 11±2 km on Pluto.  We also conclude 
that the existing, public topography data for at least 
Charon is likely too low in resolution to measure the 
simple crater d(D) accurately, so a morphometry-based 
s→c is not quantifiable at this time. 

This work is currently in review with Icarus. 
Crater Selection:  A new cataloging effort was 

undertaken to identify just craters that appeared to be 
minimally modified.  Typical criteria were used as 
diagnostic of minimal modification:  Prominent rims, 
“clean” floors that appeared to have little mass wasting, 
general absence of superposed features, and potentially 
the presence of an ejecta deposit. 

Given the necessity of high-quality images and 
topographic data for this analysis, areas of high emis-
sion angle (which distort shapes) and/or nearly over-
head sun (which make morphology difficult to discern) 
were generally avoided.  On Charon, this work focuses 
mostly on the Vulcan Planitia region, and on Pluto, the 
focus was on terrains distributed across the northern 
and western regions of the encounter hemisphere.  Un-
like Charon, Pluto has been geologically active 
throughout its history, meaning its craters are generally 
more modified or have been entirely eliminated, and so 
the number of minimally modified craters identified on 
Pluto was roughly half that on Charon.  Further, if 
crater depths could be measured that were significantly 

shallower than others in that diameter range, those 
shallower craters were removed. 

Once craters were visually identified and qualita-
tively determined to be minimally modified, crater 
rims were traced and fit to circles.  We recorded nu-
merous morphologic characteristics for each crater: 
Bowl-shape, flat-floor, wall terrace(s), scalloped rim, 
and/or central peak.  One of three possible values were 
assigned for each: Present, Absent, or Indeterminate.  
“Indeterminate” was often assigned to craters that ap-
peared to have sharp rims and ejecta but with cavities 
that were in shadow, or cases where the interior mor-
phology was ambiguous, usually due to coarse pixel 
scale, image smear, or high image noise.  During this 
process, craters were again evaluated as to whether 
they contained indications of post-formation modifica-
tion.  If they did, they were removed. 

Crater Depth Measurement:  Numerous methods 
exist to measure crater depth.  Generally, a method that 
uses all data available is regarded as more accurate 
than those that do not (such as profiles), and using 
more datapoints with noisy DTMs can help mitigate 
some of the uncertainty.  Therefore, a method modified 
from [1] was used, but it was upgraded with a semi-
automated computer interface.  Based on the input data 
from the crater identification process (center lati-
tude/longitude and diameter), four annuli centered on 
the crater are automatically placed on the DTM of the 
crater and a surrounding region. 

The two outer-most annuli bracket a region of 1 to 
2 crater radii from the crater rim and are used to esti-
mate the surrounding, pre-impact surface elevation.  
This measurement is the most uncertain of the three 
measurements made because of uncertainties in terrain 
modification since crater formation, and because it is 
not possible to know the pre-existing topography be-
fore the crater formed.  The next-inner annulus identi-
fies a perfect circle for the crater rim, based on that 
circle fit from the original image-based rim trace; this 
is later modified to identify just the highest points 
along the rim.  The inner-most annulus identifies the 
inner 50% (by diameter) of the crater and will form the 
region for the floor depth estimate. 

The algorithm calculates depth based on its meas-
urement of three elevations:  Rim, surrounding surface, 
and floor.  Various rejections for outliers in the data 
are made, such as removing central peaks in the floor.  
Full accounting of uncertainties is also done, including 
uncertainties from the input DTM. 
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d(D):  Measuring d(D) for sparse, noisy data in a 
scientifically meaningful way is difficult.  The second-
ary aspect of this work was to explore different, statis-
tically rigorous and defensible methods to calculate it.  
We will describe each in more detail at the PCC: 

1) We performed a relatively basic hybrid least-
squares and maximum-likelihood method from [2]
to fit linear data (log10(d) vs log10(D)).

2) We explored Wald's method [3] for dividing the
data and performing a fit.

3) We developed a Monte Carlo / bootstrap approach
to resample the data and fit the resampled data,
multiple times, and build up the fit statistic.

4) We used a modified Gaussian process that treats
the data as a probability distribution about the fit,
and the best fit is when the data minus the fit best
represent that probability distribution.

Based on these multiple, different approaches, we
built up a set of d(D) for Pluto's and Charon's simple 
and complex craters.  Based on the analysis done with 
respect to what fits made sense in context with data 
from across the solar system, we determined that 
methods #3 and #4 were most reliable for providing 
reasonable, reliable fits to the data. 

s→c:  The simple-to-complex transition is typically 
measured by the intersection of the simple and com-
plex d(D).  However, it is often desirable to know s→c 
based on other metrics, such as morphology, and dif-
ferent morphologies at that, such as central peaks or 
flat floors.  And, as is the case with our data, the sim-
ple crater d(D) might not be measurable.  There exists 
no standard in the literature of how to measure the 
transition diameter based on morphology, so we 
looked for a statistically defensible one. 

Figure 1 shows in the top panel the distribution of 
the data for Charon, represented as violin plots, show-
ing at what diameters the data are most common.  It is 
the transition between the bowl-shaped morphology 
and others that we are interested in.  The bottom panel 
shows probability distributions based on the data, with 
a smoothing function of 25%·D applied to each crater. 
We assign s→c as the diameter at which a given mor-
phology's prevalence is greater than that for bowl-
shaped craters. 

Solar System Context:  From the above analysis, 
we can place s→c as 11–12½ km on Pluto, and 13½–
16 km on Charon.  We can then place them in context 
with other bodies in the solar system (Fig. 2).  While s
→c is somewhat larger than predicted, Pluto's s→c is
very similar to Triton's, which has similar surface
gravity, and Charon's fits well within range for similar
icy bodies.
References: [1] Robbins & Hynek (2013) doi:10.1016.j.pss. 
2013.06.019.  [2] York et al. (2014) doi:10.1119/1.1632486.  [3] 
Wald (1940) doi:10.1214/aoms/1177731868. 

Funding:  This work was funded by NASA's New Horizons 
mission. 

Figure 1:  Violin plots (top) and empirical probability 
distributions (bottom) of Charon's simple and complex 
craters.  They do not sum to 1 in the bottom plot be-
cause of indeterminate features.  s→c was defined as 
the diameter where the bowl-shaped crater curve 
crosses any other morphology. 

Figure 2:  s→c measured across the solar system. 
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Introduction: Titan is the second largest satellite in
the Solar System and the only one known to possess a
dense atmosphere. Before the Cassini mission, its crater
size distribution was unknown but estimated to be sim-
ilar to those of the other Saturnian satellites. Instead,
Cassini observations uncovered an unexpected low num-
ber of eroded craters [1].

Using a theoretical model previously developed and
applied to the small and mid-sized saturnian satellites [2–
4], we model the impact cratering process on Titan and
calculate its crater size distribution. We then compare
our results with the updated crater counts obtained using
the Cassini Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) dataset [5]
and compute the surface age for each crater diameter.

Methodology: Based on a method developed in pre-
vious works [2, 3], we study the collisions of Centaur
objects on Titan throughout the history of the Solar Sys-
tem in its current configuration. We consider the main
impactors to be the Centaurs originated in the Scattered
Disk in the Transneptunian Region, as the transient na-
ture of these small bodies favors their encounter with
both the planets and their satellites as they migrate in-
wards through the Solar System. The cumulative size
distribution (CSD) of this impactor population is given
by:

N(> d) = C0

(
1km
d

)s2−1

for d ≤ 60 km,

N(> d) = 3.5 × 105
(
100km

d

)s1−1

for d > 60 km, (1)

where C0=3.5x105x100s1−1
x60s2−s1 , s1=4.7 and s2=3.5.

The transient diameter Dt of a crater generated by an
impactor of diameter d is given by the equation [6]:

Dt = K1
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+K2
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2+µ
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(
ρt

ρi

) ν(2+µ)
µ


− µ

2+µ

d,

(2)

where µ=0.38, ν=0.397, K1=1.67, K2=0.351 and
Y =1.5x105dyn/cm2 [3]. The first term measures the
importance of the target gravity (gravity regime) and
the second one measures the importance of cohesion
(strength regime). In Titan all craters are formed under
the gravity regime. The final crater size D is obtained
adapting the results for complex craters [3].

In order to measure the atmospheric effects on the
impactors, we use the atmospheric density profile deter-
mined by the Huygens Atmospheric Structure Instrument

(HASI) [7]. The deceleration of the impactor is modeled
via the conventional drag equation:

mv̇ = −1

2
CDAρ(z)v

2, (3)

where m, v and A = πd2/4 are the impactor’s mass,
velocity and cross section, respectively, ρ(z) is the at-
mospheric gas density, and CD=0.71 [8] is the non-
dimensional drag coefficient. We consider the most prob-
able impact angle to be α=45◦ with respect to the hori-
zon.

For the ablation effect, the mass variation is modeled
with [8]:

ṁ = −CAρ(z)Avimp, (4)

where CA=0.71 is the ablation coefficient.
The cratering time-dependence can be fitted with a

logarithmic function [9], which allows for the calculation
of the surface age of Titan τs with a simple expression:

τs(> D) = tf (1− e−
No(>D)
aNc(>D) ), (5)

where a=0.198406, tf = 4.5x109 years is the age of the
Solar System, N0(> D) is the satellite’s cumulative
number of observed craters and Nc(> D) is the theo-
retical cumulative number of craters obtained with our
model.

Results: General results: Collision velocity vi in
km/s; transition crater diameter Dtr between simple
and complex craters; largest impactor diameter dm and
largest crater diameter Dm, all in km for an airless Titan.

vi Dtr dm Dm

7.41 2.11 26.96 249.77

Following the described method, we compute the
cratering rate on Titan by Centaur objects over the age
of the Solar System. Fig. 1 shows the cumulative num-
ber of craters per square kilometer as a function of crater
diameter for both the model for an airless Titan and the
model that includes its atmosphere effects, together with
the most complete set of crater counts available in the
literature [5].

Given the uncertainty of the size frequency distribu-
tion of impactors for small sizes, in previous works [2–
4] the value s2=2.5 has also been considered for Eq. 1.
However, for Titan the s2=2.5 distribution fails to predict
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Figure 1: Cumulative number of craters per square kilo-
meter on Titan as a function of crater diameter. The black
solid line represents our results for an airless Titan, the
red solid line corresponds to our results for the model that
includes its main atmosphere effects, and blue triangles
represent crater counts from Hedgepeth (2020).

any craters with diameters D & 20 km, so it is not con-
sidered to be a suitable distribution for this work. Our
results show that the s2=3.5 distribution overestimates
the number of craters for almost all the range of diam-
eters D. As complete deceleration and disruption of im-
pactors smaller than 1 km in diameter are expected due to
the thickness of Titan’s atmosphere [10], our results for
crater diameters lower than 10 km should be considered
as upper limits, since these effects could lead to the total
disintegration of the impactor, thus reducing the num-
ber of small craters. In addition, impact craters on Titan
show a variety of degradation states, with aeolian infill-
ing and fluvial erosion being the dominant modification
processes [5, 11], which may contribute to reduce the
number of detectable small craters.

Our results regarding Titan’s surface age (Fig. 2)
show that craters with D > 50 km are nearly as old as
the Solar System, which may indicate that Titan is a pri-
mordial object. On the other hand, craters with D < 10
km reach young ages between ∼30 Myr and ∼350 Myr.

Conclusions: These results suggest that the size fre-
quency distribution of impactors with s2=3.5 is more
consistent with the observations, especially regarding
those craters less affected by erosion and atmosphere ef-
fects (D > 50 km). For the smaller craters the model
overestimates the number of craters even when the main
atmosphere effects are included, from which we con-
clude that these results should be considered as upper
limits for the expected cratering rates. As for the surface
age calculation, our model shows that Titan’s surface is
young and renewed in short time scales.
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Figure 2: Titan’s surface age as a function of crater di-
ameter. Blue triangles correspond to crater counts from
Hedgepeth (2020).
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Introduction: The principal problem of establishing 
the frequency of impacts with Earth of asteroids and 
comets with diameters of 100 meters or more, the so-
called Super Tunguskas, is mainly because their num-
ber has not been established with certainty. Poveda et 
al. 1999[1] observationally, he found that Earth Cross-
ing Asteroids (ECAs) with magnitude H ≥ 16 
(≤1.0km) were not well counted. According to John-
son 2018 [2], two-third of an estimated total of 25,000 
NEO with a diameter ≥140m have not been found. On 
the other hand, Grieve and Shoemaker, 1994 [3] de-
termined that only craters from Europe Australia with 
diameters ≥ 10km and age of ≤350 million are well 
counted. The Super Tunguskas, with energies in the 
order of 200MT, that form craters of 2 to 4km, are 
erased quickly at geological times scale. For this rea-
son, the alternative is the moon craters. All the Super 
Tunguskas that collide the Moon, for millions of years 
are remain marked there. Earth and the Moon have 
been struck by the same impactor population over 
time. The rate by km2 is the same. The problem is 
obtaining an accurate age for the lunar craters. 

In this work, we will study a family of very 
young lunar craters that are characterized by a sur-
rounding neighborhood area AIR, with higher than 
average nighttime temperature. We observed that 
these infrared excess areas around the crater are a 
transitory phenomenon. Disappear with time which 
implies that the change in the IR area can be used as a 
tracer of the crater age. 

To investigate this hypothesis we used the 
optical and infrared images of the Lunar Reconnais-
sance Orbiter Camara (LROC). We selected 35 craters 
with IR emission and diameters ranging from 0.9km 
to 7.8km. The number of small impacts N, ≥ 24m / 
km2, in their surrounding material was established for 
each of them. The AIR area was measured at half 
brightness on the IR image and normalized by crater 
area, A = AIR / AC. Figure 1 shows the relationship 
between the normalized area A and the number of 
small impacts N (≥24m / km2) for the 35 craters with 
IR emission. The data indicate that N increases as the 
AIR  / AC area ratio decreases. When the crater gets 
old, its IR emission area decreases. If the crater is very 
young (N = 0), the area ratio is around AIR / AC = 
10.5. On the other hand, we should not expect signifi-
cant IR emission (AIR / AC ~ 1) for N values between 
7-8 craters of ≥24m / km2. The data establishes that

there is a relationship between the age of the crater 
and the relative size of its IR emission area. 

Figure 1. The upper x-axis represents the formation 
time t of the IR surface in years.  While the lower x-
axis corre-sponds to N. The equation at the top right 
corresponds to the relationship between A and N. The 
second ecuation corresponds to the relationship be-
tween A and t. 
Absolute Age of IR Crater: The historical difficulty 
in converting the density N (≥D) per unit area into 
absolute age is that the φ (≥D) flux of small craters on 
the Moon was not known with certainty. The moon 
flash observations of Ortiz et al 2006 [4], Oberst et al 
2012 [5], Madiedo et al 2014 [6] allow us to estimate 
the flow of craters ≥3m. The number of craters on a 
surface is given by N (≥D) = φ (≥D) t, where t is the 
exposition time. Knowing φ we can transform N into 
absolute age t by the equation, 

N(≥D) = φ(≥D)τ ≈ 2.36τD-3.82, 

Ruiz y Bruckman 2015[7]. The absolute age is repre-
sented on Figure 1 in the upper x-axis. We see that 
there is a logarithmic relationship between the nor-
malized area A of IR emission and the absolute age of 
crater t. The IR area decreases logarithmically over 
time. 
Mathematical Model between AIR and t: The rela-
tionship between the AIR emission area and the abso-
lute age of crater t can be best explained in the context 
of the following simple mathematical model: When a 
lunar crater is formed, the initial emission IR area is 
A0. This area is reduced as time passes, so it can be 
expressed as: 

dA(t) = -A0dt. 
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The reduction of the IR emission  area is proportional 
to the initial area. The solution to that equation is: 

A(t) = A0 e-t/T.    

This equation is analogous to that of radioactive de-
cay. If T is interpreted as the half-life, by analogy, in 
equation A(t) in Figure 1, T = 1 / 250,000 years, 
which corresponds to a kind of half-life of the IR-
emitting region of the crater. To estimate the age of 
this family of IR craters, we only need to solve for 
time, t = (250,000 years) ln [10.38 /A (t)]. As an ex-
ample, we will apply the expression to the Giordano 
Bruno crater that has an AIR / AC ratio = 3.88. An age 
of 246,000 years is obtained. Estimates of the age of 
this 22km diameter crater range from 800 years, 
Hartung 1976[9] to 8 million years, Morota et al. 2009 
[10] 

The relationship between the AIR area and the 
absolute age of lunar craters t is not an independent 
model. Actually, it is an extension of the Bruckman et 
al. 2013[8]. However, it has several advantages. It is 
much easier and faster to measure the IR area around 
a crater than to measure and count the tens and up to 
hundreds of small impacts. In addition, we avoid the 
problem of secondary contamination. We cannot dis-
tinguish which is secondary and which is the product 
of flux reaching the Moon. For very young craters like 
IRs, there is no significant contamination. However, 
they may present another problem. In some cases, 
hardly any impacts have formed and they can be very 
small. Under 10m. Very difficult to count. On the oth-
er hand, with this model it is easier because extremely 
young craters, the IR area is more evident. 
Super Tunguskas Probability in Earth and Moon: 
The intercept of the line with the x-axis in the graph 
of figure 1 tells us that a crater of 550,000 years or 
more does not have significant IR emission. When            
AIR / AC = 1, IR emission is limited to inside the 
crater. Not to his surroundings. To establish the im-
pact rate of the so-called Super Tunguskas on Earth 
and Moon from the model, it is enough to count IR 
craters with 2km or more in diameter and divide by 
the total area where they were counted. 

To establish the flow of Super Tunguskas we 
define a strip of 7.5 million square km around the 
equator of the Moon. Using images taken by the 
DIVINER receiver of LROC, we found 21 craters 2 
km in diameter or more with IR emission in their sur-
rounding material. If we extrapolate to the 38 million 
square kilometers of the area that the Moon has, it 
will be a total of 106 Super Tunguskas in the past 
550,000 years. Since the Moon and Earth are subject 
to the same flow of impactors, the 510 million square 

kilometers of our planet must have received 1,428 
impacts in the same period. A recurrence for Earth of 
one Super Tunguska every 385 years. For the Moon, 
the recurrence is one every 5,200 years. This leads us 
to conclude that some may have been historical. The 
story tells of events that suggest it. 

We can mention as an example: the symbol 
of the Crescent and the Star, associated mainly with 
the Islamic world, is actually of secular origin. It dates 
back to the year 340 BC in the city of Bizancio. Ac-
cording to the historian Hesiquio of Mileto, 4th centu-
ry BC [11] the night Filipo of Macedon was preparing 
to launch a surprise attack on the city, the new moon 
suddenly illuminated his army, alerting the popula-
tion. Before this prodigy, Filipo ordered to stop the 
attack and to retire. From that date, Bizancio adopted 
the Crescent and the Star inside as the patron saint 
and protector of the city. 

The only thing that can make the new moon 
suddenly shine is the impact of a Super Tunguska. 
According to the analysis of Sigismondi and Imponen-
te 2000 [12] for moon flashs, an impact of 200MT on 
the moon would have a visual magnitude of -12.6 for 
at least 15 minutes. Equivalent to the full moon. 
Conclusion: There is a relationship between the rela-
tive size of the IR emission area, A = AIR / AC, with 
the absolute age of the IR craters. The AIR emission 
area decays logarithmically over time. The IR emis-
sion from the material ejected around it disappears 
after 550,000 years. Based at this upper limit age and 
the model, it is established that the recurrence of Su-
per Tunguskas on Earth is one every 385 years. On 
the Moon, it is one every 5,200 years. 
Reference: [1]Poveda A., et al (1999), Planetary and 
Space Science, vol. 47, p. 679. [2]Johnson L.  
https://www.space.com/40239-near-earth-asteroid-
detection-space-telescope.html. [3] Grieve y Shoe-
maker, (1994) The Record of Past Impacts on Earth. 
In: “Hazards Due To Comets and Asteroids, T. Geh-
rels, Editor, The University Of Arizona Press [4]Ortiz 
J. L. et al (2006), Icarus, 184, 319. [5]Oberst et al
(2012), Planetary and Space Science,74,179. [6]
Madiedo J. M. et al, (2014), MNRAS, 439, 2364. [7]
Ruiz A. and Bruckman W. (2015), Planetary Consor-
tium Meeting Abstract #1503. [8]Bruckman W. et al
(2013),
http://arxi.org/ftp/arxiv/papers/1212/1212.3273.pdf.
[9] Hartung J.B. 1976, Meteoritics, 11, 187.
[10]Morota T., et al (2009, Meteoritics & Planetary
Science. 44 (8): 1115–1120. [11]Hesiquio de Mileto,
4th century BC. [12] Sigismondi C. and Imponente G.
(2000) WGN, Journal of the International Meteor Organiza-
tion, vol. 28, no. 6, p. 232-236
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HYDROTHERMAL DEPOSITION AT OCCATOR CRATER, CERES, IN A PLANETARY CONTEXT.  P. 
Schenk1, D. Buczkowski2, J. Scully3, A. Neesemann4, C. Pieters5, J. Castillo-Rogez3, C. Russell6, C. Raymond3, 1Lunar 
& Planetary Institute, Houston, TX (schenk@lpi.usra.edu). 2JHU-APL, Laurel, MD, 3JPL/Caltech, Pasadena, CA, 
4Freie Univ. Berlin, Ger., 5Brown Univ. Providence, RI, 6Univ. Calif. LA, CA. 

INTRODUCTION:  Hydrothermal carbonates [1] 
at the 92-km-diameter pristine Occator crater, the ‘Ty-
cho’ of the Asteroid Belt, emphasize the importance of 
impact-induced hydrothermal processes on planetary 
bodies.  Dawn XM2 extended mission focused exten-
sively on Occator with the objective of obtaining high 
resolution imaging, topography, compositional and 
gravity measurements over the crater and its unusual 
bright carbonate deposits [1], and testing hypotheses for 
their origins [2].  XM2 topography and stratigraphy (as 
revealed through stereo images and derived DEMs) [3] 
has proven critical for testing hypotheses how these and 
other floor deposits formed.  

STEREO & TOPOGRAPHY:  Global mapping of 
all of Ceres was acquired at ~35 m pixel scales and in 
stereo, with global DEM mapping at similar scales.   In 
XM2, hundreds of images were acquired over the east-
ern 2/3rds of Occator at nominal pixel scales of ~3 to ~8 
m, a factor of ~10 improvement.  Overlapping orbital 
coverage acquired at variable look angles, and occa-
sional parallel use of both cameras, provides excellent 
opportunities for stereo analysis and DEM construction, 
with variable stereo parameters and DEM quality.  XM2 
stereo pairs of Occator were processing by the author at 
LPI and combined to produce regional topography (Fig. 
1).  Two primary target areas for production (at present) 
are the central pit and dome and bright deposits of Ce-
realia Facula, and the bright deposits on the crater floor 
at Vinalia Faculae.  Individual DEMs have also been 
produced at isolated sites to focus on features of interest, 
such as impact melt flows. 

LOBATE FLOOR DEPOSITS:  Mantling by 
cliff-forming units is extensive, indicating that impact 
melt deposits are widespread across Occator. Within the 
lobate floor deposits (LFD), relief is low, with shallow 
pits, pit clusters, low bright mounds <100 m high, and 
scarps up to 200 m high (Fig. 2).  Lobate flow features 
with 10s to >100 m of relief are found across the floor 
of Occator, but many have higher relief than lunar im-
pact melt deposits, likely due to the different (i.e., ice, 
carbonate and salt rich) composition [1,4]. 

VINALIA FACULAE:  The Vinalia bright depos-
its (Fig. 1) form on a low ridged plain that constitutes 
most of the northern extension of Occator’s lobate floor 
deposits [2].  The ridges have amplitudes of 50 to 100 
m depending on location. The prominent V-shaped frac-
tures that cross this region are 50 to 150 m deep. While 
proximal to several prominent floor fractures, these ap-
pear to post-date the deposits.  The 10 or so individual 

major spots have surprisingly different morphologies. 
Many of these surfaces are heavily pitted.  The three 
largest bright spots to the west (Figs. 1, 2) are closely 
correlated with topography and effectively “line” but do 
not “fill” the depressions in which they form.  The east-
ern spots tend to cover larger areas with little or con-
flicting preferences for elevation and slope.  The only 
evidence of discrete bright constructional features is a 
depression ~1 km wide with a 20-m-high lobate dome. 

Figure 1. Mosaic of Vinalia Faculae bright spots and 
central region of lobate floor deposits covering  large 
parts of Occator, color-coded for topography (blue low, 
red high).  Relief shown is ~500 m.  

CEREALIA FACULA: The central pit and dome 
of Occator are topographically complex. The western 
pit exhibit several peculiar very narrow arcuate benches 
or ‘terraces’ at various levels up the outer pit walls, pos-
sibly artifacts of the pit formation process.  Eastern mas-
sifs flanking the pit structure (Fig. 3) include two frac-
tured flat-topped mesas 350 and 600 m high (the inner 
mesa slopes inward, capped by bright material).  

Bright materials of Cerealia Facula are found on the 
tops of fault blocks across the outer central pit, some of 
which are tilted.  The most prominent of these is the 0.7 
by 1.3 km wide ledge or plateau complex SW from the 
central dome (Fig. 3).  A contiguous bright deposit co-
vers ~75% of this structure, and correlates with the outer 
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edge but not the inner edge (which forms a series of lo-
bate features), indicating a thickness of only a few me-
ters at most.   

Figure 2  Examples of endogenic features within Occa-
tor crater (left) with comparison to Mars (right).  Fea-
tures include irregular non-impact pits (p), irregular de-
bris mounds (large arrow), thin mud flow units (arrows), 
sinuous troughs (3b, 3f) and smooth units (s and else-
where). 

Dark materials within Cerealia Facula form both 
negative and positive relief features.  The negative relief 
features are generally associated with downslope mass 
wasting, positive features may be either uncovered rem-
nant pit structures or constructional edifices. 

OBSERVATIONS:  Dawn XM2 observations of 
Occator reveal a wealth of features related to large im-
pact formation in an ice-rich, partially differentiated 
body.  While these features share morphologies and pat-
terns similar to those of fresh lunar craters such as Jack-
son and Tycho, major differences are also evident. 

Endogenic pits on Occator floor are different in mor-
phology and significantly less frequent and less tightly 
spaced than on Mars (3, 5) (Fig. 2), suggesting that ei-
ther Ceres melts were less gas-rich or volatiles were 
more inhibited from reaching the surface relative to 
Mars conditions. The thicker flow morphologies in 
some areas of Occator are suggestive of higher yield 
strengths.  Thinner flow units (Fig. 2) are more likely to 
be mud flows produced during impact or post-impact 
differentiation of impact deposits that on Ceres behave 
like lava flows (6).   

Figure 3.  Perspective view of western margins of Cere-
alia Facula and central pit of Occator, showing bright 
covered ledge described in text (left) and how bright 
material partially flanks the lower pit walls. 

Bright and dark material stratigraphy in Cerealia 
Facula is complex, with indications that both materials 
may be constructional in many areas.  Spatial relation-
ships are consistent with localized deposition from min-
erals dissolved in ground waters extruded onto the sur-
face, and that flow gradients might have been locally 
asymmetric, leading to asymmetric deposition with re-
spect to local topography.  Asymmetric formation due 
to ballistic emplacement is not vigorously supported by 
the data.  Most of the Vinalia Faculae deposits are on 
the order of a few to 10 or so meters thick, and form 
isolated spots and sinuous topographically controlled 
deposits.  These were likely emplaced via brine seepage 
at innumerable isolated vents, forming small deposits 
that coalesced where vent sources were more concen-
trated, at the 10 or so major centers (Fig. 1) (3).    
References: [1] De Sanctis, M. et al., Nature, 528, 241, 
2015. [2] Scully, J., et al., Icarus, 320, 7, 2019.  [3] 
Schenk, P., et al., Nature Comm, in press, 2020. [4] Er-
makov, A., et aL., J. Geophys. Res., 123, 2267, 2017. 
[5] Tornabene, L., et al., Icarus, 220, 348, 2012;
Mouginis-Mark, P. and J. Boyce, Chemie der Erde, 72,
1, 2012; Boyce, J. et al., Icarus, 221, 262, 2012.  [6]
Broz, P., et al., Nature Geo., 13, 2020.
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TOPOGRAPHIC VIEW THROUGH DRONE OBSERVATIONS AT THE GIANT KARA METEORITE 
CRATER, PAY-KHOY, RUSSIA.  T. G. Shumilova1, S. I. Isaenko 1 and A. A. Zubov 1, 1Institute of Geology FRC 
Komi SC UB RAS (Pervomayskaya st 54, Syktyvkar, 167982, Russia; shumilova@geo.komisc.ru; 
tg_shumilova@mail.ru). 

Introduction: The Kara meteorite crater formed 
about 70.3 ± 2.2 Ma ago [1] is one of the largest impact 
structures on the landscape of the Earth having the 
diameter about 65 km with the proposed twitted Ust`-
Kara co-crater of 25 km in diameter [2, 3] and many 
others), but some scientists suppose a single large 
astrobleme with initial rim-to-rim size up to 120 km [4-
6]. According to geological and geophysical data, the 
Kara crater corresponds well to a large astrobleme with 
a central uplift [2, 7]. By the deep geophysical study the 
depression does not have any mantle roots [8]. In spite 
on the provided numerous studies till present it is 
unclear the original size of the Kara crater.  

Subject and methods: Here we demonstrate the 
results of our study of the “in situ” observations of the 
impactites of the Kara astrobleme at the rim around the 
present erosion level in different parts of the meteorite 
crater – the basins of Saayakha, Kara, Anaroga, B. and 
M. Vonuyta rivers in the Western, Sauthern and Eastern
sectors of the crater. And, our especial attention had
been provided to the Ust`-Kara sector at the Arctic
Ocean coast (Baydaratskaya Bay).

Figure 1. The Kara meteorite crater and Ust`-Kara 
region with impactites on the part of the Geological map 
of Shishkin et al. (2012) [3].The studied points are 
marked by red squares.  

The field observations have been provided in 2017 
and 2019 with a mini-drone for «air-bird high»
observations of the topographic features of the impact 
object. The drone was equipped with the Cinema 4K 
resolution camera and 3-axial gimbal stabilizer allowed 
to get high quality photo- and video-documentation – 

4096 × 2160 pixels, the frequency of 24 frames/s. The 
overage wind velocity was about 8 m/s at the limit for 
the wind conditions – 10 m/s. The field video records 
have been evaluated with PIX4DMapper. The evidence 
of the impactites state has been proven with independent 
special studies by a complex of modern methods 
described in our works [9-11] and by our most recent 
new studies on the Ust`-Kara region (2019-2020) 
demonstrating similar impactites facies and ultra high 
pressure high temperature (UHPHT) features of the 
impactites formation.   

The impactites of the Kara astrobleme are presented 
mostly by suevites and by rare melt rocks. Melt 
impactites form rare layer-like bodies present on the 
surface generally in the Anaroga River basin. They are 
characterized by 7-8 m visible thickness and with either 
clear or unclear contacts with the co-existing suevites. 
Suevites have very wide distribution at the astrobleme, 
form natural outcrops with up to km in extention and 
thickness up to 30 m in high. The impactites have 
several varieties in dependence on their target precursor 
and formation features [9].  

Results. By our field observations in a complex of 
detail lab analysis of the studies of the impact products 
we have found an unusual features of the Kara and Ust`-
Kara impactites. The especial effect have been produced 
by «air-bird high» observations followed by 3D 
modeling allowed to watch impactites massifs 
morphology and their varieties contacts and contacts 
with target rocks in different projections.  

Injected injected stockwork-like UHPHT complex.
During our studies we have found at the Kara 
astrobleme an intrusive melt complex presented by 
different portions of upper-going impact melt intruding 
breccia and suevites. One of the most impressive points 
is the discovery of UHPHT impact melt glasses forming 
injected stockwork-like system of thin veins within 
suevite massif (Figure 2). The glasses are characterized 
by presence of melt-crystallized coesite that have been 
described in detail in [10, 11].  

Intrusive impact melt batholith. Another interesting 
find is an intrusive impact melt batholith 100 m in 
prolongation and up to 8 m in at the left bank of the Kara 
River. The unusual feature of the batholith is 
macroscopically recognized immissibility of  impact 
melt components forming unusual vein-like texture 
[11]. 
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Figure 2. Suevite massif injected by UHPHT impact 
melt glasses. 3D modeling image.  

Ust`-Kara impactites. Ust`-Kara impactites are 
presented generally by suevitic layer-like bodies well 
recognized on the ocean coast at the present erosion 
level. The specific feature of our observations is the 
stream-like morphology recognized on the 3D modeling 
images (Figure 3). Following to the topographic 
features and the directions of the streams we can 
conclude that the observed suevites have the topological 
signs pointing to their movement during formation in 
the direction from the center of the Kara astrobleme. 
Following to the analytical data we can conclude that 
the bottom variety of the Ust`-Kara suevites is 
characterized with abundance of melt-crystallized 
coesite. 

Figure 3. The stream-like morphology of the suevite 
massif with UHPHT impact melt glasses. 3D modeling 
image. 

Conclusion. Here we present for the first time the 
«air-bird high» observations of the Kara and Ust`-Kara 
impactites followed by 3D modeling. The data allowed 
to recognize stream-like topology of the Ust`-Kara 
impactites pointing to their moving from the Kara crater 
center. According to the received complex data on the 
present state of the provided study we can propose that 
the described UHPHT melt impactites of the Kara and 
the Ust`-Kara objects belong to the bottom facies.  The 
Ust`-Kara impactites belong rather to the Kara crater 
being the bottom facies of the single Kara impact which 

origin diameter will be the subject for our study for the 
future.  
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MAXIMUM SECONDARY CRATER SIZES AND MAXIMUM EJECTA FRAGMENTS AT ESCAPE 
VELOCITY: ANALYSIS FROM SIX SECONDARY CRATER FIELDS ON THE MOON.  K. N. Singer1, W. 
B. McKinnon2, and B. L. Jolliff2. 1Soutwest Research Institute, 1050 Walnut St. Suite 300, Boulder, CO 80302,
USA (ksinger@boulder.swri.edu), 2Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences and McDonnell Center for the
Space Sciences, Washington University in St. Louis, Missouri 63130, USA.

Introduction: We mapped secondary craters 
around primary craters ranging in size from ~0.83–660 
km in diameter using Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter 
Camera (LROC) Narrow and Wide Angle Camera 
images.  The analysis includes secondary craters from 
Orientale, Copernicus, Kepler, and three smaller un-
named craters 3.0, 2.2, and 0.83 km in diameter. 
Extensive additional details about every aspect of this 
project can be found in Singer et al., 2020 [1]. 

Secondary Craters: Identification of secondary 
craters was based on expected secondary crater 
morphologies (e.g., v-shaped ejecta, clusters or chains, 
and elongation in the direction radial to the primary, 
similarity in degradation state across the secondary 
field) and secondaries were assigned a confidence level 
(as to whether they were likely a secondary crater) 
based on the number of expected morphologies they 

displayed (Fig. 1).  Only the most confident features 
were utilized in this work, as there is no way to capture 
all secondary craters within a given secondary field. 
Maximum secondary crater size-range relationships are 
characterized [1]. 

Ejecta Fragments: The secondary crater ranges 
from the primary crater yield the fragment ejection 
velocities.  The secondary crater sizes are used to 
estimate the size of the ejecta fragments that formed 
them through scaling laws [e.g., 2].  A variety of 
different possible parameter sets are explored in [1] 
and we provide an example for the Copernicus crater 
in Fig 2.  

Quantile Regression Upper Envelopes:  We fit a 
power law to the upper envelope of the data for both (i) 
the secondary craters as a function of range/distance 
from the primary, and (ii) the ejecta fragment size-

velocity distributions (Fig. 2).  We 
use quantile regression [3] to achieve 
a representation of the maximum 
secondary crater sizes for a give 
distance from their primary crater and 
the maximum ejecta fragment sizes 
for a given ejection velocity.   

Additionally, we found a trend for 
the power law parameters (just 
described) as a function of primary 
crater size.  This allows us to define 
maximum secondary crater size as a 
function of both the primary crater 
size and its distance from the 
primary.  Thus, the maximum 
secondary crater size can be found at 
any distance from most primary 
craters on the Moon (Fig. 3). 
Currently we recommend relatively 
large uncertainties on this master 
function of  ±50%.  As described in 
[1] there is natural variation even
among primary crater sizes of the
same diameter, and we are working to
characterize that better with in-
progress efforts mapping more
secondary fields.

Figure 1. Example 
secondary crater mapping 
around a 2.2-km-diameter 
crater in the proximal 
ejecta of Orientale. 
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Figure 2.  Example scaling to ejecta fragment sizes for 
secondary craters around the 93-km-diameter 
Copernicus crater [1, 2].  These different parameter 
sets show the range of possible scalings under different 
assumptions of material parameters and impact angles. 
Upper envelopes of the data are fit to a power law 
function with quantile regression (QR) [3]. 

Conclusions: 1. We developed an empirical 
estimate for the maximum secondary crater size at a 
given distance from a given size primary crater on the 
Moon and estimate ejecta fragment sizes and 
velocities. 

2. We find a steep scale-dependent trend in ejecta
fragment size-velocity distributions.  Maximum ejecta 
fragment sizes fall off more steeply with increasing 
ejection velocity for larger primary impacts.   This 
trend may be important for future fragmentation 
models. 

3. Using our ejecta fragment size-velocity
distributions, we can extrapolate to the escape velocity 
of the Moon.  Maximum fragment sizes ejected at 
escape velocity for the Moon could be as large as ~1 
km for the larger lunar impacts, but more typically 
would be tens or a few meters for mid-sized and 
smaller impact.  The fragments do not necessarily 
remain intact throughout their flight, but this represent 
the equivalent diameter of the originally ejected mass. 

4. These results have been compared to those for
icy satellites [1, 4] and previous lunar studies [e.g., 5]. 

Figure 3.  Master function of secondary crater sizes 
per size of primary crater and distance from that 
primary.  Black dots show how the same size 
secondary crater (1-km-diameter) could be ejected 
from a smaller primary closer to the secondary, or a 
larger primary farther from the secondary. 

Future Work: Additional secondary fields are 
being mapped on both the Moon and Mercury to 
further explore these trends and examine the role of 
gravity. 
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Introduction: Famous but yet unexplained phe-
nomena  happened on 30. June 1908 in Siberia, Russia. 
A large forested area was affected by this explosion. 
The direction of the impactor and its kinetic energy 
estimates tried to provide clues about the nature of the 
impactor [2,3]. The tree-fall pattern has indicated that 
the asteroid moved on 5–45° inclined trajectory from 
an azimuthal direction of 99–127° [4]. By chance, the 
epicenter of the airburst was just offset from the an-
cient 250 million years old crater center of a lower 
Triassic Kulikovsky paleo-volcanic complex that 
forms part of the Siberian igneous province [4]. 

But no impact crater or meteorite residual was 
found yet. People who lived near affected area de-
scribed long-lasting thunder and long-lasting bright 
glow from the direction of the epicenter of the event 
[5]. Many scientific expeditions were done to the epi-
center during the last decades. Location if the Tungus-
ka event is remote. Deep in Siberia, where are dense 
forests, large swamps, extreme temperatures, and wild 
animals. This environment along with its remoteness 
makes any geophysical measurements and fieldwork 
extremely though. Any ground survey is very slow and 
difficult. Since no significant impact structure was 
found yet we decided to do geophysical measurements 
and map the epicenter of the Event.  

Methods: Our objective was to create a detailed 
magnetometer map of the epicenter. Satellite-based 
magnetometer data are available worldwide. A detailed 
magnetometer survey hasn’t been done yet in this area. 
Magnetic anomalies in epicenter and deviations from 
anomalies driven by geology could reveal the mecha-
nism or cause of the explosion in Tunguska. Due to 
rough terrain and large swamps the conventional 
method of magnetometer survey is nearly impossible at 
this site. We decided to carry out  airborne magnetom-
eter survey of the Tunguska Event epicenter. Our sur-
vey is UAV based magnetometer survey so we were 
able to measure a large number of points in a relatively 
short time period and regardless of the terrain difficul-
ty. We programmed drones to fly profiles autonomous-
ly in the north to south loop pattern. This way we 
measured area 8.5km x 4km with 100m line spacing. 
We were flying fixed altitude at 110m above our home 
point. The vertical speed was 13m/s. Magnetometer 
data were collected automatically at 62.5samples/s. 
UAV with magnetometer collects X,Y,Z components 
of the magnetic vector. Position, altitude and sensor 

temperature is recorded along with magnetic data. Us-
ing UAVs (drones) we were able to collect a signifi-
cant amount of data.  Total magnetic intensity is later 
computed from the data and corrected with altitude 
data and with temperature data eventually. We plotted 
the data (more than 5 millions of datapoints) to map of 
magnetic anomalies. Most of the anomalies which we 
recorded over the epicenter correspond with the known 
geological situation of the area.  

Material and Instruments: We used two unique 
magnetometers that have total weight less than 350g 
each, including battery and GPS datalogger. One mag-
netometer was attached to the UAV (unmanned aerial 
vehicle-drone) and the second, identical magnetometer, 
was used as a base station. Both magnetometers are 
three-axis vector fluxgate magnetometers with flat-ring 
cores and were built to be used primarily for UAV 
based magnetometer survey. A similar device would 
be used on Mars. Magnetometer data were collected 
with two parallel magnetometers where one served as a 
ground station and one was part of the autonomous 
drone. We used four light and portable UAV’s and 
systematically switched magnetometer between them 
so continuous measurement workflow was possible. 
Due to the remote location of the site was important to 
solve the charging needs of the instruments and drones. 
A portable petrol AC generator was used and moved 
along the site to provide continuous availability of 
electric power to charge drones and magnetometers. 

Fig. 1, Magnetic anomalies(nT) over the Tunguska 
Event epicenter. Most of the magnetic anomalies cor-
respond to the geological structure of the area. 
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Introduction:  Several studies [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] 
discussed about the possibility of meteorite impacts as 
the source of magnetic reversals.  Here, we show three 
model mechanisms that may cause such an event. 

Methods and Results:  First model: [7] suggested 
a meteorite impact in Indonesia, Asia which occurred 
directed northwards and could be the source impact of 
Matuyama-Brunhes magnetic reversal. The impact 
with an average 45° angle [8, 9, 10, 11] can result in a 
displacement of the exterior part of the liquid iron 
outer core relative to the interior part of it. Following 
angular momentum change will disturb the convection 
pattern to have a new set with Coriolis force. This new 
convection producing modified electric fields will 
change the Earth’s magnetic field causing a reversal 
(Figure 1). 

Figure 1: Illustration of the mantle displacement 
(red) in respect to the liquid outer core (pink) after 
meteorite impact. Inner solid core is shown with black 
lines marking the inner core’s anisotropy. Letter “N” 
indicates the view from the South pole. The blue arrow 
shows the direction of meteorite [12]. 

Second model: Meteorite impacts occur suddenly 
with an average high velocity 17 km/s [13]. When a 
meteorite hits the Earth’s surface, it produces seismic 
waves [14, 15] which will travel through the earth 
layers. When p waves reach the boundary between the 
outer core and the inner core, seismic energy will be 
transferred to change the anisotropy of the inner core. 
New anisotropy will change the thermal conductivity 
of the inner core, cause a change in the convection 
pattern and generates a magnetic reversal (Figure 2). 

Third model: Giant electrostatic charging of 
ionosphere due to global Tunguska-like impact may 
trigger of magnetic reversal. The ionosphere is a 
conductor. So is the outer core. Tunguska airburst was 
accompanied with the magnetic swing lasting several 
hours. This was likely due to charging of the 
ionosphere with excess charge, inducing the opposing 
charge in the earth crust. If Tunguska like event is 
orders of magnitude more extensive the excess charge 
in ionosphere may induce the excess charge in the 

outer conducting core. Induction and mobility of 
charge carriers in the outer core would initiate a new 
set of currents in the outer core, interfering with the 
original dipole field generation and magnetic reversal 
can initiate. 

Figure 2: 
Meteorite impact, 
travel of P waves 
through the 
Earth’s layers and 
new convection 
pattern with heat 
transfer. 

MB boundary is associated with unique deposits of 
tektites, indochinites which are production and 
evidence of meteorite impacts. These deposits occurred 
close to Matuyama-Brunhes reversal [1, 3, 16, 17]. 
[18] showed a tektite level just before the reversal
(Figure 3). Also, sediment from [19] shows
disturbance in NRM/SIRM ratio with fluctuations
before the reversal. These fluctuations may relate to
the meteorite impact that produced indochinites
(Figure 3).

Figure 3: A) 
Micro-tektite level 
below the 
Matuyama-Brunhes 
boundary [18]. B) 
Oscillations in 
NRM/SIRM ratio 
below the reversal 
[19]. Dashed lines 
show the boundary 
of reversal and 
microtektite level. 
Modified after [18, 
19]. 

Discussion and Conclusion: In this study we show 
three different models related to meteorite impacts and 
magnetic reversals. These models may be used to 
describe the origin of magnetic reversals which have 
not been well understood yet. In addition, we discussed 
how sediment record of NRM/SIRM ratio may be 
related to ocean sedimentation disturbance caused by 
meteorite impact. 
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Introduction:  Suzdalevo is a thermokarst pond 
situated in a region affected by the Tunguska Event (TE) 
in 1908 AD. Evenki people inhabited this region prior 
to the Tunguska impact/airburst and reported no lake 
present. On the other hand, they claim that Suzdalevo 
Lake was created at the time of the TE. This small lake 
(150 m in diameter) of rounded shape is located close 
(20 m aside) to the Chamba River, a tributary of the 
Podkamennaya Tunguska, 20 km SW of the alleged 
epicenter of the TE, where a giant impact/airburst-
related explosion flattened over 2000 km2 of Siberian 
continental taiga [1, 2]. Because there were rumors 
(Evenki’s reports) that Suzdalevo was not existing 
before 1908 AD, we decided to collect sediments and 
detailed morpho-bathymetric data from this lake to 
gather information about its possible origin. 

Methods:  Bathymetry. The bathymetric survey has 
been performed with a 200 kHz echosounder tied to a 
wooden stick aside of a boat; the transducer was located 
at about 30 cm below the water surface. Instead of 
acquiring only the depth value provided by the 
echosounder at serial port, we collected the entire 
echogram by mean of a 16bit A/D converter driven by 
SwanPRO acquisition software. The acquisition 
parameters of the echosounder signal were: sample rate 
0.856 ms; trace length 25 ms; number trace samples 
2140; number of traces per seconds 7. The collected data 
were stored in XTF format, then converted to SEGY 
format and checked its consistency using segy-change 
[4]. Data were then processed using SeisPrho [5], to 
display the echograms and semi-automatically digitize 
the sediment-water interface. The lake floor profiles 
were subsequently corrected for the vertical offset 
between water surface and transducer vertical position, 
and then exported in ASCII (lon, lat, z) format. The file 
was then processed with GMT to produce both a regular 
grid file and the final map. The original data were 
affected by spatial noise due to GPS precision limited to 
about 1 meter. In order to reduce this spatial noise, the 

map was compiled using a 2D median filter with a 
searching radius of 10 meters.  

Sediment coring. In June 2019, two lake sediment 
short cores, SUCH01 and SUCH03, were collected 
using a Kajak gravity corer (chamber diameter 6 cm, 
chamber length 50 cm). Length of the collected cores: 
SUCH01 – 42 cm, SUCH3 – 46 cm; sediment was cut 
with 1 cm step, with exception of the first 1cm which is 
divided into 0–0.5 cm and 0.5–1 cm. 

Sediment dating. The uppermost (0–16 cm) dried 
sediment samples of SUCH01 were measured by 
gamma spectroscopy for the specific activity of 210Pb, 
137Cs and 226Ra. Samples were measured by well-in-well 
geometry in a SILAR® low-background anticompton-
anticoincidence gamma spectrometer with specially 
designed 40 x 40 mm Na(Tl) well-type LEADMETER® 
detector with a total efficiency of 46.2 % (for 210Pb line 
of 47 keV) placed in a well-type guard NaI(Tl) detector 
160 x 125 mm in 10 cm low-background lead shielding 
[3]. A Canberra DSA 2000 multichannel analyzer 
controlled by GENIE 2000 software was used to 
determine the specific isotope activities. The measuring 
time for individual samples was 2 days, and 6 days for 
background. Special in-home standards with a light 
matrix are used for radionuclide quantification in the 
same geometry of the 8 ml vials. The IAEA-447 
standard (moss-soil) was used as 210Pb reference 
material with a result of 340±6 Bq kg-1 for the 
recommended value of 338 Bq kg-1, corrected for decay 
from the reference date (2009/11/15). 

Magnetic susceptibility. Individual samples were 
weighted, placed inside 10 ml plastic holders and 
acquired magnetic susceptibility. We used magnetic 
susceptibility meter SM30 ZHulka Inc, operating with 
8kHz frequency and amplitude 40 A/m.  

Geochemistry. The total content of selected 
elements was determined by means of X-ray 
fluorescence (XRF) spectrometry using a handheld ED-
XRF analyzer VANTA VCR with a Silicon Drift 
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Detector (Olympus, USA). National Institute of 
Standards and Technology (NIST) standard reference 
materials 2711a Montana II Soil and 2710a Montana I 
Soil were used for quality control. 

Discussion and Results: Suzdalevo Lake is a very 
shallow water body with max. depth about 2.3 m, depth-
to-diameter ratio of about 0.015 and an irregular 
inverted-cone morphology slightly elongated in the N-S 
direction. The depocenter in located close to the N 
shore, while the E and W shores show morphological 
irregularities. 

Both sediment cores (SUCH01 and SUCH03) 
consist of a homogeneous dark brown gyttja with no 
distinct lamination. The specific activities of 210Pb 
exponentially decreased from the topmost layers to 
background (“supported”) activities in the lower part of 
the measured depth interval. Although low inaccuracies 
are due to the low weights of the measured samples 
(0.4–1.6 g of dry sediment, median 0.9 g), 210Pb dating 
was successfully used for upper 16 horizons in the 
SUCH01 profile (back to 1848 AD ±53 years). The 
calculated sedimentation rates decrease downwards in 
the profile due to sediment compaction, varying 
between 0.03–0.26 cm·year-1 in profile. 

 The 137Cs specific activities, namely “Novaya 
Zemlya cesium”, were relatively low in the profile 
measured. This demonstrates that sediment was quite 
low contaminated by this anthropogenic radionuclide. 
The maximum of 93 Bq kg-1 was detected in SUCH01 
core at a depth of 9–10 cm, which corresponds to the 
date of 1953 AD ±17 years, which is in very good 
agreement with the maximum of the surface nuclear 
tests on the Novaya Zemlya in 1958–1962 [6]. 137Cs 
activities are detectable (dispersed) in most samples of 
this profile, because of the migration of cesium by its 
resuspension [7]. 

At depths below 16 cm, the development of 
radionuclide activities is very irregular. Therefore, it is 
likely that the sediment record is disturbed below this 
depth or represents multiple erosion event. 

Also, magnetic susceptibility and concentration of 
selected elements and their rations (e.g., phosphorus, 
titanium, strontium/rubidium, silicon/titanium, 
silicon/zirconium, iron/manganese) showed a distinct 
transition at ca. 15.5 cm in both cores documenting 
sudden environmental changes or a change in the 
sedimentation regime. 

Conclusions: Our data show that Suzdalevo Lake 
has disturbed sediment below 15.5 cm. Above this depth 
the studied record demonstrates a regular sedimentation 
pattern corresponding to limnic conditions. This is a 
clear indication that the water body is a thaw lake in its 
origin and supports the Evenki’s reports that it appeared 
just after the TE. We assume that the Tunguska 

impact/airburst has likely melted the permafrost 
landscape near the TE epicenter. 
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NEWLY DISCOVERED MUONG NONG-TYPE LAYERED IMPACT GLASS / TEKTITES FROM 
PARACALE, PHILIPPINES AND IMPLICATIONS FOR SOURCE CRATER LOCATION.  A. Whymark1, 
1Consultant Wellsite Geologist (aubrey@tektites.info). 

Introduction: Ballistically ejected Muong Nong-
type (MN-type) layered impact glasses are character-
ized by their blocky appearance, inhomogeneity, relict 
mineral grains, bubbles, and enrichment of volatiles 
compared with splash-form tektites [1]. They are ge-
nerically related to splash-form tektites but formed at 
lower peak temperatures [1] indicative of greater prox-
imity to the impact site.  

This article reports the discovery of two new MN-
type layered impact glass specimens from the Paracale, 
Bicol area of the Philippines. These represent the most 
distal MN-type layered impact glasses to have been 
found in the Australasian tektite strewn field.  

Previous Finds: MN-type layered impact glasses 
have previously been reported and photographed from 
Babuyan, Zambales (15°48' N, 119°57' E) and Kubao 
(= Cubao, Metro Manila) (14°37' N, 121°04' E) in the 
Philippines [2]. These sites are 1,309 km and 1,456 
km, respectively, from the assumed impact region cen-
tered on 17°45'20" N, 107°50'30" E. Fragments were 
small: 2.12 g and 9.52 g, respectively. Images were of 
a small surface area in thin section and were consistent 
with being MN-type layered impact glasses. The pres-
ence of MN-type glasses in the Philippines could not 
be independently confirmed by the author until now. 
The author had handled tens of thousands of Philippin-
ites from numerous localities, mainly the Bicol region, 
plus Beyer material (including Kubao).  

A single 66.46 g, 56 x 46 x 30 mm, MN-type lay-
ered impact glass had been identified (Fig 1A). This 
was purchased in 2009 from an antique shop (who had 
purchased around 10 years earlier) and was mixed in 
with undocumented Philippinites. Whilst all specimens 
were morphologically Philippinites, they were likely 
derived from multiple localities judging from the vari-
able surface sculptures (one tektite was labelled ISA, 
presumably Isabella). Some (or all) were likely derived 
from Henry Beyer (the grandson of Henry Otley Bey-
er) who was based in Baguio (‘Mountain Region’ be-
ing a quoted source of material for the antique shop). 
The specimen looked like a typical Indochinese MN-
type layered impact glass, even down to the encrusting 
limonite. It was assumed that perhaps Virgil Barnes 
may have given Beyer the specimen. Beyer may also 
have visited Laos, as an unpublished paper by Henry 
Otley Beyer and his son William G. Beyer was titled 
‘New finds and studies of the tektites of Laos’ (con-
tents page of [3]). The specimen was a curio, but with 
no scientific value due to poor provenance.  

Fig. 1: A: 66.46 g from unknown Australasian locality. B: 
112.09 g from Brgy Talusan. C: 241.44 g and 78.00 g from 
Brgy Tugos. D & E: 241.44 g from Brgy Tugos. 

New Material: The two newly found specimens 
were purchased by Myla Camalla, who identified the 
first one as unusual as she had not seen this texture 
before in a tektite. The specimen was unquestionably a 
MN-type glass but was unique in that it had a rounded 
tektite-like exterior surface. This was indicative that it 
may be somewhat transitional between splash-form 
tektites and MN-type glass. This likely played a signif-
icant role in its recognition and collection. The first 
specimen (Fig. 1B), weighing 112.09 g and measuring 
65 x 46 x 37 mm, was found at Barangay Talusan, 
Municipality of Paracale, Province of Camarines 
Norte, Philippines in November 2018. Approximate 
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geographic coordinates 14°15'13.26" N, 122°46'32.52" 
E. This specimen is around 1,643 km from the proba-
ble impact site. The specimen was purchased by the
author, with a request to look out for further examples.

In April 2019, a second specimen (Fig. 1C-E) was 
identified by Myla Camalla. It had been broken into 2 
parts (with a small part missing) weighing 241.44 g 
and 78.00 g (total 319.44g). Dimensions were 56 x 60 
x 50 mm and 64 x 40 x 30 mm, respectively, or 85 x 
59 x 51 mm when pieced back together. The break was 
fortuitous in revealing folded and faulted schlieren. 
The white area in this specimen may represent devitri-
fied glass: It is certainly part of the impact glass as it 
also occurs in small spots on the interior. The speci-
men came from the nearby Barangay Tugos, Munici-
pality of Paracale, Province of Camarines Norte, Phil-
ippines. Approximate geographic coordinates are 
14°16'59.74" N, 122°46'40.92" E. This specimen is 
around 1,644 km from the probable impact site. The 
specimen was purchased by the author. 

Discussion: These Philippine MN-type glasses ap-
peared transitional in morphology between MN-type 
impact glass and Philippinite splash-form tektites. 
They are, however, unmistakably layered, presumably 
representing compositional variations in source rock. 

Blocky MN-type layered impact glasses are formed 
by lower peak temperatures [1] when compared to tek-
tites that formed melt droplets controlled by surface 
tensions. They were first found in Muong Nong, Laos 
[4]. Within the Australasian strewnfield they are typi-
cally found in assumed proximal areas: Laos, NE Thai-
land, Vietnam, and Hainan. They have also been found 
in the North American strewnfield in Georgia and in 
the Central European strewnfield. These are all proxi-
mal localities. In equivalent medial localities, North 
American MN-type Bediasites were questionably iden-
tified [5] but may be poorly mixed bicolored melts. 

Within the Australasian strewnfield MN-type lay-
ered impact glasses are most prominently found in 
southern Laos and north-eastern Thailand as well as 
numerous localities in Vietnam. A triangular wedge of 
predominantly MN-type impact glass in the absence of 
splash-form tektites was identified in southern Laos 
and NE Thailand [6,7]. Many authors have speculated 
that the crater must lie within the bounds of this area. 
However, the wider picture tells a different story. 
Large MN-type impact glasses can also be found in 
Hainan [8] and this easterly extent, combined with 
absence in western Thailand [9], is suggestive that the 
center of occurrence (i.e. the source crater) is located 
in the Gulf of Tonkin. This is supported by 10Be iso-
concentrations of MN-type impact glasses [10,11]. 

The triangular wedge of MN-type impact glasses 
[6] appears to emanate from the Gulf of Tonkin and

follows an assumed SW butterfly ray into the Indian 
Ocean towards southern Madagascar (Fig. 2). The mir-
roring SE ray is assumed to transect Paracale, Philip-
pines and head into the Pacific Ocean towards Micro-
nesia. The proximal part of this ray, which might be 
assumed to be a triangular wedge containing MN-type 
impact glass would lie in the Gulf of Tonkin and South 
China Sea. The presence of MN-type impact glasses in 
Paracale supports this idea. This would mean that the 
10Be analyses by [10,11] may be mainly based on the 
westerly butterfly ray, with minor input from the east-
erly butterfly ray (Hainan), giving the impression that 
the crater is in the western part of the Gulf of Tonkin. 
Geologically, sediments at the center of the Song Hong 
- Yinggehai Basin / Gulf of Tonkin appear to be the
most probable site of impact and factoring in this sam-
ple bias may draw the same conclusion.

Fig 2: The distribution of MN-type impact glasses (red dia-
monds). The grey shaded triangular wedge comprises MN-
type impact glasses in the near-absence of splash-form tek-
tites after [6]. This grey shaded area belongs to the SW but-
terfly ray. The Philippine MN-type impact glasses occur on 
the SE butterfly ray. Inset: Global view of prominent Aus-
tralasian tektite ejecta rays. 
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THE INFLUENCE OF TERRAIN PROPERTIES ON SMALL CRATER POPULATIONS ON GIORDANO 
BRUNO.  J.-P. Williams1, A. V. Pathare2 and E. S. Costello3,4, 1Earth, Planetary and Space Sciences, University of 
California, Los Angeles, CA 90024, 2Planetary Science Institute, Tuscon, AZ 85715, 3Department of Geology and 
Geophysics, University of Hawai’i at Mānoa, Honolulu, HI 96822, 4Hawaii Institute of Geophysics and Planetolo-
gy, Honolulu, HI 96822. 

Introduction:  Cratering chronology models of the 
inner solar system are based, in part, on crater counts 
conducted on the proximal ejecta of lunar craters (e.g. 
[1][2]). Crater counts on ejecta, however, have been 
found to yield inconsistencies in model ages [e.g. 3] 
and recent studies using Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter 
Camera (LROC) images suggest that self-secondary 
cratering (e.g [4]) or variations in target properties 
(e.g. [5]) are likely factors.  

Giordano Bruno (GB), a young 22 km diameter 
Copernican-age crater near the eastern limb on the 
lunar far side (36 °N, 103 °E), exhibits a fresh mor-
phology in image data and substantial heterogeneity in 
thermophysical properties in LRO Diviner thermal IR 
data [7,10]. Significant variations in crater size-
frequency distributions (CSFDs) of the population of 
small craters superposed on the continuous ejecta of 
GB have been cited as evidence for a significant frac-
tion of the population being self-secondary craters [9]. 
This conclusion is supported by the observation of 
partial burial of some craters by impact melt indicating 
at least some of the craters formed on the ejecta prior 
to the emplacement of the melt [7]. 

 Anisothermality in Diviner’s IR spectral 
passbands result from mixtures of temperatures within 
Diviner’s field of view and have been used by 
Bandfield et al. [11] to model surface rock fraction and 
nighttime regolith temperatures. Preliminary work by 
Williams et al. [7] found the density of craters on a 
portion of GB’s ejecta were lower where Diviner rock 
abundances were elevated suggesting a suppression of 
craters where rock fractions were higher and that var-
iations in terrain properties may also contribute to the 
observed variations in CSFDs.  

Because of GB’s young age (~few Ma [12]) and 
relatively pristine morphology, the crater provides an 
opportunity to explore the influence of terrain proper-
ties on cratering as the influence of these factors on 
CSFDs diminish over time. We expand on these earlier 
studies with systematic mapping of the crater popula-
tion superposed on GB (Fig. 1) and correlation with 
Diviner-derived thermophysical properties (Figs. 2–4). 

Observations:  We have assembled an image mo-
saic of GB using LROC Narrow Angle Camera (NAC) 
images constrained to incidence angles 56° – 75° (op-
timal for identifying craters) with eastward-only illu-
mination as an image base for conducting crater counts 

on the ejecta (Fig. 1). The crater populations are then 
compared with the nighttime fine-grained regolith 
temperatures and rock abundances derived from Di-
viner nighttime brightness temperatures [11] (Fig. 2). 

Figure 1. LROC-NAC image mosaic of GB crater 
with two crater count areas outlined in white and cra-
ters marked in red. 

Results and Discussion:  Areas with higher rock 
abundance and higher nighttime regolith temperatures 
have fewer craters (i.e. lower crater point densities) 
(Fig. 3). The CSFDs yield systematically younger ab-
solute model ages for surfaces with higher rock abun-
dances and warmer nighttime regolith temperatures 
(Fig. 4). Surfaces with higher rock abundance are ob-
served to contain high concentrations of blocks, and 
suggests that impacts into targets with boulders com-
parable in size to the impactors may be inhibiting 
crater formation. This strongly supports the hypothesis 
that variations in terrain properties, and more specifi-
cally the presence or absence of boulders, are partly 
responsible for the discrepancies in crater counts ob-
served on the ejecta of GB. Since lunar chronology 
models rely on tying CSFDs to Cosmic-Ray Exposure 
ages of crater ejecta sampled by Apollo missions, un-
derstanding how variations in ejecta properties can 
influence CSFDs is an important step in interpreting  
crater retention ages throughout the inner solar system. 

References: [1] Neukum et al. (2001) SSR, 96, 55–
86. [2] Robbins (2014) EPSL, 403, 188–198.
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Figure 2. Count areas showing: (a) Craters per km2, 
(b) Rock abundance (surface area fraction), (c) regolith
nighttime temperature (normalized by latitude).

Figure 3. Crater density versus rock abundance (top) 
and nighttime regolith temperature (bottom) for the 
two count areas outlined in Figure 1. 

Figure 4. CSFDs with absolute model ages of areas 
with higher verses lower rock abundances (top) and 
warmer versus cooler nighttime regolith temperatures 
(bottom) for the western (left) and eastern (right) count 
areas. 
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EXAMINING DOUBLET CRATERS ON THE LUNAR MARIA TO CONSTRAIN BINARY ASTEROIDS 
IN THE NEAR-EARTH POPULATION P. F. Wren1 and R. A. Fevig2, 1Mars Space Flight Facility, School of 
Earth and Space Exploration, Arizona State University, 201 Orange Mall, Tempe, AZ 85287 2Department of Space 
Studies, University of North Dakota, Clifford Hall Room 512, 4149 University Ave Stop 9008, Grand Forks, ND, 
58202. paul.wren@asu.edu 

Introduction: A doublet is a pair of impact craters 
created by the same primary impact event [1]. Doublet 
craters have been observed on Earth, the Moon, 
Mercury, Venus, Mars, Ceres, and Vesta [2,3,4,5,6,7,8, 
16,17]. 

Doublet crater formation. Originally, doublet crater 
formation was attributed to a single impactor broken 
up by either atmospheric disruption [9] or tidal forces 
[1,10], but further studies showed these processes 
could not result in sufficient separation to create the 
observed doublets [11,12]. It is now believed that well-
separated binary asteroids are the source of doublet 
craters [12]. This makes doublets a source of evidence 
for the prevalence of binary asteroid systems. 

Constraining binary asteroids. The percentage of 
asteroids in the current near-earth population that are 
binary is fairly well established at 15% [2,18]. A 
systematic study of doublet craters on the Moon could 
provide insight into the (1) size of the components of 
NEA binaries, (2) frequency of impact, and (3) 
percentage of NEA binaries since the formation of the 
regions of interest. 

Methods and Data: Desiring lightly-cratered units 
for this study to avoid crater saturation, as well as 
homogenous areas of uniform age, we initially 
considered several maria. Concerned with minimizing 
secondary craters, we also gave consideration to a 
region’s proximity to larger post-mare impacts. Using 
Wilhelms’ geologic map of the Moon [18], we 
eliminated Mare Imbrium and Oceanus Procellarum 
for their proximity to the large craters Copernicus, 
Kepler, and Aristarchus. Mare Nubium was eliminated 
due to its lack of uniform geologic age. Our final 
candidate survey areas are Mare Serenitatis, Mare 
Tranquillitatis, Mare Fecunditatis, Mare Humorum, 
and Mare Crisium. 

Visual evaluation of crater pairs. For convenience, 
we are defining search areas whose boundaries align 
with lines of longitude and latitude (e.g. Figure 1). In 
JMARS [13], we use Robbins’ global database of 
Lunar craters [19] to locate all impact craters smaller 
than 500 km in diameter. Pairs of craters in close 
proximity are considered potential doublets. Following 
the same process as our previous work [14,16,17], 
these crater pairs are examined in LROC NAC images 
[20] and evaluated using our scoring system.

Monte carlo simulation. A Monte Carlo simulation
will be used to create randomly-distributed  impact 
points  within  each  study region. Separations between 

Figure 1: Study area with identified craters in Mare 
Tranquillitatis. 

all unique pairs of random impacts are computed as 
great-circle distances. These are tallied to produce a 
distribution we would expect if impactors were single 
bodies, and their impact locations are due solely to 
chance. 

Results: We have completed the initial data 
collection for all five maria. This includes the 
identification and location of all craters in the search 
area, and the determination of all crater pairs that have 
the potential to be doublets (see Table 1). 

A total of 1,103 pairs of craters were identified 
across all five areas using a Python program. The 
algorithm selected pairs of craters whose centers are 
separated by a distance that is equal to or below their 
combined radii (i.e., their rims either touch or overlap). 
These pairs are the most likely to exhibit conclusive 
evidence for a binary impact. 

Table 1: Study areas 

Area Number of Candidate 
Mare (km2) Craters  Pairs 

Tranquillitatis 223,000 1,895 214 
Serenitatis 212,850 801 41 
Fecunditatis 149,313 2,434 795 
Humorum 80,647 395 21 
Crisium 95,019 470 32 

totals: 760,829 5,995 1,103 

Thus far, we have analyzed crater pairs from Mare 
Crisium, Mare Humorum, and Mare Serenitatis. 
Within the combined areas totaling 388,500 km2, we 
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examined 94 candidate crater pairs. A number of pairs 
received scores greater than zero, and we are in the 
process of taking a more critical look at some of these. 
Among those that merit a closer look, a few will 
clearly be considered possible or likely doublets 
according to our methods of vetting (see Figures 2 and 
3 for examples). 

Figure 2: Likely doublet crater in Mare Humorum. (Image 
credit: NASA/GSFC/LROC) 

Figure 3: Possible doublet crater in Mare Serenitatis. (Image 
credit: NASA/GSFC/LROC) 

Preliminary Conclusion: After visually inspecting a 
small fraction of more than 1,000 candidate crater pairs 
in the combined study area, we found multiple 
doublets. These early results give us confidence that 

we can successfully analyze the remaining two maria 
and derive the same type of statistics we previously 
produced for Ceres and Vesta [14,16,17]. 

Continuing Work: The bulk of our remaining 
work is the visual inspection and scoring of crater pairs 
from Mare Tranquillitatis and Mare Fecunditatis. 

We are also concerned with false positives. 
Secondary impact craters would increase the number 
of candidate crater pairs, since they cluster in 
proximity to one another. Secondaries also often form 
pairs [15], mimicking primary doublet impacts. 
Another source of false positives are coincidental 
impacts, i.e., two separate impact events resulting in 
craters whose rims are close or even touch. 

 We are currently working to apply 
morphologically-based techniques that would examine  

• Crater depth/diameter ratio
• Asymmetric crater excavation

to help us remove crater pairs from consideration that 
contain secondaries or that are coincidental. 

We anticipate completion of the visual inspection 
and scoring of craters from all study areas prior to the 
11th Planetary Crater Consortium Meeting. 
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IMPACTS ON CERES AND VESTA.  P. S. Zain12, G. C. de Elía 12, R. P. Di Sisto 12, 1Instituto de Astrofísica de

La Plata. CONICET-UNLP. 2 Facultad de Ciencias Astronómicas y Geofísicas, Universidad Nacional de La Plata.

We perform a  collisional  study of  Ceres  and  Vesta,

using a new multi-part collisional evolution model of

the main belt (MB) called ACDC [1]. We split the MB

in six regions, namely Inner,  Middle, Pristine, Outer,

Cybele  and  High-Inclination,  according  to  the

positions of the major resonances present in there [2].

The  ACDC  simulates  the  collisional  and  dynamical

evolution  of  the  MB,  by  evolving  in  time  the

incremental SFDs in each of the defined regions in 4

Gyr. The collisional component is determined by the

change  in  the  number  of  bodies  due  to  the  objects

destroyed  and  fragments  ejected  in  collisions.  From

this,  the  ACDC distributes  the  fragments  created  in

each event in the different size-bins, and removes the

bodies  that  are  catastrophically  disrupted.  The

dynamical  component  is  given  by  the  depletion  of

bodies  from the different  regions of  the MB via the

Yarkovsky effect. To simulate big impact events in a

realistic manner, our algorithm works stochastically by

treating  the breakups  as  Poisson random events.  So,

runs  using  different  seeds  for  the  random  number

generator produce different results. Thus, we develop a

set  of  runs  using  different  random  seeds  and  then

interpret  the  results  statistically.  To  do  so,  we

performed 1600 runs with ACDC and selected 26 runs

that provide a better fit with the 6 regions of the MB,

according to the criterion outlined in [1].

We used ACDC to obtain a record of the impacts in

Ceres and Vesta throughout their history: how big are

the projectiles that hit them and from what region of

the MB do they come from?  The median cumulative

size-frequency  distribution  (SFD)  of  impactors  is

shown: 

We find median maximum impactor values of 143 km

for Ceres and 66 km for Vesta. In the case of Vesta,

this value is consistent with previous estimations of the

impactor that formed the Rheasilvia impact basin [3].

In the case of Ceres,  this impactor could be the one

that  formed  Vendimia  Planitia,  a  800  km  diameter

depression associated with an impact basin [4].

Next, we discuss the source regions of the impactors.

We plot, for Ceres and Vesta, the relative contribution

of impactors bigger than 1 km from each region of the

MB.  

In the case of Ceres, located in the Middle belt, we see

that  the  Outer  belt  is  clearly  the  main  source  of

impactors as it  provides more than half of impactors

bigger than 1 km. The second main source source is

the Middle belt, which provides 18% of impactors. 

In the case of Vesta, located in the Inner belt, we find

that half of the impactors bigger than 1 km come from

the Inner and Middle belts, which provide an almost

even contribution of 25% each,  while the Outer  belt

provides 34% of impactors.
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The  next  step  in  this  work  is  to  use  this  impactor

distribution to study the cratering in Ceres and Vesta.

In  particular,  we  aim  to  derive  crater  SFDs  and

compare with observations. To do so, different crater

scaling  laws  are  used,  as  Ceres  and  Vesta  have

different  compositions,  and  projectiles  from  the

different  regions  of  the  MB  may  produce  different

crater SFDs due to their variety of compositions and

impact velocities.
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LATITUDINAL VARIATIONS IN CRUSTAL STRENGTH ACROSS CERES AS REVEALED BY ITS 
IMPACT CRATERS. M. F. Zeilnhofer and N. G. Barlow, Dept. Astronomy and Planetary Science, Northern Arizona 
University, Flagstaff, AZ 86011-6010  mfz3@nau.edu, Nadine.Barlow@nau.edu 

     Introduction: The Framing Camera (resolution of 
400m/pixel) onboard the NASA Dawn spacecraft 
attained images of Ceres’ heavily cratered surface 
suggesting a stronger crust than what is implied by the 
overall density of the body (2162 kg/m3) [1-2]. The 
focus of this investigation was to determine if there are 
any latitudinal variations in crustal strength across 
Ceres which provide insight into the Dawn 
observations.  
     Crater interior morphologies and polygonal impact 
craters (PICs) can provide insight into the crustal 
characteristics of Ceres because their formation is 
influenced by excavation into different target 
characteristics. Crater morphologies influenced by 
crustal strength include central peaks (Pk), central pits 
(SY for floor pits) and lobate flow features while PICs 
provide details about fracture systems on the surface 
and in the subsurface which influence the overall 
shape of the crater [3]. Studies of central peaks show 
the peak-to-crater diameter ratio (Dpk/Dc) increases 
with a decrease in target strength [4-5]. The formation 
of central pits is also attributed to target strength with 
studies showing a decrease in the pit-to-crater 
diameter (Dp/Dc) ratio with an increase in gravity and 
a decrease in volatile content [4-5]. Prior studies of the 
different types lobate flow features (type 1-3) on Ceres 
suggest impacts into icy material [6]. The increased 
presence of these features regionally would indicate 
that craters are excavating into a weaker target because 
these features are largely a result of collapse. There is 
a large frequency of PICs seen across the surface of 
Ceres [7-8] suggesting a presence of fracture systems 
within the surface and subsurface which have 
weakened the crust over time influencing the PIC 
formation [3]. The analysis of these crater 
morphologies and PICs will provide details on crustal 
strength difference across Ceres.  
     Methodology: We have created a near-global 
crater database for Ceres containing 44,594 craters ≥ 
1.0 km in diameter [9]. The crater interior 
morphologies and PICs were analyzed using the Low 
Altitude Mapping Orbit (LAMO) data which has a 
resolution of ~35 m/pixel [10]. The PIC, Pk, SY and 
lobate flow length measurements were measured 
within the Java Mission-planning and Analysis for 
Remote Sensing (JMARS) [8] and the PIC angle 
measurements were measured using ImageJ, an image 
processing tool developed by NIH. 
     Craters displaying lobate flow features were 
recorded in a separate database to include the length 
measurements (L), drop-height measurements (H) and 
the drop-height to runout length ratio (H/L). There 

were two additional classes analyzed due to their 
presence on Ceres: craters which display both type 2 
and type 3 flows (combination flows) and features 
which were similar to type 2 flows (generic floor 
deposits) but could not fully be distinguished as type 2 
most likely due to resolution within their locations.  
     PICs were also placed into a separate database for 
a more thorough analysis. The PIC database contains 
1,466 craters with four categories: PICs with no 
relation to visible structures (PICNVS), PICs related 
to visible structure systems located outside of the 
crater (PICVSO), PICs with structures located inside 
of the crater (PICVSI) and PICs with structures 
located inside and outside of the crater (PICVSIO) 
[11]. We used a maximum bound of 10 crater radii 
from the crater’s center to identify if a PIC is related 
to a previously mapped structure seen on the surface 
[12]. The PIC database also includes the number of 
linear rim segments (4-12), the angle between the 
segments and the mean angle for the crater, the length 
of the segments and the mean length for the crater and 
the angle of the segment with relation to the visible 
structures on the surface.  
     Regional crater ages were obtained using the 
Asteroid Derived Model (ADM) and the Lunar 
Derived Model (LDM) [1,13]. Ages were obtained for 
the interior morphologies and PICs to further 
understand the any latitudinal variations observed 
across the surface. 
    Observations: Central peaks are the most abundant 
crater morphology found within impact craters across 
the surface of Ceres. Global analysis of the median 
Dpk/Dc of 0.19 for Ceres is more similar to the 0.16 
value of the drier crust of Mercury [4,9,11]. 
Latitudinal analysis of the median Dpk/Dc shows an 
increase with increasing latitude [Figure 1] at similar 
depth-diameter (d/D) ratios. This indicates central 
peaks in the northern hemisphere excavated into a 
weaker layer which may exist at greater depths in the 
southern hemisphere. Central floor pits have a low 
frequency across the surface of Ceres and are present 
in craters at latitudes between 10.55°-74.05°N. 
Latitudinal analysis of the median Dp/Dc for central 
floor pits also becomes larger near the north pole. The 
average depth values at the lower northern latitudes 
are greater than near the north polar region (5.7 km 
versus 1.7 km) indicating regional variations of a 
mixed rock-ice-salt composition and/or a more 
battered and weakened surface near the north pole. 
These results suggest there are regional variations of a 
weaker layer at depths ≥ ~2.0 km. 
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Type 2 flows are the most common lobate flow 
found within impact craters across Ceres. The analysis 
of their H/L are larger in the southern hemisphere 
(0.23±0.04-0.46±0.02) than in the northern 
hemisphere (≤ 0.25±0.04) indicating material in the 
northern hemisphere can move further from the crater 
wall with greater efficiency than the material in the 
southern hemisphere. This could be the result of a 
more mixed rock-ice-salt composition in the northern 
hemisphere.  
     PICNVS are the most frequent class of PIC found 
across Ceres [7,8] indicating the presence of 
subsurface structures. The latitudinal analysis of 
PICNVS show a higher frequency located in the 
northern hemisphere [Figure 2]. Additional analysis of 
the d/D indicate these craters have values typically 
smaller than the average d/D values for fresh impact 
craters on Ceres (0.11±0.03 and 0.09±0.03, using the 
mean and oblate sphere topography models, 
respectively) which is due to the varying degradations 
states of these craters. There are fresh PICNVS found 
across Ceres and their values are comparable to the 
d/D values for the fresh complex craters (0.12±0.01) 
indicating these craters are excavating further into the 
subsurface to encounter these structure systems. Based 
on these results the structure systems are within the top 
~1.5 km of the subsurface.       
     Ages: Crater size-frequency distribution plots 
(SFDs) were derived for each 10° latitudinal zone. The 

CSFDs show differences between the northern 
(1200±40-2600±100 Ma (LDM) and 280±10-670±40 
Ma (ADM)) and southern hemispheres (700±30-
1300±90 Ma (LDM) 160±8-320±20 Ma (ADM)) with 
the younger ages associated with latitudes at the 
equatorial region and older ages associated with 
latitudes near or at the polar regions. The southern 
hemisphere also produces younger ages than the 
northern hemisphere which may be the result of the 
two large and younge impact basin ejecta blankets 
(Urvara (-45.66ºN 249.24ºE, D = 170.0 km) and 
Yalode (-42.58ºN 292.48ºE, D = 260.0 km) resetting 
the surface in the southern hemisphere.  
     Implications: The observations of the central peak, 
central pit, lobate flow features and PIC data suggest 
the northern hemisphere is weaker than the southern 
hemisphere. The morphology observations suggest a 
more fractured crust and/or higher volatile content in 
the northern hemisphere at shallower depths than in 
the southern hemisphere while the PIC data suggests a 
weaker target in the north due to residual fracture 
systems, consistent with the proposed true polar 
wander (TPW) of Ceres with a polar reorientation of 
~36° [14]. These data are also consistent with findings 
from the Gamma Ray and Neutron Detector (GRaND) 
onboard the Dawn spacecraft which show a higher 
hydrogen content north of 60o [15]. The age data imply 
the northern hemisphere is older than the southern 
hemisphere, which may be a result of the resurfacing 
of the southern hemisphere by ejecta blanketing from 
Urvara and Yalode. These results suggest a mixed 
composition of rock, ice and salt within the Cerean 
crust which are consistent with the previous studies 
using the Dawn spacecraft data.   
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Figure 1: The median Dpk/Dc reported for each latitude 
central peaks were identified in. Standard error bars were 
calculated. 

Figure 2: The distribution of PICNVS normalized to each 
10° latitude zone. Poisson error bars were calculated. 
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